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Abstract

This dissertation contains three chapters that investigate the role of asymmetric in-

formation in determining market outcomes in insurance and healthcare markets. The

first two chapters focus on the U.S. automobile insurance market and how asymmet-

ric information about consumer characteristics affect consumer and insurer behavior.

The third chapter focuses on the U.S. healthcare market and studies how the financial

incentives that arise due to price variation in the multi-payer system affect physician

behavior when the physician has more information and the discretion to choose a

treatment for the patient.

The first chapter, co-authored with Frank Sloan and Lindsey Eldred, quantifies

the role of private information in automobile insurance policy choice using data on

individuals’ subjective beliefs, risk preference, reckless driving, insurer, and insur-

ance policy characteristics merged with insurer-specific quality ratings distributed

by independent organizations. We find a zero correlation between ex post accident

risk and insurance coverage, reflecting advantageous selection in policy choice offset

by moral hazard. Advantageous selection is partly attributable to insurer sorting on

consumer attributes known and used by insurers. Our analysis of insurer sorting re-

veals that lower-risk drivers on attributes observed by insurers obtain coverage from

insurers with higher-quality ratings.

The second chapter extends the work of the first chapter to quantifying the welfare

impact of private information in an insurance market and evaluating potential policy
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interventions. Many studies show that asymmetric information exists in insurance

markets, yet there is little consensus on the effectiveness of interventions in these

markets. This chapter provides empirical evidence that improving information about

risk is not always welfare-improving. I show how the theoretical effect of risk-rating

can depend on whether the market is adversely- or advantageously-selected. I then

estimate a structural model of insurance choice and reckless behavior to show that in

the advantageously-selected U.S. automobile insurance market, risk-rating induces

high-risk drivers to drop coverage, creating a negative externality and social welfare

loss. Community rating improves welfare despite increasing asymmetric information.

The third chapter considers the impact of cross-payer price variation on physician

behavior in the U.S., specifically for the case of births. A key innovation of the paper

is to use data from multiple private payers—the Massachusetts All-Payer Claims

Database. With these data, I ask how the change in reimbursement from one payer

affects the probability that a physician performs a C-section on patients insured by

that payer and by other payers. I use a difference-in-differences strategy that takes

advantage of variation in contract change dates across the three largest private payers

in Massachusetts. The results show that physicians are less likely to perform a C-

section on a patient when the relative price the doctor receives from her insurer for a

C-section decreases. This effect is concentrated among patients classified as medium-

risk based on factors observed before the delivery, specifically women who reportedly

experience long labor. These findings suggests that prices can be used as an incentive

to change physician behavior, at least in the case of births. Whether this is welfare-

improving depends on health impacts and patient preferences. Nevertheless, any

policy that will affect prices paid to physicians—such as unilateral price changes by

government payers and mergers of insurance companies or provider groups that affect

bargaining power—should consider the downstream effects on utilization.
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1

Advantageous Selection, Moral Hazard, and
Insurer Sorting on Risk in the U.S. Automobile

Insurance Market

Empirical studies of insurance purchase decisions have demonstrated that consumers

possess private information when purchasing, and their private information comes

in multidimensional forms (e.g., Fang, Keane and Silverman, 2008). This informa-

tion pertains to risk types (Rothschild and Stiglitz, 1976), but also preferences, such

as risk aversion, thrill seeking, tastes for goods leading to risk taking, for exam-

ple, alcohol, and in subjective beliefs about adverse consequences of risky behaviors.

Individuals also differ in cognitive ability, which affects knowledge of the law and

adverse consequences of risky behaviors, and, for driving, in their altruism toward

other drivers, and in driving skills. While research has documented that multidi-

mensional sources of private information exist, much remains to be learned about

what these sources are and how they vary by insurance type, and how they affect

functioning of insurance markets.

Even though private information is a source of adverse selection in insurance

markets and the notion that purchasers of insurance possess some private informa-
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tion is widely accepted, not all studies have found adverse selection (e.g., Cohen

and Siegelman, 2010). A frequently used method for determining whether there is

adverse selection is the positive correlation test, where the correlation is between

insurance quantity purchased and losses incurred during the policy year. Several

studies of automobile insurance have reported a zero correlation between insurance

coverage and accident risk (Chiappori and Salanié, 2000; Dionne, Gouriéroux and

Vanasse, 2001; Saito, 2006).1 A deficiency of this test is that a positive correlation

can reflect both adverse selection and moral hazard. Disentangling the two is not

straightforward (de Meza and Webb, 2001; Bajari, Hong and Khwaja, 2014). Also,

a zero correlation may reflect multidimensional private information (Finkelstein and

McGarry, 2006).

In the standard model of insurance choice, insurers are passive agents. Insurance

markets persist in the presence of private information and with government require-

ments that certain types of information known to insurers not be explicitly used

in premium setting or underwriting. Insurers must have learned how to cope with

such private information. Yet research on this topic is still in its infancy (Baker and

Swedloff, 2013).

This study uses unique data from a survey of persons who both drove and con-

sumed alcohol conducted for our research in four U.S. states—North Carolina, Penn-

sylvania, Washington, and Wisconsin. Our survey obtained information on various

sources of private information, for example, respondents’ subjective probabilities

about engaging in future behaviors and of experiencing adverse driving outcomes;

risk preference; other preferences including altruism, income, wealth, motor vehicle

ownership, and respondents’ driving habits; and demographic characteristics. The

survey asked for the respondent’s automobile insurer and amounts of third-party and

1 The above studies are based on North American data. In a German study, correlations were
either zero or small and positive (Spindler, Winter, and Hagmayer, 2014). Positive correlations
were found in studies using French (Chiappori et al., 2006) and Israeli (Cohen, 2005) data.
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first-party insurance the person had, and the premium paid. Having the automobile

insurer’s name, we merge quality ratings obtained from several independent sources

with the survey data. To our knowledge, no prior study has had as much information

on insurance purchasers and choices as we do. A major strength of our survey is that

it obtained objective measures of risk at the follow-up interview that are comparable

to measures of subjective beliefs obtained at baseline about a year earlier, which

allows for within-sample comparisons.

We find that there is advantageous selection in choice of automobile liability in-

surance coverage, and there is moral hazard. The advantageous selection reflects

market responses on the supply side. In particular, risks are segmented based on

factors predictive of the probability of an accident, both observed and used by insur-

ers. The result is that lower-risk drivers are insured by higher-quality insurers and

conversely. Thus, even with various forms of government intervention, stratifying on

risk eliminates much of the heterogeneity in accident risk among drivers and segre-

gates higher-risk drivers in their own risk pools. Such sorting reduces cross-subsidies

from low- to high-risk drivers, and makes automobile insurance relatively attractive

to low-risk purchasers, which is reflected in the advantageous selection we observe.

Our analysis proceeds in two stages. First, we assess consumers’ private infor-

mation about risk type and its role in insurance choices and accident risk. To study

selection on observed dimensions of private information, we use standard techniques

(e.g., Finkelstein and McGarry, 2006). Following others (Chiappori and Salanié,

2000; Finkelstein and Poterba, 2004), we measure the correlation between insur-

ance coverage choice and ex post accident risk. We then measure moral hazard

directly.2 Second, we investigate sorting of drivers among insurers based on predic-

tors of drivers’ accident risk as a response to potential selection and moral hazard in

2 Abbring, Chiappori and Pinquet (2003) is a notable exception—the authors use panel data to
test for negative state dependence as a measure of moral hazard. They do not find evidence of
moral hazard in the French automobile insurance market.
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this market. Lower-risk drivers obtain coverage from insurers rated as having higher

quality by independent agencies. Some insurers eschew the risky drivers on criteria

observable to insurers using approaches allowable under current law and regulation.

This study makes several important contributions. First, most studies, and to

our knowledge all studies of selection in automobile insurance markets, have lacked

measures of private information that permit testing for whether the correlation re-

sults arise because of no asymmetric information between insurers and consumers

or multidimensional private information. Ours is the first study of such markets to

have direct measures of private information and is richer in private information than

previous studies of selection in any insurance market.

Finkelstein and McGarry (2006) have one measure of the subjective probability

of nursing home admission in their analysis of selection in the market for long-term

care insurance. The study most similar to ours in having more than one private infor-

mation measure is Fang, Keane and Silverman (2008), a study of the supplementary

Medicare insurance (Medigap) market. They measure financial risk preference, cog-

nitive ability, health behaviors, and subjective risk, but we have these and additional

measures of private information. The authors find evidence of advantageous selection

in Medigap, but risk preference is not a determinant of insurance choice as economic

theory would usually predict. In their study, cognitive ability, measured as we do,

drives their negative correlation between insurance coverage and claims risk.

Second, our data allow us to measure risk preference more comprehensively than

previously. Risk preference may not be stable across domains, but may be context

specific (e.g., Einav et al., 2012). We leverage the multiple ways in which our sur-

vey elicited preferences, personality traits, and beliefs to obtain a more general risk

preference measure than in previous studies. Third, using our survey, we implement

a novel method for quantifying moral hazard, which allows us to separate insurance

policy choice from moral hazard. Fourth, given that we can identify respondents’
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insurers, we examine sorting by insurers of varying quality based on the objective

risk of an accident.

The “Background on Automobile Insurance Markets” section describes key in-

stitutional features of the U.S. automobile insurance market. The “Data” section

describes basic features of our survey. The “Private Information, Insurance Contract

Choice, and Accidents” section focuses on the role of private information in the auto-

mobile insurance market—particularly relationships between individuals’ subjective

probabilities of being involved in an automobile accident in the next year and other

dimensions of private information, insurance contract choice, and ex post accident

risk. In the “Separating Plan Selection from Moral Hazard” section, we use infor-

mation from hypothetical scenarios posed in our survey to assess the extent of moral

hazard. In the “Sorting of Policyholders Based on Their Accident Risk” section, we

investigate the relationship between objective and unobserved accident risk and var-

ious measures of insurer quality. The “Discussion and Conclusion” section discusses

implications of our findings and study conclusions.

1.1 Background on Automobile Insurance Markets

Government intervention in the automobile insurance market reflects financial exter-

nalities of such insurance (e.g., absent third-party insurance, accident victims may

not recover their losses), perceived consumer ignorance of insurance policy attributes,

and the widespread notion that driving is a right, particularly since driving is often

essential for employment and performing various household duties. Financial exter-

nalities have led to mandatory insurance coverage. Consumer ignorance has led to

review of policy forms to assure that the terms of the contract are understandable

to consumers. The notion of driving as a right has provided a rationale for premium

regulation, community rating, take all comers, guaranteed renewability policies, and

formation of public high-risk pools. There is some segmentation of the market by
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risk class as reflected by the presence of private surplus line insurers in some states.

In the United States, mandatory liability insurance coverage is nearly universal if

one includes financial responsibility laws. Liability insurance is often the most prac-

tical option for drivers in states with financial responsibility laws. The requirement

that drivers purchase minimum amounts of liability insurance prevents unraveling of

contracts offering such minimum coverage, which has sometimes occurred in other

insurance markets, for example, health insurance (Cutler and Reber, 1998). Even

though most drivers are, in effect, required to carry liability insurance, some insurers

may not insure high-risk drivers. In all of the four study states except North Car-

olina, insurers can refuse to write coverage. Of our study states, only North Carolina

has a reinsurance facility. All insurers selling automobile insurance in the state must

take part, and as a result, an insurer may choose to insure a high-risk driver under

its regular plan or transfer it to the reinsurance facility.3 Pennsylvania, Washington,

and Wisconsin utilize an assigned-risk plan. These plans require all automobile in-

surers to participate. In addition, there is optional automobile insurance coverage,

for example, first-party (collision) insurance. Insurance applications require basic

demographic information including location, age, gender, race, and marital status.

However, in some states, these are protected categories. In all study states, premi-

ums may reflect accident risk in the location in which insurance is sold. The statutes

are silent regarding insurer requests for information on driving characteristics, for

example, annual mileage, vehicle specifications, or use. The driving record of an

insured driver is an important information source on driver risk.

Insurers rarely if ever request some types of private information policyholders are

3 Although empirical support is lacking, the underlying rationale is that such reinsurance gives
drivers free choice of insurance carrier. It also means that individuals do not know when they
are insured under the reinsurance facility as the individual’s insurance contract is issued by the
(primary) insurer. But with sorting on objective risk of an accident, which we argue exists below,
insurance agents effectively decide on the risk levels of their clientele and hence on the shares of
customers who are insured by a reinsurance facility.
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likely to possess because it is impossible to verify statements made from independent

sources, for example, on risk preference, use of intoxicating substances, and quality of

driving. Insurers might ask about specific chronic conditions known to affect accident

risk. Such information can be verified from medical records or health insurance

claims.

Automobile insurers commonly use experience rating to increase or decrease pre-

miums according to recent driving history (Lemaire, 2012). Some states regulate

experience rating with a statewide point system. Of our study states, North Car-

olina mandates insurance increases with a state-created system. The other study

states regulate surcharges, but do not require specific schedules.

1.2 Data

Battelle Memorial Institute conducted a two-wave survey of drinkers and drivers on

our behalf in eight cities in four states during 2010-2012, called the Survey of Alcohol

and Driving (SAD). Questionnaire design was guided by questions from prior sur-

veys. This study relies on data from both waves. Wave 1’s first part, administered

by telephone, included questions on: demographic characteristics/income/wealth, al-

cohol consumption, accident/traffic violation history, and altruism. Wave 1’s second

part, administered by computer about a month later, elicited information for which

visual displays are helpful or questions involving detailed scenarios (e.g., for eliciting

risk preferences, willingness to pay), and details about the respondent’s automobile

insurance policy. Wave 2, administered by computer, was conducted about a year

after Wave 1.

Eligibility for the SAD required respondents to have driven and to have con-

sumed alcohol during the last month, to reside within a study city, and to be age

18. The recruitment process oversampled persons who consumed large amounts of

alcohol in order to study drinking and driving decision making and behaviors in de-
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tail. The eight cities were: Raleigh and Hickory, North Carolina; Philadelphia and

Wilkes- Barre, Pennsylvania; Seattle and Yakima, Washington; and Milwaukee and

La Crosse, Wisconsin. These represent a broad geographic spread of large and small

cities. Mean age of study participants is 43.8. Mean educational attainment is 15.6

years, substantially above the U.S. average. Mean household income is $81,470, also

above average. Over half are female (54.6 percent), 13.1 percent are nonwhite, and

46.6 percent are married.

1.3 Private Information, Insurance Contract Choice, and Accidents

1.3.1 Overview

We first assess the role of private information on (1) individuals’ choices of automobile

insurance coverage, (2) their accident risks, and (3) the correlation between the

two. Like Finkelstein and McGarry (2006), we divide information sources into three

categories: (1) information insurers use in risk classification and thus in premium

setting, (2) information insurers often elicit from consumers but specifically used in

risk classification, and (3) private information unavailable to insurers. We examine

private information about risk preference in financial, driving, and health domains;

cognitive ability; impulsivity; altruism toward nonfamily members; and subjective

beliefs about the probability the person will engage in reckless driving in the next

year—speeding and drinking/driving. The goal is to determine which sorts of private

information explain subjective beliefs about the probability of having an accident in

the next year, observed insurance purchases, and ex post accident rates.

The system of equations is recursive. Objective information about individuals

known and used or known and not used by insurers and information privately held

by individuals affect objective and subjective probabilities about having an accident

next year. Based on the objective risk of an accident, individuals are offered insur-

ance policies at a premium for the next (policy) year. Individuals select an insurer
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and policy from that insurer based on their preferences, private information, insur-

ance policy characteristics, and premiums. Once insurance coverage is selected, the

individual forms subjective probabilities about her driving behaviors during the pol-

icy year. The individual then engages in actual behaviors that affect her accident

record during the policy year. At year end, the accident record for the policy year

are recorded ex post.

1.3.2 Three Types of Information

Type 1: Objective Factors Used by Insurers in Premium Setting. Accident determinants

used by insurers for risk classification fall into these categories: demographic char-

acteristics, driving attributes, driving history, and city. In our analysis of objective

factors, demographic characteristics are: male ă25, female ă25, and currently mar-

ried. For driving attributes, we include binary variables for whether the person

reported driving 15,000+ miles/year and age, type, and use of primary vehicle—

sedan, sport car, SUV, minivan, truck, or other—whether the person reports driving

to work, and driving a motor vehicle regularly for a job. Driving history includes the

number of: citations for speeding, arrests for DWI, and prior accidents. The SAD

measured accidents at Waves 1 and 2. At Wave 1, the SAD obtained a self- report

of the number of speeding citations, DWI arrests, and accidents in the prior 3 years.

One year later, the SAD obtained a self-report of accidents since Wave 1. Between

Waves 1 and 2, 8.9 percent of respondents reported having had an accident; 21.1

percent reported having had an accident in the past 3 years at Wave 1.

First, to determine the relationship between actual accident risk and information

used by the insurer for risk classification, we estimate:

ProbpAccidentk “ 1|Xt´1q “ ΦpX 1
t´1αq (1.1)

where Accident is 1 if the person was involved in an accident in the past 3 years,
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and Xt´1 is a vector of characteristics used by insurers for risk classification. Alter-

natively, Accident is 1 if the person was involved in an accident in the year between

Waves 1 and 2, and the number of accidents in 3 years prior to Wave 1 is included

as covariate in Xt´1. Thus, k may be t´ 1 or t.

Table 1.1 reports results for the two dependent variables. Both regressions include

covariates for car age and characteristics and city, not shown. In the first specifica-

tion, young drivers, male and female, those who drive 15,000+ miles/year, and have

speeding citations and DWI arrests in the prior 3 years have higher probabilities of

having had an accident in the 3 years prior to Wave 1. Persons currently married

are less likely to have had an accident. In the second specification, the number of

accidents in the past 3 years before Wave 1 has a positive effect on the probability

of having had an accident between Waves 1 and 2. Having an accident in the past 3

years before Wave 1 leads to a 0.071 increase in the probability of having an accident

in the years between Waves 1 and 2—a large effect size relative to the observational

mean, 0.089. The coeffcient for drives for work is also significant. Effect sizes are

lower when the dependent variable is for 1 rather than 3 years; fewer coefficients are

statistically significant at conventional levels in the second specification.

Type 2: Attributes Observed by Insurers but Not Used in Premium Setting. Attributes

often observed by insurers but not used in risk classification are income and/or

wealth, educational attainment (in years), and race/ethnicity.

Type 3: Multiple Dimensions of Private Information. The SAD elicited several dimen-

sions of private information. The SAD used a sequence of hypothetical gambles

over percent changes in lifetime income, derived from the Health and Retirement

Study (HRS), to measure financial risk tolerance (Barsky et al., 1997). Based on

the responses, we group respondents into three mutually exclusive categories—least,
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Table 1.1: Objective probability of an accident based on characteristics used by the
insurer

Marginal Effects (Std. Errors)

Mean
(Std. Dev.)

Any accident
in last 3 years

(wave 1)

Any accident
in last year

(wave 2)

(1) (2) (3)

Dependent variables
Any accident in last 3 years (wave 1) 0.212 (0.409) 0.071˚˚˚ (0.018)
Any accident in last year (wave 2) 0.089 (0.284)

Demographic characteristics
Male ă25 0.020 (0.139) 0.155˚˚ (0.074) 0.006 (0.059)
Female ă25 0.041 (0.198) 0.102˚ (0.056) 0.061˚ (0.036)
Married 0.466 (0.499) ´0.061˚˚ (0.025) ´0.016 (0.018)

Driving characteristics and history
Miles ą15k/yr 0.154 (0.362) 0.104˚˚˚ (0.030) 0.034 (0.021)
Drives to work 0.759 (0.428) 0.017 (0.029) 0.008 (0.021)
Drives for work 0.321 (0.467) 0.032 (0.026) 0.046˚˚˚ (0.017)
Speeding violations 0.523 (1.278) 0.027˚˚˚ (0.009) 0.003 (0.006)
DWI arrests 0.039 (0.299) 0.080˚˚ (0.040) ´0.057 (0.060)

N 1,172 1,171 1,155
Pseudo R2 0.06 0.07

Notes: Marginal effects; standard errors in parentheses in columns (2) and (3). All regressions
include car age and fixed effects for car type and city (not shown). All explanatory variables
other than accident in last year measured at Wave 1. * p ă 0.10; ** p ă 0.05; *** p ă 0.01.

moderately, and most financially risk tolerant.

The series of (standard gamble) questions about risk taking in the medical do-

main in SAD is: “We want you to keep imagining that you have gotten into an auto

accident that leaves you paralyzed. Suppose that doctors could cure you of the paral-

ysis by performing an operation. Without the operation, you would be paralyzed

for the rest of your life. But if the operation went well, you would be completely

cured of your paralysis. If the operation did not go well, you would die immediately

without any pain. Would you choose to have the operation if the chance of dying

was (a randomly selected value)?” The initial probability making the person indif-

ferent between having and not having the operation was randomized. The computer

program elicited probabilities according to a prespecified formula using a randomly
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selected value as the starting value until the change in subjective probabilities fell

below a threshold.

Impulsivity is a general term describing a tendency to act on a whim, disregarding

a rational long-term strategy for maximizing personal welfare (Madden and John-

son, 2010). An impulsive individual may not consider future consequences of present

actions and hence be more accident-prone. In psychology, impulsivity is an aspect of

personality. In the context of subjective beliefs about having an accident, an impul-

sive individual may recognize that she is likely to act on a whim in the future, thus

exposing her to a higher probability of personal harm (Sloan et al., 2013). A par-

allel is the sophisticate in the literature on self-control (Gruber and Köszegi, 2001).

To measure impulsivity, the SAD incorporated questions developed by (Loewenstein

et al., 2001).

Insurers know the individual’s prior accident and arrest records, but the individ-

ual is likely to know more about her quality of driving and precaution levels than

reflected in her driving history. To measure self-rated driving skills, the SAD asked

respondents to rate their driving ability relative to others—worse, about the same,

better, or much better. To measure precaution levels, Wave 1 elicited the individual’s

subjective probabilities of speeding 15+ miles/hour over the speeding limit and of

driving at least once after having too much to drink in the next year.

We use factor analysis to create an aggregate measure of risk preference based

on: preferences for risk in financial and medical domains, impulsivity, whether the

individual smokes currently, and whether the individual has ever used illicit drugs or

licit drugs without a prescription. The factor analysis yields two factors with eigen-

values over 1. We use the first factor, which loads heavily on impulsivity, smoking,

and drug use. Higher values imply higher risk preference.

Cognitive ability may affect the individual’s ability to weigh potential benefits

and costs of specific choices (Fang, Keane and Silverman, 2008) and/or accuracy of a
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person’s subjective beliefs. The SAD measured recall, memory, and numeracy based

on questions from the HRS. We aggregate these measures to create an index that

ranges from 0 to 16, increasing in cognitive ability.

In feeling hopelessness, depression may increase subjective beliefs about probabil-

ities of adverse events occurring (Hepburn, Barnhofer and Williams, 2009). If depres-

sion increases subjective probabilities of an accident arising from careless driving, it

may increase her precaution. But it may also lessen the individual’s belief in ability

to control one’s fate, which may have the opposite effect. The SAD measured depres-

sion with questions from the SIG-E-CAPS, a depression screening tool (Wise and

Rundell, 1994; Guck et al., 2003; Lieberman, 2003). The SAD included nine symp-

toms; we measure depression as a count of symptoms the respondent experienced

during the year before Wave 1.

Persons who are more altruistic, especially about harming strangers, may be safer

drivers and hence less accident-prone. The SAD made statements relative to altruism

toward nonfamily members, none of which reference alcohol consumption or driving

while intoxicated. Ceteris paribus, we expect more altruistic persons, for example,

who internalize the externalities involving harm to others, to be more careful drivers.

The SAD included nine statements dealing with altruism without referring to family

members, each with three response options—disagree, neutral, agree. We create

an altruism index by assigning each response a value of 1-3, where 3 is the most

altruistic, and sum across questions.

Persons placing a lower value on avoiding injury and/or disability should be less

cautious. The SAD included questions designed to value the nonpecuniary loss from

an automobile accident resulting in permanent paralysis. The question design sought

to avoid common pitfalls in contingent valuation research and was based on questions

one of us has used previously (Sloan et al., 1998; Perreira and Sloan, 2002; Khwaja,

Sloan and Wang, 2009).
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To elicit maximum willingness to pay, respondents were asked to compare two

areas. Area A, which has the same monthly cost of living as the place where the

person currently lives. Persons living there are assumed to have a 0.01 annual prob-

ability of a person getting into an automobile accident that results in the person

becoming paralyzed. Area B has a $X higher cost of living and a 0.008 probability

of being involved in an automobile accident resulting in the person being paralyzed.

To avoid starting-point bias, SAD assigned random starting values of $X. Based on

several rounds of questions, we derive a final value for avoiding a 0.002 per year

probability of becoming paralyzed. Finally, the SAD elicited subjective probabilities

of speeding 15+ miles/hour over the speed limit, drinking and driving, and having

an accident next year. We include subjective probabilities elicited at Wave 1 as

additional sources of private information.

Table 1.2 analyzes the same dependent variables as Table 1.1, but adds explana-

tory variables for attributes of insured individuals known but not used by insurers

(Zt´1) and for private information (PIt´1), all at Wave 1, to assess determinants of

the probability of an accident from the insurer’s perspective if there were no informa-

tion asymmetries and insurers used all information currently available to them. We

also estimate a more parsimonious model containing only two explanatory variables

for PIt´1.

Accidentt “κ0 ` κ1Xt´1 ` κ2Zt´1

` κ3SubjProbAccidentt´1 ` κ4RiskPreft´1 ` νt (1.2)

The dependent variable is a binary variable for whether the person had an accident

in the year after Wave 1. The parameters κ3 and κ4 relate private information

about risk preference and the subjective probability of an accident to actual accident

occurrence next year. For both types of private information to be relevant to insurers,

κ3 ‰ 0 and κ4 ‰ 0. We also expect κ1 ‰ 0; that is, objective risk as of period t ´ 1
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predicts actual accident occurrence in t.

The coefficients on characteristics used by insurers in Table 1.2 are very similar

to their Table 1.1 counterparts. The coefficients are robust to substantial changes

in specification (compare columns (2) and (3) and (4) and (5)). Adding information

collected but not used by insurers and individual’s private information in Table 1.2

adds 0.03–0.04 to the R2s in Table 1.1, which implies that consumers possess some

information that would improve accuracy in predicting future accident probabilities

if insurers had the information and actually used it.

When the dependent variable is a binary for having an accident in the last 3 years,

higher net worth drivers have a lower probability of an accident, but, ceteris paribus,

more highly educated persons and nonwhites have a higher probability on average.

Among variables for private information, coefficients on self-assessed driving ability—

worse self-assessed driving ability leading to more accidents and for risk preference—

more risk tolerant persons being more likely to have an accident are highly significant.

A one standard deviation increase in risk preference, that is, becoming substantially

more risk tolerant, would lead to a 0.044 increase in the accident probability in

a 3-year period, slightly over 20 percent of the corresponding observational mean.

The coefficients for the subjective probability of an accident are positive and nearly

statistically significant when the dependent variable is any accident in the last 3 years

(p “ 0.091, column (2), p “ 0.069, column (3)). When the dependent variable is a

binary variable for having had an accident between Waves 1 and 2, the coefficient on

the subjective probability of an accident next year, recorded at Wave 1, is estimated

very imprecisely. But given the stochastic property of accidents, an accident history

for a year represents much less information about the underlying quality of driving

than a 3-year period does.
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Table 1.2: Objective probability of an accident based on characteristics used by individual drivers

Mean (std. dev.) Any accident in last 3 years (wave 1) Any accident in last year (wave 2)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dependent variables
Any accident last 3 yrs. (wave 1) 0.212 (0.409)
Any accident last yr. (wave 2) 0.090 (0.286)

Demographic characteristics
Male ă25 0.020 (0.141) 0.191˚˚˚ (0.074) 0.176˚˚ (0.074) 0.051 (0.057) 0.028 (0.058)
Female ă25 0.041 (0.199) 0.109˚ (0.056) 0.124˚˚ (0.055) 0.070˚ (0.037) 0.075˚˚ (0.037)
Married 0.461 (0.499) ´0.034 (0.027) ´0.036 (0.027) 0.002 (0.019) ´0.002 (0.019)

Driving characteristics and history
Miles ą15k/yr 0.154 (0.361) 0.112˚˚˚ (0.031) 0.111˚˚˚ (0.030) 0.044˚˚ (0.022) 0.043˚˚ (0.021)
Drives to work 0.761 (0.427) 0.006 (0.029) 0.004 (0.029) 0.013 (0.022) 0.011 (0.022)
Drives for work 0.325 (0.468) 0.032 (0.026) 0.030 (0.025) 0.047˚˚˚ (0.018) 0.051˚˚˚ (0.018)
Speeding violations 0.521 (1.283) 0.026˚˚˚ (0.009) 0.027˚˚˚ (0.009) 0.001 (0.006) 0.005 (0.006)
DWI arrests 0.039 (0.303) 0.068˚ (0.040) 0.066˚ (0.040) ´0.071 (0.070) ´0.069 (0.069)

Demographic characteristics and wealth, not used
Net worth ($100k) 3.406 (5.989) ´0.004˚ (0.002) ´0.004˚ (0.002) ´0.000 (0.002) 0.000 (0.002)
Education (years) 15.616 (1.940) 0.022˚˚˚ (0.007) 0.024˚˚˚ (0.007) 0.002 (0.005) 0.003 (0.005)
Non-white 0.130 (0.336) 0.073˚˚ (0.035) 0.063˚ (0.034) 0.039 (0.025) 0.035 (0.024)

Private information
Driving: worse than others 0.023 (0.150) 0.208˚˚˚ (0.076) 0.083˚ (0.045)
Driving: about the same as others 0.246 (0.431) 0.048 (0.033) ´0.035 (0.025)
Driving: better than others 0.493 (0.500) ´0.001 (0.030) ´0.003 (0.021)
Risk preference factor 0.003 (0.997) 0.044˚˚˚ (0.013) 0.047˚˚˚ (0.012) 0.021˚˚ (0.009) 0.023˚˚˚ (0.009)
Cognitive ability (0-16) 14.474 (1.743) ´0.002 (0.007) ´0.002 (0.005)
Depressed (binary) 0.182 (0.386) ´0.019 (0.032) 0.035 (0.022)
Altruism (non-familial) 22.994 (2.623) ´0.002 (0.005) 0.005 (0.003)
WTP to avoid paralysis ($/mo) 36.802 (33.929) ´0.000 (0.000) 0.001˚˚˚ (0.000)
Subj. prob. of speeding 0.449 (0.399) ´0.033 (0.032) 0.033 (0.023)
Subj. prob. of drink and drive 0.165 (0.292) 0.011 (0.042) ´0.021 (0.030)
Subj. prob. of accident 0.134 (0.145) 0.135˚ (0.079) 0.142˚ (0.078) 0.032 (0.057) 0.037 (0.056)

N 1,134 1,133 1,152 1,120 1,136
Pseudo R2 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.07

Notes: Marginal effects; standard errors in parentheses in columns (2) through (5). All regressions include car age and
fixed effects for car type and city (not shown). * p ă 0.10; ** p ă 0.05; *** p ă 0.01.
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1.3.3 Subjective Probability of an Accident in the Next Year

Specification. The subjective probability of an accident is based on (1) information

used by insurers, (2) other information available to insurers but not used, and (3)

private information. To examine the relationship between the subjective probability

of an accident next year and specific sources of private information, conditional on

objective information used and not used by insurers, we estimate:

SubjProbAccidentt´1 “ β0 ` β1Xt´1 ` β2Zt´1 ` β3PIt´1 ` εt´1 (1.3)

All variables come from Wave 1. Measures of Xt´1 are the predicted probability

of having an accident in the past 3 years elicited at Wave 1 based on Table 1.1

coefficients and a binary variable for actually having had an accident during the

same 3 years. Measures of Zt´1 and PIt´1 are the same as in Table 1.2.

Results. Overall, there are several statistically significant and plausible relationships

between the subjective probability of having an accident next year and other types of

objective and private information. The subjective probability of an accident reflects

the objective probability of having had an accident during the 3 years prior to Wave

1. Net worth (for Zt´1) negatively affects the subjective probability. Self-assessed

driving ability negatively affects the subjective probability of an accident, and the

two subjective probabilities of reckless driving both have positive effects (for PIt´1).

Although positive, the coefficient on risk preference is not statistically significant,

which suggests that although risk-tolerant persons are more accident-prone, such

persons on average do not think that they have a higher accident risk. A one-unit

change in the factor (approximately the standard deviation of the risk preference

factor), results in less than a 0.01 change in the subjective probability of having an

accident next year.

In sum, the subjective probability of an accident reflects information known and
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Table 1.3: Formation of subjective beliefs about the probability of an accident in the
next year

Mean
(std. dev.)

Subjective prob.
of accident

(1) (2)

Dependent variables
Subjective prob. of accident 0.135 (0.146)

Accident probability, used
Objective prob. of accident (wave 1) 0.214 (0.105) 0.149˚˚˚ (0.043)
Any accident in last 3 years (wave 1) 0.214 (0.410) 0.019˚ (0.011)

Demographic characteristics
Net worth ($100k) 3.415 (5.986) ´0.003˚˚˚ (0.001)
Education (years) 15.619 (1.939) ´0.001 (0.002)
Non-white 0.129 (0.335) ´0.012 (0.013)

Private information
Driving: worse than others 0.022 (0.147) 0.104˚˚˚ (0.030)
Driving: about the same as others 0.248 (0.432) 0.038˚˚˚ (0.012)
Driving: better than others 0.493 (0.500) 0.031˚˚˚ (0.011)
Driving: much better than others 0.238 (0.426)
Risk preference factor 0.004 (0.997) 0.008 (0.005)
Cognitive ability (0-16) 14.476 (1.743) ´0.004 (0.003)
Depressed (binary) 0.181 (0.386) ´0.019 (0.012)
Altruism (non-familial) 22.994 (2.621) 0.002 (0.002)
WTP to avoid paralysis (monthly) 36.758 (33.923) ´0.000 (0.000)
Subj. prob. of speeding 0.450 (0.399) 0.024˚˚ (0.011)
Subj. prob. of drinking and driving 0.165 (0.292) 0.026˚ (0.015)

Constant 0.090 (0.065)
N 1,135 1,135
R2 0.07

* p ă 0.10; ** p ă 0.05; *** p ă 0.01

used by insurers in underwriting and premium setting, some other information known

to insurers, and private information. The next step is to determine the extent to

which private information affects insurance choice.

1.3.4 Choice of Insurance Coverage

At Wave 1, the SAD asked whether the person had liability insurance, and if so,

what the liability limits were. Liability limits measure quantity of liability insurance

purchased. A feature of tort law in the United States is that when the defendant’s

liability obligation exceeds the person’s wealth, the defendant is considered to be
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judgment proof (Shavell, 2005), which should decrease lower-income households’ de-

mand on insurance. But as seen above, wealthier persons have lower objective and

subjective accident risk, for example, exercise self-protection given their greater fi-

nancial exposure (Ehrlich and Becker, 1972). Also for this reason, we expect the

individual’s choice of liability limits to depend on wealth. If richer individuals are

less risk averse, demand for insurance would decrease, ceteris paribus.

To measure private information, we include covariates for risk preference and the

subjective probability of having an accident next year elicited at Wave 1. Although,

as seen in Table 1.3, risk preference at most has a minimal effect on subjective beliefs

of an accident, risk preference is key to the individual’s insurance purchase decision.

We estimate:

LiabLimitt´1 “ γ0 ` γ1Xt´1 ` γ2NetWortht´1 ` γ3PIt´1 ` ηt´1 (1.4)

We base the empirical specification of Equation (4) on variables for which the theo-

retical case for inclusion is greatest. The dependent variable is based on the higher

reported liability limit. The liability limit is set to 0 for the 39 persons who lacked

liability insurance. For private information, we use the subjective probability of an

accident and our risk preference measure, which is decreasing in risk aversion. For

Xt´1, we use the predicted objective probability of an accident next year (from Equa-

tion (1)) and the binary variable for whether the individual actually had an accident

during the 3 years before Wave 1.

The coefficients for Xt´1 are jointly insignificant (p “ 0.399), reflecting higher

premiums for higher objective accident risk, and possibly sorting on objective risk

(Table 1.4). The coefficient on net worth is positive and statistically significant,

indicating that wealthier persons demand deeper liability coverage. Each additional

$100,000 increase in net worth leads to an $8,100 increase in the upper liability limit,

much lower than the “rule of thumb” to carry liability coverage at least equal to total
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Table 1.4: Relationship between insurance coverage and subjective and objective probability of an accident

Mean (Std. Dev.) OLS Probit

Liability
limit

Liability
limit | Has
insurance

Has collision
| Has

liability

Deductible
ď $500 |

Has collision
Liability

limit

Liability
limit | Has
insurance

Has collision
| Has

liability

Deductible
ď $500 |

Has collision

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dependent variables
Upper liability limit ($100k) 2.943 3.067

p2.168q p2.125q
Has collision insurance 0.917

p0.276q
Deductible ď $500 | Has collision 0.837

p0.369q
Accident probability, used

Obj. prob. of accident (wave 1) 0.209 0.209 0.214 0.210 ´0.857 ´0.972 ´0.104 ´0.180
p0.099q p0.099q p0.104q p0.100q p0.694q p0.699q p0.075q p0.121q

Any accident last 3 yrs. (wave 1) 0.213 0.213 0.214 0.215 0.289˚ 0.267 0.033 0.003
p0.410q p0.409q p0.410q p0.411q p0.168q p0.170q p0.021q p0.030q

Wealth, not used
Net worth ($100k) 3.738 3.833 3.509 3.821 0.081˚˚˚ 0.078˚˚˚ 0.021˚˚˚ ´0.001

p6.344q p6.396q p5.991q p6.350q p0.011q p0.011q p0.005q p0.002q
Private information

Risk preference factor ´0.054 ´0.093 ´0.033 ´0.097 ´0.442˚˚˚ ´0.365˚˚˚ ´0.032˚˚˚ 0.009
p0.958q p0.925q p0.972q p0.915q p0.071q p0.074q p0.007q p0.014q

Subjective prob. of accident 0.130 0.129 0.135 0.134 0.106 0.146 0.090 ´0.073
p0.142q p0.140q p0.144q p0.143q p0.473q p0.485q p0.056q p0.084q

N 966 927 1,130 934 966 927 1,130 934
R2 or Pseudo R2 0.114 0.098 0.103 0.011

Notes: Liability limit regressions exclude individuals with indeterminate liability limits. Marginal effects and associated standard errors shown
in columns (7) and (8). The objective probability of an accident and the binary variable for any accident are not jointly significant in any of the
regressions. * p ă 0.10; ** p ă 0.05; *** p ă 0.01.
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assets.4 The coefficient of interest is γ3, which measures the effect of an individual’s

private information on insurance coverage. The classic model of unidimensional

asymmetric information about risk type implies that an individual with a higher

subjective probability of an accident will choose more complete insurance. With

multidimensional private information, more risk-averse individuals may choose more

complete insurance while having a lower accident risk.

Conditional on objective risk, we find a statistically significant negative relation-

ship between risk preference and liability limits (Table 1.4, columns (5) and (6)) and

risk preference and having collision insurance (column (7))—more risk-averse persons

demand more insurance. But risk preference has no effect on whether the person has

collision insurance with a deductible of $500 or less (column (8). The subjective

probability of an accident has no statistically significant influence on liability limits

or on collision coverage.

In sum, private information, particularly risk preference, and net worth affect

individuals’ insurance choices. The importance of this finding depends on whether

this private information also predicts ex post accident risk, but as we saw in Table 1.2,

more risk-tolerant persons at Wave 1 have a higher probability of reporting having

had an accident ex post, for example, at Wave 2.

1.3.5 Private Information and Ex Post Accident Risk: Positive Correlation Test

Together, Tables 1.2 and 1.4 suggest advantageous selection. Although we consider

many possibilities, other dimensions of private information may not be captured by

our measures of PIt´1. For this reason, and to compare our results with previous

studies, we perform a positive correlation test. The positive correlation test does not

require observing private information. Yet, results of this test may be misleading if

4 http://guides.wsj.com/personal-finance/insurance/how-much-car-insurance-do-you-need/, ac-
cessed 3/19/15.
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there are offsetting sources of information that yield a zero correlation (Finkelstein

and McGarry, 2006).

We use probit to estimate parameters of a model of accident occurrence—a func-

tion of insurance coverage—controlling for risk classification, similar to Finkelstein

and Poterba (2004):

ProbpAccidentt “ 1|Xt´1, Insurancet´1q “ Φpθ1Xt´1 ` θ2Insurancet´1q (1.5)

where Insurance refers to insurance policy characteristics. With asymmetric infor-

mation only about risk type, θ2 ą 0, and with asymmetric information only about

risk preference (unobserved by insurers), θ2 ă 0. With multidimensional, offsetting

private information, we may find θ2 “ 0.

The results show a zero correlation between insurance coverage and accident

risk (Table 1.5). The zero correlation could mask a combination of advantageous

selection, a phenomenon leading to a negative correlation, and moral hazard, leading

to a positive correlation (de Meza and Webb, 2001). Hence, we develop a method

for separating selection from moral hazard.

1.3.6 Separating Plan Selection From Moral Hazard

Overview. We use questions from Waves 1 and 2 that elicit how individuals’ sub-

jective probabilities of reckless driving change in response to changes in financial

penalties imposed by the insurer for a traffic violation. Our survey randomized fi-

nancial penalties for each respondent. We use these results in combination with

relationships between subjective probabilities of reckless driving and actual realiza-

tions of reckless driving, and between reckless driving and ex post accident risk, to

quantify moral hazard. Our approach involves three steps.
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Table 1.5: Relationship between accident occurrence and insurance coverage

Mean
(Std. Dev.)

Any accident in last
year (wave 2)

(1) (2) (3)

Dependent variable
Any accident in last year (wave 2) 0.089

p0.285q
Insurance policy characteristics

Upper liability limit ($100k) 2.939 0.004 0.004
p2.168q p0.004q p0.004q

Has collision insurance 0.891 ´0.004 0.003
p0.312q p0.031q p0.031q

Accident probability, used
Obj. prob. of accident (wave 1) 0.209 0.225˚˚˚

p0.099q p0.085q
Any accident last 3 years (wave 1) 0.212 0.075˚˚˚

p0.409q p0.020q
N 962 962 962
Pseudo R2 0.00 0.05

Notes: Excludes individuals with indeterminate liability limits. The ob-
jective probability of an accident and binary variable for any accident in
the last 3 years are jointly significant in col. 3, p ă 0.001.
* p ă 0.10; ** p ă 0.05; *** p ă 0.01.

1.3.7 Step 1. Relationship Between Expected Premium Increase and Subjective
Probability of Reckless Driving

We first relate an individual’s subjective probability of reckless driving, measured

alternatively by the probability of speeding given his expected penalty from speed-

ing and driving after having had too much to drink. The SAD asked respondents to

estimate the (subjective) probability of speeding next year and the premium increase

conditional on being convicted for speeding. The SAD then posed two scenarios in

which the expected premium was increased by a randomized amount and elicited

new (subjective) probabilities of speeding. Since respondents were asked to state

subjective probabilities of engaging in reckless driving next year in response to ran-
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domly selected penalties presented successively at each wave, respondents may have

selected a lower probability of reckless driving in response to an increase in the ex-

pected penalty posed by the survey just to give a logically plausible response. The

same sequence of questions but with different randomly selected values was posed in

both survey waves. To eliminate this potential source of bias, for each individual we

randomly select one expected premium increase-probability of reckless driving pair

from each of the two waves, based on the assumption that respondents could not

remember their precise Wave 1 responses at Wave 2. We then estimate the following

equation with individual fixed effects and standard errors clustered at the individual

level:

SubjProbSpeedingt “ φ0 ` φ1Etr∆Premium|Speedings ` ψt, t P t´1, 0u (1.6)

where Etr∆Premium|Speedings is the expected change in premium conditional on

speeding ě15 mph. The coefficient of interest is φ1, the mean individual change in

the subjective probability of speeding due to a given percent increase in premiums.

The null hypothesis is φ1 “ 0—that is, no moral hazard.

In addition, the SAD elicited the individual’s subjective belief about the ex-

pected premium increase following a DWI conviction and the probability of drinking

and driving next year given the person’s subjective belief about a DWI conviction.

Respondents were also asked the probability of drinking and driving if the expected

premium increase doubled. We randomly select one pair of responses from each wave

and follow the same approach as for the speeding scenarios to estimate Equation (6)

with DrinkingAndDriving replacing Speeding.

The relationship between the change in expected premiums and in the subjective

probabilities can be interpreted as causal for two reasons. The first is the random-

ization of the hypothetical changes by SAD in expected premium increases following

a conviction for speeding or drunk driving (randomized because the probability of
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being pulled over by police conditional on speeding or drunk driving was random-

ized). Second, we include individual fixed effects, which account for time-invariant

heterogeneity in formation of subjective beliefs.

1.3.8 Step 2. Relationship Between Subjective Probability of Reckless Driving and
Actual Reckless Driving Behavior

Step 2 measures the relationship between the subjective probability of reckless driving

and realizations of reckless driving. We regress the number of times an individual

reports having driven after drinking too much during the past year at Wave 2 on

the subjective probability of driving after drinking too much during the next year at

least once from Wave 1. We lack a measure of actual speeding behavior from Wave 2.

We assume that the subjective probability of speeding is accurate; the coefficient in

this step is set to 1, assuming that individuals are rational in their subjective beliefs

about future speeding.

1.3.9 Step 3. Relationship Between Reckless Driving and Ex Post Accident Risk

Third, we measure the relationship between actual reckless driving behavior and the

ex post probability of an accident. We use probit to estimate the probability of

any accident realization as a function of whether an individual drove after drinking

too much in the same year.5 We also use probit to estimate the probability of any

accident realization during the year before Wave 2, as a function of the subjective

probability of speeding next year reported in Wave 1, again assuming that the sub-

jective probability of speeding next year at Wave 1 equals the actual probability of

speeding during the year before Wave 2.

5 We pool observations from both waves and include a wave fixed effect to account for the fact
that Wave 1 counted accident realizations from the past 3 years and Wave 2 counted accidents from
the past year. We also cluster standard errors at the individual level.
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1.3.10 Results

Descriptive statistics are shown in Appendix A (Table A.1). In Step 1, doubling

the expected premium increase from a conviction for speeding leads to a 0.332 lower

subjective probability of speeding 15+ mph during the next year (Table A.2, row 3,

column 2), and doubling the expected premium increase from drinking and driving

leads to a 0.089 lower subjective probability of drinking and driving (Table A.2, row

4, column 5). In Step 2, the change in the objective probability of reckless driving

from a change in the subjective probability is assumed to be 1 for speeding and is

estimated to be 0.693 for drinking and driving (Table A.3, row 1). In Step 3, the

change in the objective probability of an accident due to a change in the objective

probability of reckless driving is 0.046 for speeding and 0.048 for drinking and driving

(Table A.3, rows 2 and 3).

The product of the estimates from these steps for speeding is 0.015, or 16.9

percent relative to the sample mean objective probability of having had an accident,

and for drinking and driving it is 0.003, or 3.4 percent relative to the sample mean

(Table 1.6). Moral hazard, particularly for speeding, is nontrivial.

Alternatively, in sensitivity analysis, we take 100 random draws of stated changes

in speeding and drinking-driving behaviors in response to changes in premium penal-

ties imposed for reckless driving responses to the hypothetical change in the premium

for engaging in/being pulled over for/convicted of reckless driving. The estimates

are robust to changes in the method used for computing the effect of engaging in

reckless driving on insurance premiums (Table A.2). In addition, we perform robust-

ness checks of Step 3 by adding/dropping binary variables for city and alternatively

including individual fixed effects. The parameter estimates do not change much and

do not alter our conclusions on moral hazard. Underlying the use of individual fixed

effects is the assumption that other behaviors (e.g., texting while driving, drag rac-
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Table 1.6: Moral hazard

Step Speeding
Drinking
& Driving

1: ∆ Subj. prob. of reckless driving/∆ Penalty ´0.332˚˚˚ ´0.089˚˚˚

2: ∆ Obj. prob. of reckless driving/∆ Subj. 1.000§ 0.693˚˚˚

prob. of reckless driving
3: ∆ Obj. prob. of accident/∆ Obj. prob. 0.046˚˚ 0.048˚˚˚

of reckless driving

∆ Obj. prob. of accident/∆ Penalty ´0.015 ´0.003
Effect of moral hazard on accident rate between ´16.9% ´3.4%

Waves 1 and 2 (mean = 0.089)

Notes: Marginal effects shown. Sources of marginal effects (Appendix A):
Step 1—Table A.2, row 6, column 9 and row 7, column 11; Step 2—
Table A.3, row 1, column 1; Step 3—Table A.3, rows 2 and 3, column 3. ∆
Penalty=100 percent increase in premium. Excludes individuals without
liability insurance. §Assumed value. * p ă 0.10; ** p ă 0.05; *** p ă 0.01.

ing) correlated with speeding or drunk driving are time invariant. If these other

behaviors potentially affecting accident risk are time varying and covary6 with the

behaviors observed by SAD, the Step 3 result is not interpretable as a causal effect.

1.3.11 Summary

Individuals possess private information about their driving abilities, risk preference,

and beliefs about their precaution levels next year, which are systematically and

plausibly related to their subjective probabilities of having an accident next year.

Private information about risk preference affects demand for insurance and accident

risk. Our results imply advantageous selection, particularly in level of liability cov-

erage. But the positive moral hazard effect offsets advantageous selection, consistent

with our result from the correlation test.

6 We also include a wave fixed effect in specifications with individual fixed effects. This covariate
should account for time-varying behaviors unrelated to the attributes of reckless driving we measure.
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1.4 Sorting of Policyholders Based on Their Accident Risk

1.4.1 Rationale for Sorting

Our finding of advantageous selection is surprising, especially given state govern-

ments’ role in regulating terms of the sale of automobile insurance. State laws and

regulations prohibit insurers from using all information they possess. State laws limit

underwriting. Laws mandating insurance coverage work to combat adverse selection,

but such laws disproportionately attract high-risk persons willing to bet that if sued,

they would be declared judgment proof.

Thus far, we have focused on the demand side. Insurers are not passive agents;

even within the law they can affect outcomes through underwriting, marketing prac-

tices, and policy design. One way automobile insurers can combat potential adverse

selection and its effects is through sorting, as explained below.

Rejections of applications for automobile insurance are rare. Only 2.2 percent

of SAD respondents had been rejected by an insurer in the last 3 years at Wave 1;

only 1.7 percent were rejected in the year before Wave 2. Very few respondents were

covered by surplus-line insurers or high-risk pools. This suggests that there must be

another mechanism for insuring high-risk drivers.

A mechanism for dealing with high-risk drivers is for insurers to sort drivers based

on factors associated with future accident risk; drivers are accepted for some level

of coverage rather than being rejected outright, but the high-risk drivers “pay” for

their additional risk in part by being insured by lower-quality insurers, where quality

is measured by such attributes as poorer customer service—for example, greater

hassles in collecting from insurers, fewer repair firms in the insurer’s network, and

less access to the loaner vehicles. By specializing, lower-quality insurers become

expert in gauging not-easily observed consumer characteristics. Methods for sorting

include adjusting the content of advertisements (e.g., emphasis on specializing in
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insuring drivers with bad driving records or bad credit), office location, and simply

welcoming prospective customers in the risk class in which the insurer specializes.

Our empirical analysis of sorting in the automobile insurance market involves

three steps. In Step 1, we show that higher-risk drivers measured on objective char-

acteristics used by insurers for risk classification tend to be covered by lower-quality

insurers. Estimating parameters of a hedonic premium equation in Step 2 reveals

that premiums fall with increases in consumer ratings of insurers (excluding consumer

satisfaction with premiums). Absent some sort of non-price rationing, one would ex-

pect price and quality to be positively related. In Step 3, we investigate whether

high-risk drivers possess more private information about their accident risk. If so,

this could explain why premiums paid by the high-risk group are disproportionally

high in Step 2.

1.4.2 Choice of Insurer

We obtain data on insurers from three additional sources: J.D. Power, Insure.com,

and Consumer Reports. Each source reports consumer ratings on multiple dimen-

sions of quality for large automobile insurance companies. Insure.com also reports

coverage options and discounts offered by each insurer included in its study. Con-

sumer ratings reported in these studies cover 83 percent of our sample for J.D.

Power ratings and 77 percent of our sample for Consumer Reports and Insure.com

ratings. Consumer Reports publishes automobile insurance ratings based on a sur-

vey of 102,207 subscribers. The “reader score” measures overall satisfaction with

claims handling based on the subsample of 29,116 survey respondents with a claim,

2009 to mid-2012. Scores range from 0 to 100, where 100 indicates all respondents

are completely satisfied; 80, very satisfied; 60, fairly well satisfied; and 40, some-

what dissatisfied on average. “Premium satisfaction” is on a scale 1- 5, increasing

in satisfaction. Insure.com published ratings of 20 large automobile insurance com-
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panies based on a survey of 5,600 insurance customers conducted in 2012. The

“overall score,” ranging from 0 to 100, is an aggregate measure of satisfaction with:

claims processing, customer service, premium paid given the coverage, the percent of

respondents who would renew their coverage (“plan to renew”), and the percent of

respondents who would recommend or already recommended the insurer. Insure.com

also reports coverage options, including whether or not the company offers accident

forgiveness (“accident forgiveness offered”), and a distribution of reasons respondents

bought from the company (e.g., “saw commercial”). J.D. Power ratings include: (1)

“overall claims satisfaction”; (2) “overall purchase experience”; (3) “claims service

interaction,” based on claimants’ ratings of the insurer representative or agent han-

dling the claim; and (4) “local agent interaction,” reflecting purchasers’ experiences

interacting with the insurer’s local agent or staff. All ratings vary from 2 to 5, with

5 among the best, 4 better than most, 3 average, and 2, the rest.

Given that private information affects individuals’ choice of level of insurance

coverage, a question remains whether private information affects individuals’ choice

of insurer based on other dimensions of insurance contracts such as coverage options,

discounts, and insurer quality scores. We estimate:

Attributet´1 “ π0 ` π1Xt´1 ` π2PIt´1 ` ωt´1 (1.7)

where Attribute alternatively measures consumers’ ratings, policy options, or dis-

counts reported in Consumer Reports, Insure.com, or J.D. Power for the SAD re-

spondent’s insurer. If π1 ‰ 0, then the observable accident probability, measured by

the predicted objective accident probability in the last 3 years before Wave 1 and

a binary for having actually having had an accident during this period, is related

to the attribute represented by the dependent variable, which suggests sorting by

accident risk along that dimension of insurer quality. If π2 ‰ 0, then individuals’

residual private information also affects choice of insurer.
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Table 1.7: Private information and quality of insurer

Reader Score Overall Score
Overall Claims

Satisfaction
Overall Purchase

Experience Plan To Renew
Source: Consumer Reports Insure.com J.D. Power J.D. Power Insure.com

Panel A: Overall Quality (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Obj. prob. of accident ´1.814˚˚˚ ´1.975 ´0.319 ´0.661˚˚ ´5.857˚˚˚

p0.674q p1.229q p0.207q p0.315q p1.827q
Any accident last 3 yrs. 0.021 0.096 ´0.012 ´0.048 0.288

p0.174q p0.318q p0.054q p0.081q p0.472q
Risk preference factor ´0.117 ´0.100 0.136 0.151 ´0.030 ´0.026 ´0.037 ´0.028 0.141 0.184

p0.076q p0.076q p0.135q p0.137q p0.023q p0.023q p0.035q p0.035q p0.202q p0.203q
Subj. prob. of accident 0.505 0.676 0.209 0.358 0.100 0.135 0.114 0.191 ´0.591 ´0.150

p0.466q p0.469q p0.848q p0.857q p0.142q p0.144q p0.218q p0.220q p1.267q p1.274q
N 792 792 786 786 801 801 819 819 786 786
R2 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03
Joint test significance levela 0.006 0.117 0.100 0.021 0.002

Premium
Satisfaction

Claims Service
Interaction

Local Agent
Interaction

Offers Accident
Forgiveness

Reason for Buying:
Saw Commercial

Source: Consumer Reports J.D. Power J.D. Power Insure.com Insure.com

Panel B: Specific Attributes (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Obj. prob. of accident ´0.480˚˚ ´0.598 ´0.561 0.341˚˚ 2.189˚

p0.191q p0.407q p0.382q p0.159q p1.254q
Any accident last 3 yrs. ´0.003 ´0.035 ´0.046 0.025 0.445

p0.049q p0.105q p0.099q p0.041q p0.324q
Risk preference factor ´0.041˚ ´0.036˚ ´0.062 ´0.055 ´0.040 ´0.032 0.025 0.021 0.267˚ 0.221

p0.021q p0.022q p0.045q p0.046q p0.042q p0.042q p0.018q p0.018q p0.139q p0.139q
Subj. prob. of accident 0.225˚ 0.272˚˚ ´0.119 ´0.051 ´0.228 ´0.164 0.130 0.090 ´0.416 ´0.745

p0.132q p0.133q p0.280q p0.283q p0.264q p0.267q p0.109q p0.110q p0.867q p0.875q
N 792 792 801 801 794 794 820 820 786 786
R2 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03
Joint test significance levela 0.009 0.110 0.103 0.019 0.031
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Table 1.7: Private information and quality of insurer

Overall Quality
Source: Aggregate Measure

Panel C: Aggregate Quality (1) (2)

Obj. prob. of accident ´1.814˚˚˚

p0.674q
Any accident last 3 yrs. 0.021

p0.174q
Risk preference factor ´0.117 ´0.100

p0.076q p0.076q
Subj. prob. of accident 0.505 0.676

p0.466q p0.469q
N 792 792
R2 0.02 0.03
Joint test significance levela 0.006

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. All specifications also include income, educational attainment, and race/ethnicity not shown.
aJoint test is for combined effect of objective probability of accident and any accident, both in the 3 years before Wave 1.
* p ă 0.10; ** p ă 0.05; *** p ă 0.01.
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An individual with a higher predicted objective probability of an accident is

more likely to have a low-quality insurer, as measured by summary indicators of

quality (Table 1.7, Panel A, columns 2, 8, and 10). The coefficients on the binary for

actual accidents vary in sign and are uniformly smaller than their associated standard

errors, but the coefficients on the two components of Xt´1 are jointly significant for

the reader score, overall purchase experience, and plan to renew—in all these cases

implying the persons with higher accident risk tend to obtain coverage from lower-

quality insurers.

Policyholders with a higher objective accident probability and a prior accident

record are less likely to be satisfied with their premiums (Panel B, column 2 of

Table 1.7), which is plausible since such persons are likely to pay higher premiums

on average. But the effect is partly offset by higher satisfaction with premiums among

policyholders with private information that they are more likely to be involved in an

accident. The negative coefficient on the risk preference factor implies that premium

satisfaction decreases as risk tolerance increases.

Persons with high objective accident probabilities are much more likely to be

influenced by insurers’ advertisements (Panel B, column 10 of Table 1.7). Not only

do persons with a higher objective risk face higher premiums, which would encourage

search, but they are also likely to be less welcome by insurers when they seek to

purchase coverage. Friends might be reluctant to encourage an accident-prone friend

to buy coverage from their insurer. As expected, accident-prone persons are more

likely to be satisfied with accident forgiveness (Panel B, column 8) because they are

more likely to have had their accidents forgiven. In Panel C, the dependent variable

is a consumer satisfaction index reflecting all of the satisfaction measures available

for the respondent’s insurer excluding premium satisfaction. Like Panel A, persons

with a higher objective accident probability and with a prior accident have lower

assessments of overall insurer quality. Neither private information covariate has a
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statistically significant impact.

Taken together, these findings suggest that more accident-prone persons, mea-

sured by factors that insurers consider, are less satisfied with their insurers, even on

dimensions other than the premium. Proportions of high- and low-risk drivers are

systematically related to the quality of the insurer.

1.4.3 The Effect of Insurer Quality on Premiums Paid

Ceteris paribus, maximum willingness to pay for a good or service should be increas-

ing in the good or service’s quality. Failure to find this relationship empirically may

reflect some type of nonprice rationing, in this context sorting by insurers based on

the person’s objective probability of an accident. We estimate:

Premiumt´1 “τ0 ` τ1Xt´1

` τ2InsCoveraget´1 ` τ3InsQualityt´1 ` ξt´1 (1.8)

In Equation (8), the annual premium paid by the SAD respondent for the house-

hold’s automobile insurance policy depends on the objective accident risk, insurance

contract parameters—the upper liability limit (in $100,000s), a binary variable for

whether the respondent had collision coverage, and insurer quality, the same measure

as in Table 1.7, Panel C; insurer quality and other factors. All specifications use a

Heckman correction to account for sample selection, that is, for whether or not the

respondent had liability insurance.

In Table 1.8, column 1, based on the full sample, as expected, premiums rise

with increases in the predicted objective probability of an accident and the binary

variable for an accident in the 3 years before Wave 1. Premiums are higher for

persons with collision coverage and higher liability limits, although the latter is not

statistically significant. Higher-quality insurers have lower premiums, evidence for

sorting. Results for other covariates are generally plausible but not shown.
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Table 1.8: Premiums and quality of insurer

Premium

Full
sample

Low
Risk/No
Accident

Medium
Risk/No
Accident

High
Risk

Low or
Medium

Risk/Accident

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Accident probability, used

Objective prob. of accident (wave 1) 682.895˚˚

p345.904q
Any accident in last 3 years (wave 1) 47.262

p80.775q

Insurance contract parameters

Upper liability limit ($100k) 20.994 21.567 ´7.371 51.866˚˚ 20.098
p15.549q p27.953q p36.672q p23.495q p34.024q

Has collision insurance 431.843˚˚˚ 348.713 611.180˚˚ 428.229˚˚ 441.939
p138.340q p269.442q p287.864q p208.295q p378.079q

Insurer quality ´102.236˚˚ ´161.252˚˚ 2.549 ´104.468 ´209.367˚˚

p45.361q p81.903q p105.805q p68.731q p95.038q

N 760 238 198 237 87

Notes: The dependent variable is the respondent’s reported annual premium. All specifications use a
Heckman correction to account for selection into insurance, where the selection equation includes chargeable
accidents, DWI arrests, cars in household, miles driven per week, drives to work, and risk preference, not
shown. The premium equation also includes the number of adult (ageě25) and young (ageă25) drivers on
the policy, the number of cars in the household, and the collision insurance deductible. Standard errors in
parentheses. * p ă 0.10; ** p ă 0.05; *** p ă 0.01.
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Next, we stratify the sample based on terciles of the predicted objective proba-

bility of an accident. We remove observations with an accident in the 3 years before

Wave 1 if they are in the low-risk or medium-risk tercile and place them in a fourth

group—low or medium risk and accident. The fourth group contains relatively few

individuals. The high-risk group contains individuals with high predicted accident

risk and an accident if an accident was reported.

Two results are particularly noteworthy. First, persons in the high-risk group

pay high premiums for higher liability limits. The parameter estimates for upper

liability limit for the other three groups are not statistically significant. Second, the

coefficients on insurer quality are negative for most groups, but only statistically

significant in the low-risk/no-accident and low- or medium-risk/accident analyses.

The latter result implies that lower-risk drivers do not pay higher premiums for

having had an accident in the past 3 years.

1.4.4 Private Information by Risk Type

Thus far, we have seen that persons with higher objective probabilities of an accident

tend to purchase automobile insurance from firms assessed by consumers to offer

poorer quality of service. Premiums obtained by firms with lower assessed quality

charge higher, not lower premiums. Both findings suggest sorting. Hendren (2013),

using data from other types of insurance, finds that high-risk persons possess more

private information than low-risk types do. If so, high-risk drivers based on factors

observed and used by insurers are less desirable customers. Thus, insurers must be

compensated for this in some way.

As a final step, we explore a possible reason for insurer sorting based on accident

risk. We hypothesize that high-risk persons, based on their objective probabilities

of an accident and actual accident histories, possess more private information about

their actual riskiness than others. To gauge the importance of private information
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for persons with different objective accident risk, we reestimate Equation (3) with

the sample split into the same risk groups as in the previous section. The dependent

variable is a binary for whether or not the respondent had an accident between Waves

1 and 2.

Examining mean values by risk group (Table 1.9), the mean fractions of persons

with an accident in the follow-up year rises monotonically from the low-risk/no-

accident group to the low- or medium-risk/accident group. The fractions of persons

with an accident during follow-up for the high-risk and low- or medium-risk/accident

group are statistically different from the low-risk/no-accident group. Risk toler-

ance rises monotonically from the low-risk/no-accident to the low- or medium-risk/

accident group. The subjective probability of an accident is statistically higher for the

high-risk and low- or medium-risk accident group than for the low-risk/no-accident

group. Persons in the low- or medium-risk/accident group are far more risk tolerant

than those in the low- and medium-risk groups who did not have an accident in the

3 years prior to Wave 1.

In regression analysis with the dependent variable, a binary variable for whether

or not the person had an accident in the year before Wave 2, the only statistically sig-

nificant result for the high-risk group is for the subjective probability of an accident,

where the marginal effect is 0.258. Among the other measures of private informa-

tion, the marginal effect of risk preference is 0.040 and statistically significant in the

regression for the low-risk/no-accident group. Since the marginal effect applies to a

factor for which units have no natural meaning, consider that the difference between

the means on risk preference between low-risk/no-accident and the high- risk group

is 0.272. Multiplying this mean value by the low-risk/no-accident’s marginal effect

of risk preference yields 0.011, which is substantially below the marginal effect on

accident risk from the subjective probability of an accident for the high-risk group,

supporting the view that private information is relatively important among high-
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Table 1.9: Private information by objective risk groups

Means (Std. Dev.) Any Accident in Last Year (Wave 2)

Low
Risk/No
Accident

Medium
Risk/No
Accident

High
Risk

Low-Med
Risk/

Accident

Low
Risk/No
Accident

Medium
Risk/No
Accident

High
Risk

Low-Med
Risk/

Accident
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Any accident in last year (wave 2) 0.049 0.071 0.119˚˚ 0.152
p0.217q p0.257q p0.324q p0.360q

Objective prob. of accident (wave 1) 0.121 0.193˚˚˚ 0.327˚˚˚ 0.170˚˚˚

p0.030q p0.020q p0.096q p0.039q
Any accident in last 3 years (wave 1) 0.000 0.000 0.318˚˚˚ 1.000˚˚˚

p0.000q p0.000q p0.466q p0.000q
Net worth ($100k) 4.021 3.011˚˚ 3.456 2.858 0.002 ´0.002 ´0.001 0.003

p5.672q p5.469q p6.916q p4.436q p0.002q p0.003q p0.003q p0.007q
Risk preference factor ´0.169 ´0.005˚˚ 0.103 0.131 0.040˚˚˚ ´0.016 0.023 0.046

p0.834q p0.982q p1.076q p1.118q p0.013q p0.017q p0.014q p0.029q
Subjective prob. of accident 0.117 0.120 0.160˚˚˚ 0.143 ´0.077 ´0.489˚˚ 0.258˚˚˚ 0.013

p0.130q p0.137q p0.156q p0.153q p0.090q p0.237q p0.096q p0.232q
N 344 310 387 125 337 305 381 119
Pseudo R2 0.10 0.06 0.04 0.02

Notes: Marginal effects and associated standard errors from probit in columns (5)–(8). Significance tests in columns
(2)–(4) are pairwise t-tests. The reference group is the low-risk/no-accident group. * p ă 0.10; ** p ă 0.05; *** p ă 0.01.
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objective-risk consumers,7 which in turn should be reflected in premiums. However,

the coefficient on the subjective probability of an accident for the medium-risk/no-

accident group is negative, implying that persons in this group were overly pessimistic

about their future accident experiences.

Thus, overall from the evidence obtained from Step 3, we cannot conclude that

high- risk persons possess more private information about their accident risk. Per-

haps the results on premiums reflect insurers’ beliefs about private information, which

have not been sufficiently validated empirically. Or one year’s experience is insuffi-

cient to measure individual driving quality.

1.5 Discussion and Conclusion

Our empirical analysis yields these major findings. (1) Information insurers routinely

collect on their customers predicts the objective probability of an accident during

the policy year. (2) The subjective probability of an accident in the following year

reflects the risk of an accident based on factors observed and used by insurers, but

it also contains additional information not used by insurers in premium setting and

underwriting. (3) Risk preference is an important source of private information.

However, given that risk preference is multidimensional and may be domain specific,

the overall effect of risk preferences on demand for insurance is an empirical question.

Risk preference affects demand for insurance through the traditional channel as a

means of consumption smoothing, but because risk preference also affects driving

and other behaviors, risk-tolerant persons may demand more, not less, insurance. In

our empirical analysis, risk-tolerant persons have lower demand for liability insurance

even after taking account of other dimensions of risk preference, providing evidence

of advantageous selection. (4) The combination of advantageous selection and moral

7 For Tercile 2, the coefficient on the subjective probability of an accident is an implausible -0.210,
which may partially reflect multicollinearity with the objective probability of an accident. Note
that the coefficient on the objective probability of an accident is implausibly high.
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hazard is consistent with the zero correlation between insurance choices and ex post

accident risk we obtain. (5) There is evidence of sorting of policyholders across

insurers based on factors insurers use in underwriting/premium setting. By sorting

based on objective probabilities of an accident, people find themselves in pools with

persons of similar accident risk. Since such sorting reduces premiums to low-risk

drivers, they are understandably motivated to purchase deeper coverage.

According to the old adage, “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” In the U.S. automobile

insurance market, institutional responses by private firms have done the fixing.
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2

Information in Insurance Markets:
When Less is More

Asymmetric information is a widely recognized potential failure in insurance mar-

kets. Although many studies have shown varying degrees of selection resulting from

asymmetric information in insurance markets, there is no clear consensus about how

to best deal with this market failure. Typical government interventions, includ-

ing mandatory insurance, subsidized insurance, and premium regulations, can have

theoretically ambiguous effects on welfare (Einav and Finkelstein, 2011). Some em-

pirical studies support the view that risk-rating—whereby insurers are allowed to

adjust premiums based on certain individual risk factors—improves welfare in an

adversely selected market (e.g., Bundorf, Levin and Mahoney, 2012; Einav et al.,

2013). However, recent work suggests that other markets are advantageously se-

lected: individuals who purchase insurance are lower-risk than non-purchasers. For

example, Finkelstein and McGarry (2006) and Fang, Keane and Silverman (2008)

find evidence of advantageous selection in long-term care insurance and Medigap. In

this article, I first provide new evidence of advantageous selection in the U.S. auto-

mobile insurance market. I then use this setting to ask how the effects of govern-
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ment interventions—specifically premium regulations—differ in an advantageously-

selected insurance market.

This article argues that for an advantageously-selected insurance market, using

more information to set premiums is not necessarily better. In the U.S. automobile

insurance market, allowing insurers to adjust premiums based on an additional di-

mension of individual risk—propensity to drink and drive—causes high risk-drivers,

who tend to have low levels of risk aversion, to drop coverage. If these individuals

continue to drive but do not have sufficient wealth to compensate victims for damages

in an accident, then they impose a negative externality on other drivers. This exter-

nality offsets the welfare gains from reducing asymmetric information. Community

rating, on the other hand, reduces the share of high-risk, uninsured drivers without

causing low-risk drivers, who tend to be highly risk-averse, to drop coverage, lead-

ing to an overall increase in welfare despite increasing asymmetric information—an

illustration of the theory of second best (Lipsey and Lancaster, 1956).

Theoretically, the amount of regulation that achieves the socially optimal level

of insurance coverage depends on the type and degree of selection in the market

and the size of the externality from insurance. In the canonical model of selection

in insurance markets, advantageous selection leads to overinsurance in equilibrium

(e.g., de Meza and Webb, 2001). In this case, risk-rating can improve welfare by

reducing the welfare loss due to overinsurance. However, this ignores the benefit to

other drivers from being insured. I show that accounting for this externality can lead

to an equilibrium characterized by underinsurance rather than overinsurance. In this

case, risk-rating can cause further underinsurance. On the other hand, restricting

insurers from using information about individual risk in premium-setting, as through

community rating, may increase welfare by allowing high-risk drivers, who previously

drove without insurance, to purchase insurance at a lower price.

To test these predictions and quantify the welfare effects of premium regulation, I
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develop a structural model of insurance choice, reckless driving behavior, and ex post

accidents and driving violations. The model is sequential: individuals first choose an

insurance policy from a set of discrete alternatives. Then they choose whether or not

to drink and drive, conditional on the chosen policy and their subjective probabilities

of an accident and of being convicted for driving while intoxicated (DWI). To model

the future value term, I make the key assumption that individuals act in accordance

with these subjective probabilities. This is a divergence from the assumption in

most choice models that people act in accordance with objective probabilities, which

requires that people not only act on, but also know the objective probabilities. Using

subjective probabilities, on the other hand, is consistent with individuals’ perceptions

of probabilities and only requires the assumption that they act on these perceptions

(Zafar, 2011).

I estimate the model using panel data from a survey designed specifically for this

study to elicit information about individuals’ reckless driving behavior, risk prefer-

ence, and other variables typically unobserved by researchers. The data also include

information about insurance coverage, accidents, and other violations. Administra-

tive data have the advantage of a larger sample size and objective accident reports.

However, the survey data are extremely valuable for two reasons: (1) they include

measures of risk preference and subjective probabilities, which otherwise must be

deduced under strong modeling assumptions; and (2) they contain self-reports of

reckless driving behavior, such as drinking and driving, even when the individual

was not caught. Observing both risk preference and reckless driving behavior al-

lows me to test an idea that is pervasive in theory but has little empirical evidence:

risk-averse consumers are more likely to buy insurance and more likely to take pre-

cautionary behavior, making them lower risk and inducing advantageous selection.

The estimated model parameters establish that the automobile insurance market

is advantageously selected: risk-averse drivers purchase more complete insurance
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coverage and are less likely to drink and drive. This finding contrasts with earlier

studies of automobile insurance that found no evidence of selection (e.g., Chiappori

and Salanié, 2000) or some evidence of adverse selection (e.g., Cohen, 2005; Chiappori

et al., 2006). However, these studies relied on variants of the positive correlation test,

which Finkelstein and McGarry (2006) showed can be misleading in the presence of

multi-dimensional private information. My results suggest that this is the case in

the automobile insurance market.

Using the estimated parameters, I simulate the effects of three insurance pricing

regimes: risk-rating, community rating, and experience rating. Under risk-rating,

the insurer adjusts premiums for individual-level risk factors, which causes high-

risk individuals to pay more for the same insurance coverage. Under community

rating, the insurer must offer all individuals the same premium for the same coverage.

Under experience rating, the insurer updates an individual’s premium for the next

contract period based on new information from the most recent policy period, such

as accidents or DWI arrests. Experience rating is thus a dynamic form of risk-rating,

as well as a punitive measure to deter reckless driving.

I find that these three insurance pricing policies each have very different effects on

market outcomes and consumer welfare. Risk-rating on drinking and driving behav-

ior increases the share of uninsured drivers by 7%, which offsets any welfare gain from

reducing asymmetric information after accounting for the externality of additional

uninsured motorists. This contrasts with community rating, which induces previ-

ously uninsured, high-risk drivers to buy insurance, whereas many low-risk drivers

retain coverage, despite their large premium increases, because they are risk averse.

Experience rating has no deterrent effect on drinking and driving, which suggests

that moral hazard is not manifested through this reckless behavior. Rather, the

model parameters show that individual preferences—for drinking and avoiding non-

pecuniary loss—are the key determinants of drinking and driving behavior.
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Drinking and driving is a particularly relevant reckless driving behavior to study

because it is a source of asymmetric information in automobile insurance that can

have devastating consequences: Levitt and Porter (2001) estimate that drinker-

drivers are 7-13 times more likely to cause a fatal crash, depending on their blood-

alcohol content (BAC). Yet, insurers only know whether an individual has been

drinking and driving if he is convicted for DWI, and such convictions are rare rel-

ative to the prevalence of drinking and driving—Levitt and Porter (2001) estimate

that nearly 20% of drivers between 8pm and 5am are under the influence of alcohol,

but the probability of being arrested for DWI conditional on driving with a BAC

above 0.1% is 0.005 (Beitel, Sharp and Glauz, 2000).

Section 2.1 provides background on automobile insurance coverages and premi-

ums. Section 2.2 uses a graphical framework to illustrate the potential consequences

of premium regulation. Section 2.3 lays out a theoretical model of insurance choice,

reckless driving behavior, and ex post risk, which I estimate using the panel data

and empirical strategy described in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. Section 2.6 presents the

estimation results, establishing that risk-averse drivers buy more complete insurance

and are less likely to drink and drive. Section 2.7 uses counterfactual simulations to

show that restricting the information used to set premiums can improve welfare in

an advantageously selected market.

2.1 Auto Insurance Coverage and Premium-Setting

To model demand for automobile insurance, we measure its value to consumers: how

much it reduces exposure to financial loss from an accident. There are four potential

sources of financial loss: bodily injury to others, property damage to others, own

property damage, and injuries to oneself. The actual cost that the individual faces

for each of these losses may differ from the total cost for two reasons: (1) insurance

covers a portion or all of the cost, or (2) the amount an individual can be forced to
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pay is limited by his net worth (Mahoney, 2015).

Liability insurance protects drivers from the largest financial risk: injury and

property damage to others. The insurance policy specifies upper limits on the

amount the insurer will pay for such losses. The insured driver is responsible—

and can be sued—for any damages above that amount. These “liability limits” are

typically quoted in three numbers, e.g., 30/60/25, which represent the maximum dol-

lar amounts, in thousands, the insurer will pay for injuries per person, injuries per

accident, and property damage per accident. States regulate the minimum liability

limits on an insurance policy. The state minimums range from $20,000 to $100,000

for bodily injury and $5,000 to $25,000 for property damage (Insurance Information

Institute, 2011).

Liability insurance is compulsory, yet an estimated 14% of drivers are uninsured

nationwide (Insurance Information Institute, 2011), exposing them to substantial

financial risk and legal penalties.1 The legal penalties for driving without insurance

vary by state but include fines, license suspension, probation, and imprisonment.2

An uninsured driver also imposes a negative financial externality on other drivers

if he is unable to pay for damages in an accident he causes. Hence, insurers offer

uninsured motorists coverage, which protects the insured driver in an accident caused

by an uninsured driver. Some states require that all policies include this coverage.

Another reason for a driver to purchase automobile insurance is to insure against

damage to himself and his vehicle when he causes an accident. Loss to the individual’s

vehicle is covered by collision insurance, which is optional. Drivers who do buy

1 The estimated percentages of uninsured drivers in the study states, NC, PA, WA, and WI, are
12%, 7%, 16%, and 15%, respectively, which are based on the ratio of uninsured motorists claims
to bodily injury claims in 2007 (Insurance Information Institute, 2011).

2 As of January 2014, the maximum penalties for a first offense were: NC: $100 in fines, 30 day
suspension of registration, with proof of financial responsibility required for restoration, and 1-45
days probation; PA: $350 in fines and 3-month suspension of license and registration, with proof of
financial responsibility required for restoration; WA: $287 in fines or community restitution; WI:
$500 fine (Consumer Federation of America, 2014)
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collision insurance choose a deductible (e.g., $500), which is the amount the driver

must pay before the insurer pays the rest. A driver without collision insurance is

exposed to loss up to the value of his vehicle. The medical costs of injuries a driver

causes to himself are typically covered by health insurance, so drivers who have

health insurance have little reason to purchase the additional coverage insurers offer

to cover such injuries.

Unlike health insurance, automobile insurers are allowed to use a rich set of risk

factors to set premiums, which reduces the asymmetry of information about risk

in this market. Of course, insurers can only use information that they can reliably

observe. Observable risk factors of individuals include age, gender, past accidents,

speeding violations, DWI convictions, miles driven, and driving uses, though the

latter two are not easily verifiable. Household-level risk factors insurers use are the

number of cars and the area where they are driven—which affect the probability of

an accident—and the car models—which affect expected cost if the policy includes

collision coverage.

Some states use insurance market premiums as an instrument for public policy

interventions. For example, North Carolina has a “Safe Driver Incentive Plan” that

dictates how much insurers are required to increase premiums in response to driving

violations and criminal offenses (North Carolina Department of Insurance, 2010).

In theory this system should allay moral hazard: the threat of punishment through

higher premiums is an incentive for drivers to be cautious.

2.2 Theoretical model of advantageous selection

This section presents a graphical framework to illustrate the welfare effects of pricing

regulation in the automobile insurance market.

In the standard model of advantageous selection in a competitive insurance mar-

ket, there is over-insurance in equilibrium (see, e.g., de Meza and Webb, 2001).
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Figure 2.1: Welfare loss under advantageous selection with a positive externality

Low-risk drivers have a strong preference for insurance, which reduces the mean

price of insurance and allows high-risk drivers to purchase insurance at a price below

marginal cost. This can be represented graphically by an upward-sloping marginal

cost curve, where price is on the vertical axis and the number of insured persons is

on the horizontal axis (Figure 2.1).3 The average cost curve then lies below marginal

cost. Marginal cost can exceed the marginal benefit of insurance because insurers

markup premiums above the actuarial value. As a result, the equilibrium level of

insurance, determined by the intersection of the demand and average cost curves

(a zero-profit condition on insurers), occurs at a level where marginal cost exceeds

marginal benefit, which is deemed inefficient, over-provision of insurance (Q*-Q’ in

Figure 2.1).

However, the standard model ignores the social benefit of insuring high-risk

3 See also Einav and Finkelstein (2011), who also illustrate the results for an adversely selected
market, and Hackmann, Kolstad and Kowalski (2015), who use a similar theoretical framework to
study how an insurance mandate affects equilibrium insurance coverage and welfare in the adversely-
selected individual health insurance market.
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Figure 2.2: Impact of risk-rating on welfare under advantageous selection

drivers—when the social benefit of insurance exceeds the private benefit, an ad-

vantageously selected market can exhibit under-insurance. The equilibrium quantity

of insured drivers, Q*, is still determined by the intersection of private demand and

average cost, but at this quantity marginal cost can lie below marginal social benefit.

The resulting welfare loss is given by the shaded, triangle-shaped area between the

MC and MSB curves, to the right of the equilibrium quantity Q* and to the left

of the optimal quantity Q”. Of course, it is possible that the inefficiencies arising

from advantageous selection and from the positive externality perfectly offset each

other so that the market attains the optimal level of insurance in equilibrium. This

would happen if the MSB curve intersected MC at Q*. Similarly, the externality

may not be large enough to generate under-insurance, in which case the MSB curve

would intersect MC at a level below Q*. Thus, whether the market exhibits over- or

under-insurance is ultimately an empirical question.

Risk-rating in an advantageously-selected market may reduce the welfare loss due

to asymmetric information, but it increases the welfare loss due to the externality
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of insurance (Figure 2.2). To see this, suppose insurers learn new information that

allows them to perfectly distinguish between drivers with a marginal cost below the

equilibrium price and those with a marginal cost above the equilibrium price P0.

The insurer can now offer insurance to low-risk drivers at a lower price, P ˚L , and

to high-risk drivers at a higher price, P ˚H . At these prices, the quantity of low-risk,

insured drivers, Q˚L, does not change; these drivers bought insurance at a price P0 so

they still buy at the lower price P ˚L . However, high-risk drivers face a price increase,

which causes the quantity of insured, high-risk drivers to decrease from Q0 ´Q˚L to

Q˚H . The total quantity of insured drivers decreases from Q0 to Q˚L`Q
˚
H , causing the

loss in social welfare due to underinsurance to increase to include the dark shaded

area.4,5

Risk-rating also affects the distribution of welfare among consumers—the surplus

to low-risk drivers increases and the surplus to high-risk drivers decreases. The

change in consumer surplus for low-risk drivers is given by the area below P0 and

above P ˚L between 0 and Q˚L. The change in consumer surplus for high-risk drivers

is given by the area below P ˚H and D, above P0, and between Q˚L and Q0.

To quantify these changes in welfare, I first estimate a model of insurance pric-

ing, demand, and accident risk. I use the estimated model parameters to calculate

the compensating variation to consumers under counterfactual pricing scenarios.6

4 If risk-rating is imperfect, so insurers cannot cleanly separate consumers at a certain level of risk,
Q, then the welfare analysis is less straightforward—we must separate the MC and demand curves
for each risk category, consider each its own market, and sum across markets to obtain the overall
welfare effect. Einav and Finkelstein (2011) give a numerical example to show how the welfare
effect of risk-rating is ambiguous in this case. This occurs if risk rating is based on a variable that
is not highly correlated with marginal cost. In the empirical analysis, I focus on a variable shown
in previous research to be highly correlated with severe accidents: propensity to drink and drive
(e.g., Levitt and Porter, 2001).

5 Using a downward-sloping MC curve, it is straightforward to show that in adversely-selected
market, perfect risk-rating improves welfare both with and without a positive externality by in-
creasing the quantity of insured drivers. However, unlike the case of advantageous selection, it is
never possible to achieve the socially optimal outcome by risk-rating alone when there is a positive
externality.

6 Compensating variation approximates the change in consumer surplus under the Marshallian
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Finally, I estimate the externality from insurance and use this to approximate the

overall change in social welfare under risk-rating and other pricing regulations. The

next section describes the empirical model.

2.3 Model of insurance and reckless behavior

In this section, I develop a structural model of insurer pricing and consumer insurance

choice, reckless driving behavior, and ex post accidents and driving violations based

on a finite horizon, discrete choice framework. The model provides a framework for

evaluating the welfare effects of pricing policies.

2.3.1 Insurer pricing

I assume a competitive insurance market. In 2011 there were 77 sellers of private

passenger automobile insurance in the United States, with 37, 46, 33, and 51 sellers

in the study states of NC, PA, WA, and WI, respectively (National Association of

Insurance Commissioners, 2012a).7 The respective HHIs in those states were 935,

1,000, 787, and 958—all well below the upper threshold of 1,500 used by the DOJ

and FTC to define concentrated markets. The highest single share of a seller in the

study states is 21.7% in WI; all other sellers in all four states have shares below

20% (National Association of Insurance Commissioners, 2012b).8 This contrasts

with the health insurance industry, which in the same year had a state average

HHI of 4,231 in the individual health insurance market, with similar HHIs in the

small and large group markets (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2014)—a very high degree

of concentration. A Maryland Insurance Administration report concludes that the

demand curve, and is a reasonable approximation when the price change is small. The measurement
is exact when the demand curve is Hicksian—or when there are no income effects (Mas-Colell,
Whinston and Green, 1995).

7 Sellers are defined as insurance groups, where a group often owns many subsidiary companies.

8 The four-firm concentration ratios were 52% (NC), 56% (PA), 45% (WA), and 53% (WI).
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state’s automobile insurance market is competitive—despite moderate concentration

(HHI=1,226)—because there exists a high number of sellers (155 companies) and a

declining share of the residual market, which would normally serve consumers who

cannot find insurance at a reasonable price (Maryland Insurance Administration,

2015). The view that automobile insurance markets in the U.S. are competitive

is further supported by data from the NAIC and industry experts (e.g., Insurance

Information Institute, 2012).

The auto insurance industry also differs from health insurance in that there is

better information among insurers and consumers, and consumers make more active

choices, as auto insurance is typically not employer-sponsored. This is supported by

the fact that auto insurers spend significantly more on advertising—the top six auto

insurers spent over three billion dollars on advertising in 2015, compared to only

185 million by the highest-spending health insurer (Statista, 2015)—which suggests

that auto insurers must work to retain existing customers and can induce others to

switch. Indeed, popular websites suggest that consumers shop around to find lower

prices for automobile insurance9, as do state and national insurance associations (e.g.,

National Association of Insurance Commissioners, 2011; North Carolina Department

of Insurance, 2010).

I assume insurers price plans according to a standard actuarial pricing model,

where price is determined by the product of a base price and a set of rating factors

S that reflect the average increase in expected cost due to plan characteristics—

including liability limits and deductible—and insured driver characteristics—such as

number of drivers, demographics, and driving violations. The pricing equation is

given by

pij “ Base ¨
S
ź

s“1

”

1
 

Factorijs
(

¨Weights

ı

(2.1)

9 See, e.g., edmunds.com, dmv.org, and nerdwallet.com articles about how to buy car insurance.
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where pij is the premium quoted to individual i for policy j; Base is the base price

for the rating period; s indexes rating factors; 1
 

Factorijs
(

is one if factor s applies

to individual i and policy j; and Weights is the average increase in expected cost

due to factor s.

2.3.2 Individual choices

Taking prices as given, individuals make a sequence of two choices: first, whether

to purchase automobile insurance and how much, and second, whether to drive cau-

tiously or carelessly, measured by driving after drinking too much during the policy

year. Individuals are forward-looking: they have expectations about their future

driving behavior and recognize both the potential consequences of this behavior and

how insurance can protect them against financial loss. If a driver causes an accident,

his ex ante choice of insurance determines his level of financial exposure because the

insurance policy specifies the maximum amount the insurer will pay for an accident.

The model has a finite horizon, consistent with automobile insurance policies

being written on six- or twelve-month terms. There are three stages of the individual

choice model:

1. The individual chooses an insurance policy based on his risk preference, ex-

pected driving behavior, and expected accident costs.

2. Conditional on his insurance policy and expected accident costs, the individual

chooses whether or not to drink and drive.

3. The individual enters the road, and driving events are realized.

The model can be solved via backward recursion. The following subsections de-

scribe in detail each stage of the model, beginning with stage 3 and working backward

to stage 1. The preference parameters in each stage are denoted by α, subscripted

by the stage number. Subscripts i, j, and d index individuals, insurance policies,
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and driving behavior.

Stage 3. Consequences of drinking and driving

Once an individual enters the road, he makes no more drinking decisions and receives

no further utility from drinking. The individual receives (dis)utility in stage 3 only

through the cost of realized accidents and arrests. Thus, the monetized flow utility

in stage 3 is given by

Uijd3 “ uijd3 ` εijd3

“

K
ÿ

k“1

1
 

incur consequence k
(

¨ Costijk ` εijd3

(2.2)

where k indexes the potential pecuniary consequences of accidents and arrests, Costijk

is the cost that individual i with insurance policy j faces if consequence k if realized,

and εijd3 is a mean-zero error term. The indicator function 1t¨u is 1 if the argument is

true and 0 otherwise. The individual’s costs, Costijk, reflect how insurance protects

him from financial loss. Expected utility in stage 3 is given by the expected value of

equation 2.2:

E
“

Uijd3

‰

“

K
ÿ

k“1

Pidk ¨ Costijk (2.3)

where Pidk is the probability that individual i incurs consequence k conditional on

drinking behavior d chosen in stage 2. The expected cost of stage 3 depends on

drinking and driving behavior through these probabilities.

Stage 2. Choice of drinking and driving

In the second stage, the individual chooses whether to drink and drive, taking into

account the effect his decision has on the expected cost of an accident or DWI
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conviction given his insurance coverage. Flow utility is

Uijd2 “ uijd2 ` εijd2

“ αd2Xi2 ` λdηi2 ` εijd2
(2.4)

where Xi2 is a vector of individual characteristics and ηi2 is a time-invariant, indi-

vidualspecific “type” known to the individual but not to the econometrician. The

term εijd2 represents a stochastic shock that is observed by the individual in stage 2

and affects his preference for drinking and driving, such as an impromptu invitation

to a party. I assume εijd2 is distributed type I extreme value to obtain the familiar,

logit formula for the conditional choice probability of stage 2.

The conditional value function in stage 2 is

vijd2 “ uijd2 ` β2E
“

uijd3 ` εijd3
‰

“ αd2Xi2 ` λdηi2 ` β2

K
ÿ

k“1

Pid

`

incur consequence k
˘

¨ Costijk

(2.5)

The future value term in vijd2 is the discounted utility value of equation (2.3)—the

expected pecuniary costs of driving conditional on insurance policy j and drinking

and driving behavior d. The coefficient β2 is a composite term that combines the

short-term discount rate, which measures how the individual weighs future conse-

quences at the time he makes his drinking and driving decision, and the marginal

utility of income.

The variables in Xi2 reflect how attractive drinking and driving is to the individ-

ual: the importance of drinking to his social life; preference for driving—whether he

drives to work; and demographic variables such as age and gender. Xi2 also includes

subjective valuation of non-pecuniary consequences of driving: changes in quality

of life due to paralysis from an accident or due to criminal punishment for DWI.

The individual chooses the level of drinking and driving that yields the highest value

Vijd2 “ vijd2 ` εijd2.
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Stage 1. Choice of insurance policy

In the first stage, the individual chooses from a menu of J automobile insurance

policies plus the outside option of no insurance, j “ 0, to maximize expected utility.

The flow utility to individual i from policy j is

Uij1 “ uij1 ` εij1

“ αj1Xi1 ` δpyi ´ pijq ` εij1
(2.6)

where Xi1 is a vector of individual characteristics, yi is income, pij is the premium

individual i pays for policy j, and εij1 is an individual-policy specific preference

shock that I assume follows a type I extreme value distribution. The conditional

value function for policy j is

vij1 “ uij1 ` βE
“

Vd|ij
‰

,

where E
“

Vd|ij
‰

“ ln

«

ÿ

d

exppvijd2q

ff

` γ
(2.7)

is the expected value of the best drinking and driving choice at Stage 2 conditional

on choosing policy j in Stage 1, and γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. This follows

from the assumption that εijd2 is distributed type 1 extreme value (Rust, 1987). The

individual chooses the insurance policy j P t0, 1, . . . , Ju that maximizes his expected

utility—that is, that yields the highest vij1 ` εij1.

Individuals receive varying degrees of flow utility from the purchase of insurance

based on their preferences. The most obvious characteristic to affect flow utility from

having insurance is risk aversion. This and other characteristics that affect insurance

preferences (such as number of drivers and cars in the household) enter Xi1. Private

information about risk is present at the time of the insurance choice in stage 1

because individuals are forward-looking about their future driving behavior (stage

2) and expected accident costs (stage 3). Premiums reflect observable information
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about risk to the extent that the insurer observes—and is allowed to use—information

from driving records, the insurance application, and past claims experience.

2.4 Data

The primary data source is a unique panel survey focused on drinking and driving

behavior in the U.S.—the Survey of Alcohol and Driving (SAD)—which elicited many

dimensions of private information, such as risk preference and subjective probabilities

of accidents and future driving behavior, in addition to objective risk and insurance

coverage. I use three supplementary data sources to obtain a distribution of actual

accident costs in the U.S., market values of the cars individuals report driving, and

health insurance coverage to use in calculations of expected cost.

2.4.1 Survey of Alcohol and Driving

The SAD is a two-period panel survey of 1,634 individuals in four states (NC, PA,

WA, WI) who had driven and had consumed alcohol in the month prior to the start

of the survey. The administration of the survey is described in detail in Appendix B.

While administrative databases—e.g., state driving records—are large, they lack

information on individual beliefs, preferences, behavior, and attributes of insurance

policies. The rich survey data allows me to include direct measures of variables like

risk preference and non-pecuniary loss in the model rather than having to impose

additional structure to estimate them. The survey also spans multiple states and

insurers. This contrasts with insurance studies using administrative data, which is

commonly collected from only a single state, insurer, or segment of the population,

such as Medicare enrollees.

One concern with the survey data is that the sample is not representative. In

Appendix Table B.1, I compare the final estimation sample from the SAD to national

data from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System. There are significant de-
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mographic differences: on average, the SAD sample is more educated, more likely

to be employed, has higher income, has a smaller household size in terms of both

adults and children, and is disproportionately white. However, there are no signifi-

cant differences in terms of the likelihood of drinking and driving. A potential bias

for this study is that higher income households are less likely to be judgment proof,

and therefore more likely to purchase insurance, which may cause the uninsured rate

in this study to be disproportionately low and bias the price elasticity of demand

toward zero. This is likely to attenuate the welfare effects from pricing policies.

Insurance choice set The ten policies in the insurance choice set, including no insur-

ance, reflect state laws and observed policies in the data. All policies must include

liability insurance by law. The minimum bodily injury and property damage liability

limits are based on state laws in effect at the time the SAD was conducted. The

per-accident bodily injury minimum liability limits for PA, WA, NC and WI are

$30k, $50k, $60k, and $100k. Options for higher per-accident bodily injury liability

limits are based on frequently observed limits in the data: $100k (except WI), $300k,

$500k, and $1M.10 For each liability limit, the individual can choose collision or no

collision coverage, with the exception that a $1M limit without collision is not an

option because this combination is rarely observed.

The most common insurance choice in the sample is a $300k liability limit with

collision coverage (Appendix Table B.2). A majority buy collision coverage (89%).

Only 15% choose the minimum level of liability coverage allowed in their state, and

only 4% are uninsured, which is much lower than the 13.5% of drivers uninsured

10 I do not explicitly model the choice of property damage liability limits, but they are needed
to calculate the expected loss under each insurance policy. For the minimum policies, I use the
state laws—$5k, $10k, $25k, and $15k for PA, WA, NC, and WI, respectively. Property damage
liability limits were not collected in the SAD, so for policies in the choice set that are above the
state minimums, I assume the property damage liability limit is 25% of the per-accident bodily
injury liability limit.
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nationally in 2011 (Brobeck, Best and Feltner, 2013).

Premium-setting variables The proportion of uninsured drivers with accidents and

speeding violations is similar to insured drivers, but a striking 48% of uninsured

drivers had a DWI arrest in the past three years, while only 1% of insured drivers

did (Table 2.1). This suggests that arrest for DWI is an important determinant

of whether an individual has automobile insurance, which could be due to high

experience-rated premiums, actual or expected denial due to insurer underwriting,

or legal consequences of a DWI arrest (e.g., license suspension). However, few indi-

viduals in the sample report being denied coverage, so I assume all drivers have the

option of buying insurance.11

Drinking and driving behavior Individuals have substantial private information about

their drinking and driving behavior since the probability of arrest for this behavior

is so low. In the twelve months following the baseline survey, 17% of the sample

did drink and drive, measured as driving after having 5 or more drinks for men or

4 or more drinks for women (Table 2.1). This is much higher than the proportion

of the sample that was arrested for DWI during that time, which was only about

1% (not shown). The high percentage of drinker-drivers provides statistical power

in the empirical analysis, which is based on reported drinking and driving behavior,

not DWI arrests.

Individuals also have heterogeneous preferences that likely influence drinking and

driving behavior, but are unobserved by the insurer. The most common response to

11 This could be because very high-risk drivers believe they would be denied coverage, and therefore
do not attempt to purchase it. However, states have various policies in place to ensure that high-
risk drivers can obtain insurance, such as take-all-comers, surplus line insurers, and high-risk pools.
Again, few drivers report obtaining coverage through these means, but in some states, such as
North Carolina, drivers will not be aware if they are in a high-risk pool because they can purchase
insurance from any carrier, and the carrier decides internally whether to place the driver in the
high-risk pool.
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Table 2.1: Summary statistics

Insured Uninsured

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Insurance cost
Annual premium 1,242 935 — —

Observable individual risk
Chargeable accidents 0.03 0.17 0.07 0.26
Speeding ě 15mph 0.15 0.42 0.12 0.45
DWI arrests 0.01 0.15 0.48˚˚˚ 1.05
Miles driven per week 159 165 64.66˚˚˚ 82.07
Drives to work 0.76 0.42 0.32˚˚˚ 0.46

Observable household risk
Adult drivers (ě 25) 1.59 0.63 1.10˚˚˚ 0.48
Young drivers (ă 25) 0.45 0.84 0.19˚˚ 0.45
Cars in household 2.22 1.15 1.29˚˚˚ 0.67

Risk preference
Risk preference factor -0.04 0.96 0.97˚˚˚ 1.30

Reckless behavior (past 12 mos.)
Did drink and drive 0.17 0.38 0.26 0.45

Subjective beliefs (in next year)
Prob. of automobile accident 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.18
Prob. of accident with injury 0.08 0.11 0.11˚ 0.16
Odds of accident: 4 vs. 0 drinks 1.50 0.36 1.39˚˚ 0.34
Prob. of drinking and driving 0.19 0.31 0.15 0.23
Prob. of conviction | DWI 0.09 0.14 0.19˚˚˚ 0.24
Premium % incr. | accident 1.39 0.39 1.47 0.28
Premium % incr. | DWI convic. 1.80 1.20 1.83 0.00

Demographic characteristics
Family net worth ($1,000s) 382 642 139.11˚˚ 427
Own car value ($1,000s) 9.61 7.50 8.73 9.23
Has health insurance 0.91 0.28 0.60˚˚˚ 0.50

Observations 924 42

Notes: Annual premium excludes observations that are missing (n=19) or that lie in the
first and last 200-quantiles (n=7). The risk preference factor is positively correlated with
risk-taking behavior. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (* 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) in
pairwise t-tests of the difference in means between the insured and uninsured subsamples.
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the question, “How important is it for your social life to be able to enjoy a few drinks

with your friends?” is “Slightly important” (44%), whereas 7% of the sample reports

that drinking is “Very important” to their social life (not shown). In response to the

question, “How great an effect would it have on your ability to conduct your personal

life if you were to be arrested for drunk driving?”, 17% report that “It would almost

ruin my life”.

Risk preference I use factor analysis to construct a measure of risk preference.12

The factor, which loads heavily on impulsivity, smoking, and drug use, and is also

positively related to risk-taking in the health domain. The range of the factor is -1.68

to 3.95, and the mean in the insured subsample is -0.04. The uninsured subsample

has a statistically significantly higher mean of 1.30. This may partially reflect a

correlation between the factor and past risk-taking behavior in the driving domain.

However, it likely also reflects the importance of risk preference for insurance choice,

which is widely recognized as a source of private information in insurance markets

(e.g., Finkelstein and McGarry, 2006).

Subjective beliefs Comparing mean subjective probabilities to the objective coun-

terparts in the sample shows that individual perceptions of risk are different from

objective risk in many domains, which motivates the use of subjective probabilities

in estimation (Manski, 2004). The mean subjective probability of getting into any

accident in the next year is 0.13, which is higher than the mean accident rate ob-

served in the sample (about 0.09 in the follow-up year). The mean expected increase

in the odds of an accident when drinking and driving is 1.5 times, which is lower

than the actual increase in odds in the sample of 2.5. The mean expected premium

12 The variables included in the factor analysis are: risk preference in the financial domain; risk
preference in the health domain; impulsivity; whether the individual smokes; and whether the
individual has ever used illicit drugs or licit drugs without a prescription. The factor analysis yields
two factors with eigenvalues over 1. I use the first factor.
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increases following an accident and DWI are 39% and 80%, both lower than the

actual increases in the sample: 63% and 83% (not shown).

On average, uninsured individuals report a higher subjective probability of being

arrested for DWI in the next year than insured individuals but a lower subjective

probability of getting into an accident while drinking and driving relative to driving

sober. Uninsured individuals also have lower net worth than insured individuals and

are less likely to have health insurance.

2.4.2 Additional data

There are three important data elements that are not elicited in the SAD: the dollar

cost of an accident, the value of individuals’ vehicles, and out-of-pocket exposure to

healthcare costs.13 I use different sources for each of these three measures.

First, I obtain the distribution of accident costs incurred in the U.S. in 2010

by accident severity level from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

(NHTSA) and use it to calculate the expected cost of an accident under each in-

surance plan. The NHTSA reports accident costs at eight severity levels: property

damage only, MAIS 0–MAIS 514, and fatal. Costs include property damage, medical

cost, other economic costs, and lost life or quality-of-life. The value of lost life is life

expectancy at time of death minus age, multiplied by the value of a year of statisti-

cal life of $8.86 million. For injuries, the value of lost quality-of-life is based on the

severity and duration of the injury using quality-adjusted life years (Blincoe et al.,

2014).

The decision about how much automobile insurance to purchase is not trivial,

given that mean accident costs range from $4,544 to $25.9 million, depending on the

13 The SAD does elicit accident costs, but very few individuals were actually involved in an accident,
making this data element too sparse to be useful in estimation.

14 MAIS stands for “Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale”, which is a measure of the severity of
injuries, where zero is least severe and five is most severe.
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severity of the accident (Appendix Table C.1). The highest-cost accidents are the

least likely to occur; however, many individuals choose bodily injury liability limits

well above the expected cost of an accident with bodily injury of $160k (Table B.2).

This suggests that other factors, such as perception of and preference for risk, affect

insurance choice.

Second, I estimate the value of each individual’s primary car by looking up the

Edmunds.com True Market Value R© for a typically equipped vehicle by make, model,

and year reported in the SAD.15 I adjust prices back to 2011 by accounting for four

years of depreciation: 25% in the car’s first year, 15% in years two through five, and

7.5% in all later years.16

Finally, I obtain average health insurance deductibles from the Medical Expen-

diture Panel Survey. The mean deductible for an employee at a private-sector es-

tablishment in 2011 was $1,123 for single coverage and $2,220 for family coverage

(Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2011). I use these values, along with

car prices and accident costs, to calculate expected costs for stage 3 of the model.

2.5 Estimation strategy

The estimation strategy involves several steps: (1) a hedonic model of premium-

setting; (2) precise calculation of expected costs; (3) a new approach to estimating

unobserved heterogeneity; and (4) a maximum likelihood routine. The first three

steps recover values needed to specify the model for the optimization routine, whereas

the fourth recovers the preference parameters of the sequential model within the

optimization routine.

15 The Edmunds.com True Market Value R© (Edmunds.com TMV R©) price is Edmunds.com’s deter-
mination of the current average base dealer retail price, unadjusted for color or any options. Prices
in this study were accessed 5/15/15. TMV R© prices are copyrighted by Edmunds.com, Inc., which
reserves all rights. Edmunds R©, Edmunds.com True Market Value R© and TMV R© are registered
trademarks of Edmunds.com, Inc.

16 www.edmunds.com/car-buying/how-fast-does-my-new-car-lose-value-infographic.html
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The estimation strategy takes advantage of the observed individual subjective

probabilities described in section 2.4 to explicitly specify parts of the model that

are typically unobserved, which has two distinct advantages. First, it explicitly

accounts for individuals’ subjective probabilities, which were shown in the previous

section to differ from objective probabilities. Second, it allows for precise estimation

of parameters that would otherwise rely on low probability outcomes (chargeable

accidents and DWI convictions).

2.5.1 Step 1. Hedonic premium regression

In the first step, I linearize the pricing model given in equation 2.1 and estimate the

weights for each rating factor as the coefficients of a hedonic regression of premium

on plan and driver characteristics. I use these results to estimate premiums for

unobserved plans—the SAD elicited the insurer, premium, and characteristics for

the policy that each household chooses, but did not collect premiums for policies

that the household could have chosen but did not. I simulate premiums for the

ten insurance policies in Appendix Table B.2 using the estimated weights (implicit

prices) of the plan components. The hedonic regression is

Premiumi “ β0 ` β1Liabilityi ` β2Collisioni ` β3Dedi ` β4Xi ` αk ` εi (2.8)

where Premiumi, Liabilityi, Collisioni, and Dedi are the monthly premium, upper

liability limit, collision indicator, and collision insurance deductible of the policy

that household i owns; Xi is a vector of household driver characteristics; αk is an

insurer-specific fixed effect; and β “ rβ0 β1 β2 β3 β4s is the vector of parameters of

interest. The sum of β0 and αk is an estimate of the base price for insurer k. The

vector Xi contains the following variables that reflect the risk of the insured drivers

on household i’s policy: the respondent’s chargeable accidents, DWI arrests, annual

mileage, and whether he drives to work, as well as the total number of adult drivers
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(age ě 25), young drivers (age ď 24), and cars in the household.17

Equation (2.8) can only be estimated for insured respondents. To correct for

sample selection, I use a Heckman correction. The selection equation is

Insuredi “ γ0 ` γ1Xi ` γ2Zi ` εi (2.9)

where Insuredi is a binary variable for whether or not the respondent reports having

any auto insurance coverage. Xi contains explanatory variables that affect premiums

and that effect the probability that the respondent has any insurance coverage: the

number of accidents and arrests of the respondent in the past three years and the

number of cars and drivers in the household. I use risk preference as the instrumental

variable Zi because it affects willingness-to-pay for insurance, but is excluded from

the premium regression because it is private information. The outcome equation is

given by equation (2.8), plus an additional term for the inverse Mills ratio.

2.5.2 Step 2. Compute individual expectations of stage 3 costs

I compute expected costs for each individual under each insurance policy and drinking

and driving behavior combination—i.e., the value of equation 2.3 for all i, j, and d.

The equation depends on probabilities and costs. I use individuals’ subjective beliefs

about accidents and DWI arrests from the SAD for the probabilities. (The relevant

probabilities are summarized in Table 2.1).

The calculation of the cost components of equation 2.3 is more complex because

the cost faced by the individual depends on many things. I combine variables from

the SAD with the additional data on accident costs, health insurance deductibles,

17 The variables included in equation 2.8 capture all the policyholder characteristics that an insurer
would typically use when setting premiums, which was part of the intentional design of the SAD.
There are some minor insurance plan characteristics that are not observed, such as personal injury
protection and roadside assistance. However, these are second-order features with relatively low
actuarial value. It is also possible that there are nonlinearities in how premium changes with the
liability limit. I performed robustness checks including various polynomial terms for the liability
limit, and the estimated non-linear coefficients were not statistically significant.
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Table 2.2: Potential pecuniary losses from driving

Cost Formula Notes

Bodily injury to others minpmaxp0, OthersInjuries´BodilyLimitq, NetWorthq BodilyLimit “ 0 if no liability insurance

Bodily injury to self minpHealthDeductible, OwnInjury,NetWorthq HealthDeductible “ 8 if no health insurance

Damage to others’ property minpmaxp0, OthersDamages´ PropertyLimitq, NetWorthq PropertyLimit “ 0 if no liability insurance

Damage to own property minpOwnDamage, CollisionDeductible, OwnCarV alueq CollisionDeductible “ 8 if no collision insurance

Premium increase due to accident Premium ¨ p%PremiumIncrease |Accidentq Premium “ 0 if no auto insurance

Premium increase due to DWI Premium ¨ p%PremiumIncrease |DWIq Premium “ 0 if no auto insurance

Fine for DWI Fine |DWI

Notes: The table defines the pecuniary costs to a driver of driving, conditional on insurance coverage. The first column lists the potential costs.
The second column defines a formula for how much of the actual cost the driver is held responsible for. The third column notes how the formulas
change for special cases with limited insurance coverage. When individuals choose their reckless driving behavior, the following are random variables:
OthersInjuries, OwnInjury, OthersDamages, and OwnDamage. These are realized at the time of an accident and can take a wide range of values
depending on the severity of the accident. Variables that are known at the time of the reckless driving decision are: BodilyLimit, PropertyLimit,
CollisionDeductible, Premium, HealthDeductible, OwnCarValue, and NetWorth, which are based on the individual’s insurance coverage and household
demographics. Individuals also have expectations about %PremiumIncrease |Accident, %PremiumIncrease |DWI, and Fine |DWI.
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and average car prices described in Section 2.4. The formulas for calculating each of

the cost components are given in Table 2.2. I use the NHTSA distribution of acci-

dent costs in the U.S. for the four components of total accident cost: OthersInjuries,

OwnInjury, OthersDamages, and OwnDamage. The values of HealthDeductible and

OwnCarValue are approximated using data from MEPS and Edmunds.com (see Sec-

tion 2.4). The automobile insurance characteristics BodilyLimit, PropertyLimit, and

CollisionDeductible are defined by the insurance policy j. Premium is based on the

estimated premium for policy j from Step 1. The remaining variables, NetWorth,

%PremiumIncrease |Accident, %PremiumIncrease |DWI, and Fine |DWI are

from the SAD, where the latter three were elicited as subjective beliefs.

A key feature to observe about the formulas in Table 2.2 is that the accident cost

to the individual is capped by the value of his car (for own property damage) and

his net worth. Thus, the assumption that people know the national distribution of

accident costs is more innocuous than it may seem at first. It turns out that net

worth is binding for most individuals except at the lowest accident severity levels. In

forming an expectation about costs and choosing an insurance policy, an individual

is likely to think about the maximum amount he could lose, which is readily known

to him as the value of his car and his net worth.

2.5.3 Step 3. Estimate time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity

I recover time-invariant unobserved preference for drinking and driving by making the

observation that subjective probabilities and actual choice probabilities of drinking

and driving from the model should be equal. We can derive a standard expression

for the choice probability that depends only on data and parameters and then set

this equal to the subjective probability in the data and use OLS to recover a residual

term that affects the probability of drinking and driving but is not observed by the

econometrician.
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Given that εijd2 is distributed type I extreme value, the probability that individual

i with insurance policy j chooses drinking and driving level d is:

Pijd2 “
exppvijd2q

ř

d1 exppvijd12q
(2.10)

The log of the ratio of the probability of drinking and driving to the probability

of not drinking and driving is given by:

lnpPijd2q ´ lnpPij02q “ vijd2 ´ vij02

“

´

αd2Xi2 ` λdηi2 ` βE
“

uijd3
‰

¯

´

´

α02Xi2 ` λ0ηi2 ` βE
“

uij03
‰

¯

“

´

αd2 ´ α02

¯

Xi2 ` β
´

E
“

uijd3
‰

´ E
“

uij03
‰

¯

`

´

λd ´ λ0

¯

ηi2

ỹi “ α̃Xi2 ` βX̃i3 ` λ̃ηi2 (2.11)

If we assume the choice probability is equal to the subjective probability, then

both sides of this equation are observed: the left-hand side is a transformation of

the probability of drinking and driving, and the right hand side is the difference

between the choice-specific conditional value functions for drinking and driving and

not drinking and driving in stage 2 (eq. 2.5). I calculate X̃i3 “ E
“

uijd3
‰

´ E
“

uij03
‰

with respect to the insurance policy j that the individual chooses (if the individual

is uninsured, then X̃i3 “ 0) and then estimate equation (2.11) by OLS and recover

the residuals for each individual,
y

„

ληi2.
18

2.5.4 Step 4. Maximum likelihood estimation

I use maximum likelihood to estimate the preference parameters. Assuming that εij1

and εij2 are distributed type I extreme value and independent, the probability that

18 Because lnpxq is not defined for x “ 0, and 38% of the sample reports a subjective probability
of drinking and driving of zero, and another 7% reports a subjective probability of one, I set the
probabilities for these observations to 0.00001 and 0.99999. Varying the approximations to 0 and 1
and estimating this equation with quantile regression both do not substantially impact the results.
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individual i drinks and drives and the probability that individual i chooses insurance

policy j are

Pij1 “
exppvij1q

ř

k exppvik1q
and Pijd2 “

exppvijd2q
ř

d1 exppvijd12q
(2.12)

The log likelihood function is

L “
ÿ

i

˜

J
ÿ

j“0

1pdi1 “ jq logpPij1pXi, yi, pij, α1, δqq `
D
ÿ

d“0

1pdi2 “ dq logpPijd2pXi, α2qq

¸

where 1pdi1 “ jq is one if the individual chose insurance policy j and zero otherwise,

1pdi2 “ dq is one if the individual chose to drink and drive at level d and zero oth-

erwise, and Pij1pXi, yi, pij, α1, δq and Pijd2pXi, α2q are the choice probabilities given

in equation (2.12). Maximizing the log likelihood function over α1, α2, and δ yields

estimates of these preference parameters. I estimate bootstrapped standard errors

to incorporate estimation error from each step of the estimation strategy.

2.6 Results

The estimation results establish that the automobile insurance market is advanta-

geously selected and show that preferences and expected disutility of non-pecuniary

losses are as important in an individual’s decision to engage in reckless driving be-

havior as pecuniary losses. These findings affect how individual choices and welfare

respond to counterfactual pricing policies.

2.6.1 Model results

Premiums More risk tolerant people are less likely to be insured, as expected (Ta-

ble 2.3). Premiums are higher for individuals who have had past driving violations—

each accident increases annual premium by $406—which confirms that insurers use

observable information about risk. These high premiums may induce high-risk drivers
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Table 2.3: Hedonic premium regression

No selection With selection
adjustment adjustment

(1) (2)

Panel A. Selection equation Has auto insurance

Chargeable accidents ´0.04 p0.48q
DWI arrests ´0.81˚˚˚ p0.21q
Cars in household 0.51˚˚˚ p0.14q
Miles per week (100s) 0.29˚˚ p0.00q
Drives to work 0.85˚˚˚ p0.19q
Risk preference factor ´0.28˚˚˚ p0.08q

Inverse Mills ratio ´479.89 p372.08q

Panel B. Premium equation Annual premium Annual premium

Plan characteristics
Liability limit ($100k) 30.49˚˚ p14.65q 29.08˚˚ p14.36q
Has collision insurance 440.83˚˚˚ p127.08q 422.09˚˚˚ p123.87q
Collision deductible ´0.04 p0.09q ´0.04 p0.09q

Insurer observables
Chargeable accidents 388.55˚˚ p167.80q 406.03˚˚ p165.76q
Speeding ě 15mph 95.61 p70.63q 90.20 p69.40q
DWI arrests ´0.36 p195.71q 154.91 p223.07q
Adult drivers (ě 25) 126.30˚˚ p51.72q 121.32˚˚ p50.60q
Young drivers (ă 25) 208.94˚˚˚ p37.99q 210.64˚˚˚ p37.23q
Cars in household 119.88˚˚˚ p29.81q 105.37˚˚˚ p31.52q
Miles driven per week ´0.32˚ p0.18q ´0.38˚˚ p0.18q
Drives to work ´55.86 p72.02q ´118.02 p85.99q

Observations 899 941

Notes: The table reports the results of estimating equation (2.8) on the subsample of
insured individuals with reported annual premium that lies between the first and last
200-quantiles. Column (2) uses a Heckman correction to account for selection in the in-
surance purchase decision, identified by private information about risk preference. The
dependent variable in the selection equation is an indicator for whether the respondent
has any automobile insurance. The dependent variable in the premium equation is
annual automobile insurance premium. All specifications include area, car type, and
insurer fixed effects in the premium equation. Standard errors are in parentheses. As-
terisks indicate statistical significance at the * 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01 levels.
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to drop coverage. The negative relationship between having a DWI arrest in the past

three years and having insurance biases the coefficient on DWI arrests toward zero

(Panel B, col. 1), motivating the Heckman correction. This yields a higher premium

penalty of $155 per DWI arrest, though this is not statistically significant due to

lack of power (col. 2).19

The coefficients on insurance coverage characteristics are as expected and align

with industry averages: premium increases with the liability limit at a rate of $29

per $100k of liability coverage; is higher by $422 per year for plans with collision

coverage; and is decreasing in the deductible (col. 2). The estimated effect of adding

collision coverage is remarkably close to the mean combined expenditures of $437

on collision and comprehensive coverage in 2007 reported in Insurance Information

Institute (2011). It is likely that the measure of collision insurance from the SAD

data also reflects comprehensive coverage as the two are often bundled.20

Expected costs There is substantial variation across insurance policies and drinking

and driving behavior in the expected costs of driving—from $325 when the mean

driver is covered with the most comprehensive insurance plan and does not drink

and drive to $2,638 when the mean driver is uninsured and drinks and drives (Ap-

pendix Table C.2). Expected costs vary across drivers depending on their subjective

probabilities of accidents with and without bodily injury, of being convicted for DWI,

and their net worth, car value, and health insurance coverage. In general, however,

higher liability limits, collision insurance, and not drinking and driving all reduce

drivers’ expected costs.

19 It is also possible that an individual arrested for DWI was not actually convicted, or was at
least able to get the charges reduced. Either of these situations would lead to a smaller impact on
the premium than a conviction. Unfortunately, the survey did not explicitly ask about past DWI
convictions, only arrests. This is one variable for which the information I have might deviate from
what the insurer has, biasing the estimate toward zero.

20 http://www.progressive.com/understanding-insurance/entries/2009/9/1/can you have compre/
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Table 2.4: Insurance policy choice

Insurance policy

Collision coverage: No collision Collision

Upper liability limit: Min. $100k $300k $500k Min. $100k $300k $500k $1M

Panel A: Coefficients on individual characteristics
Risk preference factor 0.08 ´0.18 ´0.27 ´0.76˚ ´0.37˚˚ ´0.47˚˚˚ ´0.66˚˚˚ ´0.79˚˚˚ ´1.14˚˚˚

p0.21q p0.39q p0.30q p0.44q p0.18q p0.17q p0.16q p0.17q p0.23q
Subj. prob. of accident ´3.53 ´1.27 ´1.76 5.27 0.94 0.79 ´0.05 ´1.68 0.78

p2.80q p4.59q p2.79q p3.38q p1.47q p1.60q p1.52q p1.53q p1.86q
Cars in household 0.62 0.57 0.42 1.55˚˚˚ 0.71˚˚ 1.01˚˚˚ 0.81˚˚ 0.95˚˚˚ 1.11˚˚˚

p0.41q p0.57q p0.56q p0.39q p0.35q p0.32q p0.34q p0.36q p0.38q
Adult drivers 0.73 0.12 0.54 1.31 1.05 0.81 1.46˚ 1.36 1.79˚˚

p0.99q p1.20q p1.30q p0.99q p0.90q p0.87q p0.87q p0.87q p0.89q
Young drivers 0.42 ´0.38 ´0.69 0.30 0.44 0.20 0.27 0.39 ´0.55

p0.63q p2.19q p2.65q p1.26q p0.52q p0.53q p0.52q p0.52q p0.65q
Observations 32 15 11 8 107 134 389 188 40

Panel B: Coefficients on plan characteristics
Income net of premium 16.25˚

p9.64q
Discount factor (assumed) 0.97

Panel C: Implied premium elasticities
Premium elasticity ´1.03 ´1.06 ´1.16 ´1.26 ´1.53 ´1.50 ´1.10 ´1.55 ´2.07

Notes: The table reports estimated parameters for the insurance choice term of the likelihood function—equation (2.5.4). “Min.” is the legal
minimum liability limit in the respondent’s state. The omitted category is uninsured (n=42). Risk preference is positively correlated with
risk-taking behavior in the health domain (see text for details). Premium is the individual-specific predicted value from the hedonic regression
for each plan. Implied elasticities are given by the percentage change in the probability of choosing each plan with respect to a percentage
change in income net of premium. Standard errors based on 500 bootstrap samples are in parentheses. * 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01.
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Insurance choice Individuals with stronger preferences for risk are less likely to be

insured overall and are less likely to choose high levels of automobile insurance cov-

erage (Table 2.4). This can lead to advantageous selection if risk preference also

affects risk-taking behavior that influences accident risk. Despite concerns over pri-

vate information about risk type, there is no evidence that individuals with higher

subjective probabilities of an accident buy more complete insurance. Risk preference

is the dominant source of private information in this market.

Premiums are quite relevant to individuals’ insurance policy choice: the implied

elasticities of the probability of choosing each plan (a liability-collision combination)

with respect to premium are sizable, ranging from -1.03 to -2.07, with higher elas-

ticities associated with richer plans (Panel C). Households with more cars and adult

drivers are more likely to choose plans with collision coverage and liability limits

above the minimum.

Drinking and driving More risk tolerant individuals are more likely to drink and

drive, confirming that there is advantageous selection: risk-tolerant individuals are

less likely to buy insurance, but more likely to engage in reckless driving behavior—

and therefore more likely to be involved in an accident (Table 2.5). Individuals who

report that drinking is a “very important” part of their social life are also more

likely to drink and drive. The probability of drinking and driving decreases as the

importance of drinking to social life decreases.

Expected pecuniary cost has a negative and statistically significant effect on the

probability of drinking and driving, but the magnitude of the marginal effect is small,

implying that there is relatively little moral hazard in drinking and driving behavior.

In particular, a $1,000 increase in the expected loss leads to, on average, a 0.3%

decrease in the probability of drinking and driving, where the expected losses in

the sample range from $0-50k (not shown). In contrast, the marginal effect of non-
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Table 2.5: Drinking and driving choice

Drink and drive

Preferences
Risk preference factor 0.73˚˚˚ p0.28q
Importance of drinking to social life:

Not at all important (omitted)
Slightly important 2.76˚˚˚ p0.68q
Quite important 4.54˚˚˚ p0.82q
Very important 6.57˚˚˚ p1.18q

Valuation of consequences
Expected pecuniary loss ($10k) ´6.18˚˚˚ p2.18q
WTP to avoid paralysis ($/month) ´0.02˚˚ p0.01q
Effect of DWI arrest on life:

It would almost ruin my life (omitted)
It would hurt me badly 0.36 p0.82q
It would hurt me some/none 0.74 p0.82q

Demographic and driving characteristics
logpageq ´2.35˚˚˚ p0.71q
Female ´2.03˚˚˚ p0.31q
Drives to work 2.52˚˚˚ p0.86q

Observations 966

Notes: The dependent variable is an indicator for whether the respondent
drove after drinking four or five drinks at least once during the follow-
up year. Standard errors are in parentheses. Asterisks indicate statistical
significance at the * 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01 levels.

pecuniary cost, as measured by willingness-to-pay to avoid paralysis, is about three

times as large as that of pecuniary cost in the expected direction: the higher one’s

willingness to pay to avoid paralysis from an automobile accident, the less likely he

is to drink and drive. This intangible consequence cannot be insured against by the

market, so the best decision for individuals with a high willingness-to-pay to avoid

injury is to take precaution by not driving after drinking, regardless of automobile

insurance status, a point illustrated by Ehrlich and Becker (1972).
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2.6.2 Model fit

The predicted shares of each insurance policy and the number of drinker-drivers

from the model match the data quite well. In both the model and the data, 4% of

drivers are uninsured and 18% report drinking and driving during the follow-up year.

The full distribution of insurance choices is very close. The share of drivers without

collision matches at every liability limit, while the share of drivers with collision

deviates just slightly: 0.12, 0.13, 0.40, 0.19, and 0.04 in the data (Table B.2) versus

0.11, 0.13, 0.41, 0.20, and 0.04 in the model.

2.6.3 Discussion

It is worth pausing to consider how these results align with some recent issues in

theoretical and empirical literature on asymmetric information in insurance markets.

Market structure and asymmetric information One branch of the literature is focused

on understanding how market structure interacts with asymmetric information in

insurance markets. Chiappori et al. (2006) laid the groundwork for this work. One

of their key theoretical results is that a competitive market must exhibit a positive

correlation between insurance coverage and accident risk (i.e., adverse selection).

This seemingly creates a puzzle for my work because I find advantageous selection in a

competitive market. However, Spinnewijn (2013) shows that violations of Chiappori

et al. (2006) “realistic expectations” assumption—i.e., the individual’s subjective

assessment of risk is equal to the objective risk—can break the positive correlation,

opening up the possibility for advantageous selection. In particular, advantageous

selection can arise when a group of individuals are both overly optimistic about

their true risk (so-called “baseline optimistic” in Spinnewijn (2013)) and pessimistic

about how much their behaviors affect that risk (“control pessimistic”). Chiappori

et al. (2006) argue that the realistic expectations assumption is “indispensable for
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empirical applications” because subjective beliefs are not observable. In the SAD,

however, subjective beliefs are observed. In Appendix D, I use subjective beliefs

from the SAD together with other features of the survey to show that in my sample,

risk tolerant individuals are baseline optimistic and control pessimistic, which can

explain why we observe advantageous selection in a competitive market.

Moral hazard In another branch of the literature, researchers are searching for better

methods for empirically measuring moral hazard, with some recent applications to

automobile insurance markets. While most early empirical work did not find evidence

of moral hazard in automobile insurance (e.g., Chiappori and Salanié, 2000; Abbring,

Chiappori and Pinquet, 2003), some recent papers have found evidence of moral

hazard. A key takeaway of these papers, though, is that the findings do not apply to

all driving behavior—rather, moral hazard is highly context-specific.21 For example,

Dionne, Gouriéroux and Vanasse (2001) find moral hazard in traffic violations but not

accidents; Weisburd (2015) only finds evidence of moral hazard in “small collisions”—

defined as collisions related to parking rather than driving on roads; and Robinson,

Sloan and Eldred (forthcoming) find that moral hazard is much more likely to be

manifested through speeding than drinking and driving behavior, which is far less

likely to lead to severe accidents. These papers are consistent with my finding of little

moral hazard in drinking and driving. My model does have the limitation that it does

not allow for moral hazard to be manifested through driving behaviors other than

drinking and driving. However, to the extent that moral hazard only affects minor

accidents—where a significant portion of the cost of the accident is property damage

to one’s own car—omitting channels other than drinking and driving should have

21 In their widely-cited survey of the literature, Cohen and Siegelman (2010) look at a broad set
of markets beyond automobile insurance and also conclude that moral hazard is context-specific.
Among the papers on automobile insurance, only one finds evidence of moral hazard: Israel (2004)
finds statistically significant evidence of moral hazard using the panel-data approach developed by
Abbring et al. (2003), but the magnitude of the moral hazard effect is small.
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little impact on my main counterfactual findings, which are unrelated to first-party

losses.22

Overall, the finding that moral hazard primarily affects less risky behaviors and

more minor accidents is intuitive because, as shown in my results, individuals care

about non-pecuniary consequences like self-injury—they won’t engage in infinitely

more risky behavior simply because the pecuniary cost is lower since they also bear

the non-pecuniary costs of such behavior.

2.7 Counterfactual pricing policies

I simulate three counterfactual pricing policies—risk-rating, community rating, and

experience rating—to measure the effects of asymmetric information on insurance

choice, drinking and driving behavior, and welfare.

Risk-rating relaxes information constraints and allows for symmetric information

about drinking and driving behavior. The insurer observes and sets premiums based

on drivers’ propensities to drink and drive. Community rating restricts the insurer

from using any individual characteristics to set premium—all drivers face the exact

same menu of plans and premiums.23 Policymakers may favor community rating for

its egalitarian appeal—driving is often viewed a right, because being able to operate

an automobile is necessary for maintaining employment, participating in household

tasks, etc. The third counterfactual policy requires strict experience rating: insurers

must increase premiums substantially following accidents and convictions.

To calculate the welfare effects of these counterfactual policies, I first adjust pre-

miums according to the counterfactual policy and then calculate changes in expected

utility using the estimated model parameters.

22 In particular, the cost of uninsured motorists’ coverage is not affected by a change in expected
loss due to own property damage, which is covered entirely by first-party collision insurance.

23 In practice, some community rating systems use rating bands (min. and max. premiums), and
some allow for the use of a few attributes of the insured such as age category.
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2.7.1 Constructing counterfactual premiums

I construct counterfactual premiums for the risk-rating simulation by redistributing

premium from non-drinker-drivers to drinker-drivers based on the increase in ex-

pected accident costs for drinker-drivers relative to the average expected accident

cost, conditional on risk factors observed by the insurer (see Appendix E for details).

If drinker-drivers are more accident-prone than non-drinker-drivers conditional on

information that the insurer possesses, then there is a true private information com-

ponent to drinking and driving behavior, and some non-drinker-drivers must pay

more than the actuarial value of their policies under the status quo.

Constructing counterfactual premiums under pure community rating is straight-

forward in a partial equilibrium framework: I take the mean premium of each plan

and set each individual’s premiums to those mean values. This simulates the short-

run effect of community rating by not allowing individuals to re-sort among plans or

insurers to dynamically adjust prices to reflect the change in composition of drivers

in each plan. In reality, regulation of rate-setting restricts how quickly insurers can

update rates, so this is a reasonable approximation in the short run.

To simulate the effect of experience rating, I change the expected premium in-

crease from the individual’s subjective belief to the strict statutory rates used in

North Carolina: 60% for an accident and 340% for driving with a BAC over 0.08%

(North Carolina Department of Insurance, 2010). Without changing the distribution

of premium in the first stage, this simulation measures the effect of experience rating

on the probability of drinking and driving—i.e., moral hazard.

2.7.2 Calculating welfare under a premium change

The compensating variation for each individual under a policy change is:

CVi “
ln
´

ř

j exp v1ij1

¯

´ ln
´

ř

j exp v0ij1

¯

α
(2.13)
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where v0ij1 is individual i’s conditional value function for insurance policy j under

the status quo, v1ij1 is individual i’s conditional value function for insurance policy j

under the counterfactual prices, and α is the marginal utility of income (Small and

Rosen, 1981). Assuming the insurer sets premiums at an actuarially fair value plus

a competitive markup and is indifferent between the two policies, the net change in

welfare before accounting for the externality is ∆W “
ř

iCVi.

I use average premiums for uninsured motorists insurance (UM) to estimate a

lower bound on the monetized value of the externality from insurance. The UM pre-

mium represents a lower bound on the externality for two reasons. First, individuals

would not voluntarily buy UM if there were no risk from other drivers being unin-

sured, and buying UM reduces consumption of other goods. Second, although UM in

principle eliminates the financial risk from an accident caused by an uninsured driver,

it typically does not provide complete coverage, particularly of non-pecuniary loss,

because the liability limits are relatively low.24 I estimate the average UM premium

following a change in the share of uninsured motorists with the following expression:

P̄UM
2 “

TCUM
2

N insured
2

“
TCUM

1 ps2{s1q

p1´ s2qN2

“
P̄UM
1 p1´ s1qN1ps2{s1q

p1´ s2qN2

(2.14)

where TCUM
t represents the total cost of covering uninsured motorists claims in

period t, Nt is the total number of drivers in period t, and st is the share of uninsured

drivers in period t. Assuming the total number of drivers does not change, N1 “ N2,

24 Most states now have mandatory UM insurance. Compelling drivers to buy UM involves a
welfare loss in its own right. And persons compelled to buy this coverage are likely to purchase at
the state’s minimum liability limits, which are low. In addition, to get much compensation for non-
pecuniary loss, one probably has to threaten to go to trial and this is costly to a plaintiff. Although
UM has some properties of third-party insurance, it is really first-party insurance. Claims about
one’s own pain and suffering, etc. could easily be exaggerated. Auto liability insurance payment
per paid claim is far less than for other third-party lines of insurance such as medical malpractice.
This is documented at length in Bovbjerg et al. (1991). The vast majority of cases are settled out
of court. By inference, payment for non-pecuniary loss must be much less for auto than for other
third-party lines. Finally, with UM, especially compulsory UM, drivers may take less care in their
driving. If UM had high liability limits, well above medical expenditure, drivers would have less
incentive to exercise caution. Such moral hazard in itself generates an externality.
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Table 2.6: Effects of counterfactual pricing policies

Counterfactuals

Actual Risk-
rating

Community
rating

Experience
rating

Distribution of price changes
5th percentile — -$129 -$486 -$15
25th percentile — -$129 -$94 $0
50th percentile — -$129 $18 $5
75th percentile — $175 $103 $37
95th percentile — $175 $417 $360

Welfare ($/person-year) $0.00 $11.68 $2.16 -$17.36

Uninsured drivers
Share of total drivers 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05
Mean risk score 1.39 1.39 1.08 1.39
Mean risk preference 1.97 2.01 1.95 1.97

Drinker-drivers
Share of total drivers 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.17
Mean risk score 1.07 1.07 1.08 1.07
Mean risk preference 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.57

Notes: The table reports the results of three counterfactual policy simulations on
insurance choice, the decision to drink and drive, and social welfare. Welfare under
the status quo is normalized to zero. “Share of total drivers” is the mean choice
probability across individuals of being uninsured and choosing to drink and drive,
respectively. “Mean risk score” and “Mean risk preference” are the means of the
individuals’ risk scores and risk preference factors, weighted by their choice probabilities
for being uninsured and for drinking and driving. An individual’s risk score is a linear
combination of his individual risk factors (accidents, speeding tickets, DWI arrests,
miles driven, drives to work), weighted by the implied hedonic prices and normalized
so that the mean risk score in the sample is 1 and the standard deviation is 1. The
risk preference factor is increasing in risk tolerance and is described in Section 2.4.

the counterfactual premium is a function of only the baseline average UM premium,

which I obtain from National Association of Insurance Commissioners (2014), and the

baseline and counterfactual shares of uninsured drivers from the data and estimation.

2.7.3 Counterfactual results

When premiums increase for drinker-drivers under risk-rating, the share of uninsured

drivers increases from 4% to 5% (Table 2.6). The drivers who drop coverage are just
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as high-risk as the previously uninsured (mean observable risk score=1.39), but are

more risk-tolerant, as evidenced by the increase in mean risk preference of uninsured

drivers from 1.97 to 2.01.25

The simulated welfare gain from risk-rating is $11.68 per person per year, or

about 1% of the mean annual premium. However, this does not account for the

externality that uninsured drivers impose on society. Assuming insured drivers in-

ternalize this externality by purchasing uninsured motorists’ insurance (UM), the

welfare gain from risk-rating disappears. If the mean UM premium per policy for

a year is $154 under the status quo (National Association of Insurance Commis-

sioners, 2014), then the mean UM premium with 7% more drivers uninsured (the

percentage increase before rounding the uninsured driver shares) is $165, an increase

of $11.02, almost completely offsetting any welfare gain from risk-rating. One could

argue that uninsured drivers will drive less; however, the newly uninsured drivers in

the counterfactual scenario are just as high-risk, but even more risk tolerant than

the previously uninsured, suggesting that they are at least as likely to drive without

a license. Research also shows that a high percentage of drivers continue to drive

even with license suspensions (Voas, Tippetts and McKnight, 2010; McCartt, Geary

and Berning, 2003).

The most striking effect of community rating is the significant decrease in the av-

erage risk of the uninsured, from 1.39 to 1.08, where the mean risk score in the entire

sample is 1. High-risk drivers buy insurance because their premiums are lower, and

low-risk drivers, who now subsidize high-risk drivers, tend to drop coverage. How-

25 An individual’s risk score is a linear combination of the individual-level risk factors in the hedonic
regression (accidents, speeding tickets, DWI arrests, miles driven, drives to work), weighted by the
implied hedonic prices and normalized so that the mean risk score in the sample is 1 and the
standard deviation is 1. A higher risk score implies a greater probability of an accident. An
individual’s risk preference factor is derived from a factor analysis on a set of observed variables
related to risk preference and normalized so that the mean and standard deviation are both 1.
Higher risk preference values indicate that the individual is more risk tolerant and lower values that
he is more risk-averse (see Section 2.4).
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ever, the low-risk drivers who drop coverage are similar to the previously uninsured

drivers in terms of risk preferences. Very risk-averse drivers, even if they are low-risk,

do not drop coverage. This keeps the market from unraveling. In addition, there

is no detectable increase the share of drinker-drivers, despite increases in insurance

among high-risk drivers (Tennyson, 2010). Overall, community rating leads to a

mean welfare gain of $2.16 per person per year, without accounting for social welfare

gains from having fewer high-risk, uninsured drivers.

Experience rating has a small effect on the probability of drinking and driving:

the share of drinker-drivers decreases from 18% to 17%, with slightly more risk

tolerant individuals choosing to continue drinking and driving. This modest effect is

driven by the small marginal effect of pecuniary consequences on the probability of

drinking and driving. Subjective premium increases following DWI arrest are also

higher among drinker-drivers than non-drinker-drivers, which further attenuates any

deterrent effect from experience rating.26

Although the mean welfare effects of these policies are modest, they have sub-

stantial distributional implications for consumer welfare (Figure 2.3). The individual

welfare gains and losses are as high as 20% of mean annual premium under risk-rating

and 80% of mean annual premium under community rating. High-risk drivers are

worse off when premiums are based on private information and better off under com-

munity rating. Low-risk drivers are better off when private information is used and

worse off under community rating.

26 Hansen (2015) provides quasi-experimental evidence that drinking and driving recidivism is sen-
sitive to the blood-alcohol content (BAC) level that the individual had at the time of the arrest. He
argues that this is most likely due to a deterrent effect from more severe sanctions and punishments
at higher BAC levels. However, he cannot disentangle the types of punishment that deter future
drinking and driving. Pecuniary consequences likely play a role, but given the importance of pref-
erences and non-pecuniary loss for drinking and driving behavior in my model, another plausible
explanation for his finding is that an individual with a higher BAC level experiences more severe
criminal punishment and updates his belief about how much a DWI arrest would affect his life.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of welfare under counterfactual pricing policies
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2.8 Conclusion

The theoretical importance of asymmetric information in insurance markets is widely

recognized (e.g., Rothschild and Stiglitz, 1976). However, the degree of inefficiency

caused by asymmetric information and mechanisms for overcoming it, particularly

when individuals have multiple dimensions of private information, are less clear (e.g.,

Finkelstein and McGarry, 2006). This study shows that pricing policies that change

the degree of asymmetric information between insurers and consumers can have

surprising effects in a market with advantageous selection. In particular, improving

information about risk is not a catch-all solution to efficiency in insurance markets.

Adjusting automobile insurance premiums based on private information about

drinking and driving behavior induces a 7% increase in the share of uninsured drivers,

which creates a negative externality on society that offsets the small welfare gain

from eliminating residual adverse selection. This occurs because heterogeneity in

risk preference induces advantageous selection: risk tolerant drivers are less likely to

purchase insurance and more likely to drink and drive. In contrast, the market does

not unravel in a substantial way under community rating, even though it increases

the asymmetry of information between the insurer and the policyholder. Low-risk

drivers remain in the market even when they face large price increases because they

are risk averse and have a high valuation of insurance.

These pricing policies also have large distributional effects, which are potentially

important to policymakers. Risky drivers experience substantial welfare gains and

cautious drivers experience substantial welfare losses under community rating. Re-

warding reckless driving and asking cautious drivers to pay for such behavior may

be widely viewed as unfair. On the other hand, when risky drivers have to pay for

reckless behavior, they are more likely to go uninsured, which imposes a substantial

negative externality on other drivers.
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Any decision to allow or restrict insurers from using information about individual

risk in pricing has substantial effects on the market and the distribution of welfare,

and, crucially, the effects depend on the sources of private information in the market.

These findings are especially relevant as new technology becomes available to track

very detailed driving behaviors, such as time of day, slamming on the breaks, etc.,

and policymakers are faced with important decisions about how to regulate the use

of such information by insurers.
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3

Physician Agency Under Multiple Payers

One of the most interesting features of the U.S. healthcare system is that a physician

can be paid different amounts for providing the exact same service to two different

patients. This happens because prices are set independently between payer and

provider pairs—through bilateral negotiations, take-it-or-leave-it offers, or unilateral

decisions by the government—which leads to different prices for patients who appear

identical but are insured by different payers. How do individual physicians respond

to the financial incentive that arises from these price differences across insurers?

This question is extremely relevant in the current healthcare environment. In a

2013 report, the Institute of Medicine noted that there is not enough evidence for

which payment strategies will best improve quality of care at a lower cost (Institute

of Medicine, 2013). Implicit in this statement is the idea that physicians respond

to financial incentives. This view is widespread among private and public payers

alike, as evidenced by continual efforts to implement payment strategies that change

provider incentives. There is empirical evidence that physicians respond to prices on

the extensive margin and in other dimensions (e.g., Bisgaier and Rhodes, 2011), but

the existing research has been constrained by data from a single, often public, payer.
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In order to effectively reform how we pay doctors in the U.S., we need a realistic

understanding of how financial incentives work in the multi-payer healthcare system.

I estimate the effect of prices on treatment choice using the Massachusetts All-

Payer Claims Database (MA APCD), which contains medical claims for the near-

universe of patients under 65 in Massachusetts from 2009-2012. The key features of

the MA APCD that make it ideal for this study are: (1) it compiles claims across

the many private and public payers in the state, (2) it includes the actual prices

paid for each service, and (3) it includes unique identifiers for physicians, payers,

and patients. Prior studies have largely relied on aggregate, hospital-level data and

price variation induced by changes in payments from a single—usually public—payer

(e.g., Tai-Seale, Rice and Stearns, 1998; Gruber, Kim and Mayzlin, 1999; Clemens

and Gottlieb, 2014). Some early studies also surveyed physicians to obtain prices

for multiple payers (e.g., Sloan, Mitchell and Cromwell, 1978); however, these data

did not include prices for the entire market, and they were subject to usual selection

and reporting biases of surveys. The MA APCD allows me to study responses to fee

changes at the physician level with complete information about all the prices in the

market.

Cesarean sections offer a natural case study for a few reasons. First, childbirth

is the most common reason for inpatient admission among privately insured, Medi-

caid, and uninsured patients (Pfuntner, Wier and Stocks, 2013). While the volume

of cases alone makes this a relevant topic, it is even more important to understand

the effect of cross-payer financial incentives given the high variation in insurance

coverage of birth patients. Second, the C-section rate in the U.S. rose quickly over

time to the current rate of 32 percent, which has raised questions about whether the

marginal C-sections being performed are medically necessary (e.g., Caughey et al.,

2014; MacDorman, Menacker and Declercq, 2008). The WHO estimated that over

half a million C-sections performed in the U.S. in 2008 were clinically unnecessary
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(Gibbons et al., 2010), and Molina et al. (2015) find that a C-section rate of approx-

imately 19 percent is associated with improved health outcomes. This study does

not attempt to measure over-utilization; rather, understanding the effect of prices

on physician decisions is simply a critical step in designing incentives to lower the

C-section rate without adversely affecting outcomes. Third, C-sections have received

a lot of attention in the health economics literature (e.g., Gruber and Owings, 1996;

Gruber, Kim and Mayzlin, 1999; Grant, 2009). Focusing on C-sections allows me

to compare my findings—using new, individual-level, multi-payer data—to existing

literature on financial incentives in healthcare.

My identification strategy relies on variation in the timing of contract renewals

between physicians and insurers. The details of contracts between insurers and

physicians are not publicly available, so I deduce the contract changes from the

observed price data. The contract structures determined by my algorithm align

with industry standards—in particular, all the physician contracts for a given payer

tend to be renewed annually in the same month each year. In addition, I find

that the three largest payers in Massachusetts renew their contracts with physicians

in different quarters of the year. This variation across payers in the month of the

renewal allows me to isolate the effect of one payer’s price change, holding the others’

constant.

I use a difference-in-differences approach to analyze the causal effect of a relative

price change of C-sections compared to vaginal deliveries on the probability of C-

section delivery, using five major contract change dates across three different large

payers. I also test for heterogeneous effects across different patient risk groups and

explore the effect on coding intensity, which provide insight into the mechanisms

behind how physicians respond to price changes.

Physicians treat patients insured by different payers differentially following a

relative price change. In particular, a patient is less likely to have a C-section when
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the relative price the doctor receives from her insurer for a C-section decreases.

This effect is concentrated among patients classified as medium-risk based on factors

observed before the delivery. In other words, physicians respond to prices when they

are treating patients who are not clearly indicated to receive one type of treatment or

another. This result is intuitive and aligns with the fact that obstetricians face high

medical malpractice risk compared to other specialities (e.g., Studdert et al., 2016),

and therefore seem unlikely to substantially deviate from the clinically accepted

treatment path (when such a path is clearly indicated) in response to price.

The results of this study are particularly relevant for public payers, such as state

Medicaid programs, that unilaterally set prices for their insured population. It is

important that prices not be too high, given pressures on public budgets. Yet, this

paper provides evidence that setting prices too low can result not just in barriers to

access for low income patients, as shown by Sloan, Mitchell and Cromwell (1978);

Zuckerman et al. (2004); Decker (2012); Sonchak (2015); Polsky et al. (2015) and

others, but also differential treatment. This paper also provides new evidence that

such differential treatment generalizes to patients insured by private payers. One

potential policy intervention is all-payer rate setting, which could reduce treatment

disparities and alleviate the administrative burden of pricing for payers and providers.

Section 3.1 provides background on the different pricing mechanisms for physi-

cian services in the U.S., and how they vary across payers. Section 3.2 introduces

a conceptual framework for analyzing physician responses to prices in a multi-payer

setting. Section 3.3 describes the data and sample that I use to estimate the empir-

ical model outlined in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents the estimation results and

Section 3.6 concludes.
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3.1 Background

3.1.1 Multiple payers and physician payments

Prices paid by public and private payers for physician services are determined sepa-

rately but are often closely linked. Both public and private payers have, over time,

reimbursed physicians under a range of payment structures, from “reasonable and

customary” charges determined by physicians to prospective payment agreed upon

by both parties, and both are currently experimenting with new payment arrange-

ments, such as value-based purchasing and bundled payments. However, there are

important differences between payers and institutional features that lead to variation

in prices across payers.

Public payers—government Medicare and Medicaid plans, in particular—set prices

unilaterally. Since 1989, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has

used a physician fee schedule to pay providers (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services, 2013). Under the fee schedule, prices are determined by the product of

resource-based relative value scale (RBRVS) weights for each procedure, a conver-

sion factor, and geographic adjustment factors. The conversion factor converts the

weights into dollar amounts and is typically updated annually by CMS, while the

RBRVS weights are updated periodically to reflect technological change (American

Medical Association, 2016). The fee schedule was introduced to reduce the adminis-

trative complexity of payment based on charges and to align the financial incentives

of physicians with the resource burden required for different treatments (Hsiao et al.,

1988).

Private payers negotiate with providers over prices or make take-it-or-leave-it of-

fers.1 In both cases, prices are set independently between each payer-provider pair,

often on an annual basis. In negotiations over physician payments, a provider is

1 This includes privately managed Medicare and Medicaid plans.
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typically a physician group. The details of private payers’ contracts with providers

are proprietary, but both industry experts and recent research suggests that private

payers often use CMS’s price-setting mechanisms—in particular, Clemens, Gottlieb

and Molnar (2015) find that 75% of private prices are based on the Medicare profes-

sional fee schedule. Variation in prices still arises, however, because payers negotiate

or set different conversion factors.

Despite the use of similar pricing mechanisms, there can be wide dispersion in

price levels across payers. First, government prices tend to be lower than private

prices (e.g., Miller, Zuckerman and Gates, 1993; Krause, Ukhanova and Revere,

2016). This is sometimes called “cost shifting” to reflect the theory that providers

have to raise private prices to make up for losses in government and uninsured seg-

ments (Fox and Pickering, 2008; Coughlin et al., 2014); however, it is possible that

the differences simply reflect price discrimination and bargaining power. Second,

the bargaining power of payers and physician groups affects prices in the private

segment of the market. For smaller physician groups, a payer is more likely to offer

a standardized take-it-or-leave-it contract. For larger groups, prices vary with the

relative bargaining power of the payer and the physician group—we see higher prices

in areas with more concentrated physician groups, and lower prices when insurers

have a higher market share (e.g., Austin and Baker, 2015; Roberts, Chernew and

McWilliams, 2017).

The central question of this paper is, are physicians’ decisions about how to treat

patients affected by this price dispersion—and if so, how does the physicians’ behavior

change with policy-relevant variables, including relative price changes and patient

characteristics? The next section provides a conceptual framework for thinking about

this question.
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3.2 Conceptual Framework

3.2.1 The physician as the decision-maker

I assume the physician is the sole decision-maker for determining methods of diag-

nosis and treatment. This has been the norm in the health economics literature to

date (Chandra, Cutler and Song, 2011), and it simplifies my analysis and interpre-

tation of the results. Although the patient-empowerment revolution beginning in

the late 20th century popularized the idea that patients should be involved in med-

ical decisions (Ubel, 2012), recent work continues to provide evidence of physician

paternalism rather than joint decision-making for common medical decisions (e.g.,

Fowler, Gerstein and Barry, 2013). In the case of deliveries, a woman likely searches

for an obstetrician and has an opportunity to express her delivery preferences ex

ante; however, at the time of the delivery, the obstetrician is ultimately responsible

for making decisions.

Economic theory provides further motivation for this assumption because medical

care has been used as an example of a credence good (e.g., Dulleck and Kerschbamer,

2006). A credence good is a good for which the consumer does not know the level

of quality that she needs, so she pays an expert to provide both the diagnosis and

treatment. As a result, it may be difficult or impossible for the consumer to ever

know whether she received the appropriate treatment. For example, at the time of

delivery if a vaginal birth is not progressing (dystocia), then the obstetrician may

use his expertise to determine that a Cesarean section is medically indicated and

perform the surgery. However, if the patient did not need a Cesarean section, she

may never know the difference.2

In theory, the supplier of a credence good will report truthfully and provide the

optimal level of treatment if the following four assumptions are satisfied: (1) homoge-

2 If she needed but did not receive a Cesarean section, she may immediately experience adverse
outcomes. In this state, the appropriate course of treatment is arguably observable ex post.
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Figure 3.1: Own- and cross-price elasticities by payer market share

nous consumers; (2) commitment to receive the prescribed treatment conditional on

diagnosis; (3) verifiability of treatment quality; and (4) observability of and liabil-

ity for the outcome from treatment (Dulleck and Kerschbamer, 2006). In practice,

however, the first assumption is always violated, and the last two are likely to be

violated in many clinical situations, as in the example above. Thus, an obstetrician

may perform medically unnecessary C-sections if he has a financial incentive to do

so.

3.2.2 Physician response to prices under multiple payers

McGuire and Pauly (1991) developed a model of physician behavior in response

to different prices from multiple payers. Their model unified a previously divisive

literature on physician supply by showing that a physician’s optimization problem

does not have to involve targeting a certain level of income in order to rationalize

“inducing” patient demand for treatment.

The key insights from the model are that the relative prices and market shares
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of different payers affect how physician behavior—the quantity of services provided

to patients of each payer—changes when one payer’s price changes. In particular,

The output from the McGuire and Pauly (1991) model is a set of elasticities

that describe how the quantity of healthcare services (X) provided to patients with

payer i respond to changes in the net revenue or margin (m) from payer j, where

i, j P t1, 2u. There are four elasticities: an own- and a cross-price elasticity for each

of the two scenarios of profit maximization (no income effects) and literal target

income. Each of these elasticities is a non-linear function of seven parameters, all of

which have economic interpretations, and some of which are observable in the data.

The two parameters that are directly observable are the ratio of the payers’ market

shares (σ) and the ratio of the payer’s margins (ρ). These are key parameters of

interest for policy.

Figure 3.1 replicates plots from McGuire and Pauly (1991) of the own- and cross-

price elasticities against the relative market shares when the base payer has three

different market shares: 80%, 50%, and 20%. The blue lines show the elasticities

under profit maximization, and the green lines show the elasticities under a literal

target income. Actual behavior likely lies somewhere in between and depends on

the strength of the income and substitution effects—when income effects completely

dominate, the physician pursues a target income; when substitution effects com-

pletely dominate, the physician maximizes profit.

A practical concern with this model is that physicians have to know something

about the relative prices across patients in order to respond to them. While finding

robust empirical evidence of a response to price would allow us to deduce that they

have such information, we can also point to a few reasons why this is especially likely

to be true for the case of C-sections. First, obstetricians have many interactions

with patients before the delivery, providing ample time to learn about the patient’s

insurance carrier. Second, general price trends in obstetrics are well documented—C-
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sections have historically been reimbursed above vaginal deliveries, and private payers

reimburse well above Medicaid. Third, the high volume of births gives providers an

incentive to pay attention to prices for deliveries. Fourth, deliveries may be priced as

a separate “carve-out” from the Medicare fee schedule due to their high volume and

relevance only for the under-65 population, making it more likely that physicians

are aware of negotiated prices for deliveries. Finally, there is general evidence that

physicians are aware of prices and are in control of treatment choices. In a survey of

physicians, Tilburt et al. (2013) find that a majority of physicians are “aware of the

costs of the tests/treatments [they] recommend” (76%) and agree that they “need to

take a more prominent role in limiting use of unnecessary tests” (89%) and “should

adhere to clinical guidelines that discourage the use of marginally beneficial care”

(79%).

3.3 Data

3.3.1 Data Description

The empirical analysis requires data on prices and procedures performed by physi-

cians on patients with different payers. The Massachusetts All-Payer Claims Database

(MA APCD) is an ideal data set for this purpose because it compiles administrative

healthcare claims data for the under-65 population from all the different payers in

the state of Massachusetts—something that had not been done previously, at least

not in a way that was accessible to researchers.3 The MA APCD was developed

to support research in the public interest and to streamline state data submission

requirements for payers, and it is maintained by the Center for Health Information

and Analysis in Massachusetts.4

3 Excluded are worker’s compensation, TRICARE and the Veterans Health Administration, Fed-
eral Employees Health Benefit Plan, private insurers with fewer than 1,000 lives, and the uninsured,
unless they are enrolled in the Commonwealth’s Health Safety Net.

4 Further details are available at http://www.chiamass.gov/ma-apcd/.
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My analysis uses physician claim lines from the medical claims file of the MA

APCD for the period 2009-2012. An observation is one “line” of a physician claim,

which contains information about a specific service provided during a patient’s visit

to a healthcare provider. The claim line includes identifiers for the patient, payer(s),

and provider(s) involved in the service; Current Procedural Terminology (CPT)

codes identifying the service provided; International Classification of Diseases (ICD-

9) codes that indicate the reason(s) for the service; and the dollar amounts billed,

allowed, and paid to the physician for the service.

Price is measured by the allowed amount on the physician claim line. This is

the rate that is specified in the contract between the payer and physician, and it is

the amount that the physician can expect to receive for a service or procedure. A

portion of the allowed amount may be paid by the patient if the patient’s insurance

plan includes cost-sharing (e.g., deductible, copay, or coinsurance); the remaining

portion is then paid by the insurer. This breakdown is observable on the claim line;

however, I assume the physician responds only to the overall allowed amount. In

addition, the allowed amount on the physician claim line does not include payments

to the hospital for use of the facility. By excluding these payments, I assume the

physician is not responsive to facility fees. I also assume that physicians are not

allowed to balance-bill patients for charges above the payer’s allowed amount, which

is akin to assuming all patients visit in-network providers.

In addition to medical claim lines, the MA APCD includes provider, product, and

member eligibility files, which can be linked to the medical claims file. The provider

file includes demographic and practice information about the servicing provider:

name, gender, date of birth, specialty, National Provider Identifier (NPI), practice

site address and phone number, and some practice characteristics. The member file

contains demographic information about the patient: zip code, birth month and year,

relation to insurance plan subscriber (e.g., spouse, child). The product file contains
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Table 3.1: Sample selection procedure

All claim lines with delivery CPT code 338,463

Standardization
Keep lines with no modifiers 282,741
Keep lines delivered in an inpatient hospital (site=21) 252,612
Keep lines with allowed amount ą $500 245,129
Keep lines covered by primary insurance 238,943
Keep lines covered by top 15 payers by frequency 235,844

Estimation
Keep lines not missing Physician NPI 210,159

Total number of physician NPIs 3,604

Keep lines with physician contract prices 176,666
Physician NPIs with a 12-month run & 3 births/mo 651

information about the insurance plan: product type (e.g., HMO, POS), contract

type (single, family), coverage type (self-funded, individual, small group), and plan

characteristics (e.g., annual deductible).

The provider file is essential to my analysis because it allows me to link providers

across payers using the National Provider Identifier (NPI). Payers may use different

or even internally-developed IDs to identify providers, and as a result, the medical

claims file does not contain a unique physician identifier that is reliable and consistent

across payers. However, the file does contain identifiers that allow me to link claims to

the physician file in order to lookup and use the NPI as a unique physician identifier

across all payers (see Appendix F).

3.3.2 Analysis Sample

The full sample of MA APCD data from 2009-2012 includes 338,463 delivery claim

lines.5 These lines are identified by CPT codes beginning with 594–vaginal deliv-

ery, 595–Cesarean section delivery, and 596–attempted or successful vaginal delivery

5 Claim lines flagged as not highest version are excluded.
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following a previous Cesarean section delivery.

I apply a number of sample restrictions to remove duplicate lines and standardize

the sample (Table 3.1). First, I exclude the 16 percent of claim lines that contain

modifiers, which most often indicate that the claim is a secondary claim for an

assistant-at-surgery. Including these lines would duplicate deliveries because the pri-

mary physician and the assistant-at-surgery bill separately for the delivery. Second,

I exclude claim lines where the site of service is not an inpatient hospital because

the risks, incentives, and patient engagement may be quite different from inpatient

deliveries. Third, I exclude claim lines with allowed amounts less than $500, which

likely include reversals or denied claims—84 percent of the excluded lines in this

category have allowed amounts less than or equal to zero. Fourth, I retain only those

lines where the payer who submitted the claim is the primary payer. Patients can

have multiple sources of insurance coverage, and including claims submitted by a

patient’s secondary or tertiary payer would duplicate the delivery without providing

additional information, since price is based on the primary payer’s contract. Finally,

I restrict the sample to the top fifteen payers by frequency of delivery claim lines.

These payers submit 98.8 percent of all delivery claim lines; excluded payers are

generally out-of-state.

I also restrict the sample to make estimation tractable. First, I exclude claim lines

that are missing a reliable physician NPI. It is difficult to identify individual providers

in healthcare claims data, and it is even harder to do so across claims submitted by

different payers. I outline my procedure for identifying individual physicians in the

MA APCD in Appendix F. Using this procedure, I obtain 3,604 unique physician

NPIs. Second, I only include claim lines for which I can identify the contracted prices

for vaginal and Cesarean section deliveries. To reliably determine contracted prices,

I set a threshold for physician-level claim volume of at least three births per month

for a consecutive twelve-month period. I chose this threshold by inspecting delivery
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Table 3.2: Summary statistics on payer concentration

Overall By physician

Mean Mean Std. dev. Min Max

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A. Market-level concentration

Number of payers 14 6.97 2.57 1 13
CR(4) 0.63 0.86 0.11 0.57 1
HHI 1,459 2,944 1,458 1,230 10,000

Panel B. Individual payer shares

Private Payer #1 0.26 0.27 0.14 0.01 1
MassHealth 0.19 0.25 0.19 0.01 1
Other Medicaid (N=2) 0.18 0.24 0.18 0.01 0.80
Private Payer #2 0.12 0.15 0.12 0.01 1
Private Payer #3 0.08 0.11 0.09 0.01 0.60
Other Private (N=8) 0.17 0.18 0.13 0.01 1

Observations 176,666 610

volume patterns by NPI and finding the volume that maximized the number of NPIs

included in the sample without losing continuity of observations within each NPI.

The latter is necessary for determining contract changes and for my difference-in-

differences estimation strategy. My complete procedure for determining contracted

prices is explained in Section 3.4.1. The full sample for the empirical analysis contains

176,666 delivery lines provided by 651 unique physicians.

3.3.3 Descriptive statistics

A physician sees patients from seven different payers, on average, and 86 percent

of deliveries are insured by the top four payers for any one physician (Table 3.2,

Panel A). The mean HHI of payer concentration faced by any one physician is nearly

3,000—well above the 2,500 threshold for a high concentration. The fact that payer

concentration is high makes it more likely that a physician will respond to prices
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Table 3.3: Summary statistics on prices and C-section rates

Overall By physician

Mean Mean Std. dev. Min Max

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A. Prices
Vaginal birth ($) 3,011 2,881 563 2,086 3,925
Cesarean section ($) 3,236 3,127 567 2,355 4,134
Difference ($) 225 246 125 -170 617

Panel B. Deliveries
C-section rate 0.36 0.37 0.09 0 1
Deliveries per month 3,681 36 28 5 320

Observations 176,666 610

because it is easier for him to know the prices for individual patients than if he saw

an equal number of patients from many different payers.

The overall shares of deliveries insured by the various payers in Massachusetts

varies widely. Over one third of deliveries in the sample are covered by the state’s

Medicaid program called MassHealth (19 percent) or by privately-administered Med-

icaid managed care plans (18 percent). The top three private payers by frequency of

delivery claims insure 46 percent of all deliveries, with the top private payer insuring

26 percent, while eight private payers cover the remaining 17 percent of delivery

claims. There is also variation in payer shares at the physician level. Although the

mean payer shares across the 610 physicians are similar to the overall shares in the

state (col. 2 vs. col. 1), for each payer there are physicians who see very low or very

high shares of that payer’s patients (cols. 4-5).

There is substantial variation across payers in the price of a delivery (Table 3.3,

Panel A). The mean reimbursement for vaginal delivery in the whole sample is $3,011,

and the mean for C-section delivery is $3,236, a difference of only $225. However,

the range of differences is much wider, from -$2,610 to $4,699. The range of reim-
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bursement rates for both vaginal delivery and C-section delivery are similar, from

about $1,100 to $7,000.

To get a sense of how much of this variation any individual physician actually

faces, I compute the coefficients of variation in allowed amounts for the full sample

and compare them to the coefficients of variation computed at the individual physi-

cian level and averaged across physicians. The average physician faces just under

two-thirds of the total variation in allowed amounts for each procedure: 0.19 versus

0.29 for vaginal birth, and 0.17 versus 0.27 for C-section (not shown). In other words,

there is significant within-physician variation in prices in addition to variation across

the entire market, the latter of which has been well documented (e.g., Cooper et al.,

2015).

The mean C-section rate in the entire sample is 0.34, which is close to the na-

tional average of 32.2 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2016). Among

physicians, there is substantial variation in C-section rates: the mean is 0.31 and

the standard deviation is 0.19. The average physician in the sample performs 36

deliveries per month, which is likely higher than the population average because I

dropped physicians with low volume for the pricing algorithm. It is also possible

that some of the Physician NPIs in my sample do not identify individual physicians.

The most likely alternative is that an NPI is used by multiple physicians or an entire

physician group. If this were the case, it would preclude me from controlling for

individual physician heterogeneity, but it does not materially change my approach

or interpretation of the results.

3.4 Empirical Strategy

I estimate the effect of relative prices on physician treatment choice using a difference-

in-differences framework. This approach, together with the observed price variation

in the data, allows me to isolate the effect of a single payer’s price change on physi-
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cian behavior. The estimation requires two steps: (1) identifying changes in the

contracted prices between physicians payers, and (2) estimating the difference-in-

differences model.

3.4.1 Identifying contracted prices

The negotiated contracts between payers and physicians are proprietary and therefore

not directly observable, but I can deduce the timing and level of price changes based

on the prices I observe in the data. The basic features of prices that I expect for a

given physician-payer pair are: (1) the prices for both vaginal delivery and Cesarean

section delivery change on the same date; (2) prices do not change more frequently

than once per quarter; and (3) prices change on the same date(s) each year. With

these features in mind, I wrote an algorithm to determine dates on which contracts

changed, and the level of the price changes. The algorithm is described in detail in

Appendix G.

The variable of interest is the change in the relative price of a C-section compared

to a vaginal delivery for each payer-provider pair in each month. This relative price

change is given by

∆RPjkt “

´

PCS
jkt ´ P

V B
jkt

¯

´

´

PCS
jkpt´1q ´ P

V B
jkpt´1q

¯

where j, k, and t index providers, payers, and months, and PCS and P V B denote the

contracted physician allowed amount for C-section and vaginal delivery, respectively.

The variable ∆RPjkt should be zero except for months in which the contract changed.

A key insight from my algorithm for identifying contract changes is that the top

three private payers in Massachusetts (by share of births) renew their contracts with

physicians in different months of the year. This is evident in Figure 3.2, which plots

non-zero values of ∆RPjkt for the top three payers in the top, middle, and bottom

panels, respectively. The estimated contract change months, indicated with red bars,
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Figure 3.2: Contracted relative price changes over time for three large payers

are generally consistent over time for any given payer—i.e., within a panel—but vary

across payers—i.e., across panels. The plots align with the prior expectation that a

payer tends to renew most of its contracts once per year in the same month.

Another finding from identifying contract changes is that the prices paid by

MassHealth for deliveries do not change over the sample period, 2009-2012. The

MassHealth prices are also exactly the same for all physicians in the state. The

price of a vaginal delivery is $2,045 and the price of a C-section is $2,310, which are

generally the minimum prices physicians receive for these procedures in the sample.

Because there is no empirical variation in these prices, I cannot do an event study on

Medicaid price changes. However, the estimation results still have implications for

Medicaid pricing if we assume physician behavior under private payer price changes

can be generalized. In fact, we might expect the response to private price changes to

be dampened by the difficulty of differentiating privately-insured patients from each

other.

I use five of the observed contract changes in estimation, which are chosen based

on two criteria. First, I only use events that occur after January 2010 because the
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MA APCD started in 2009 and the data quality that year appears to be lower.

Second, I do not use the four events that happened around January 2012 because

multiple price changes occurred at once. This leaves five events between March 2010

and September 2012.

3.4.2 Difference-in-differences

To identify the effect of price on physician behavior, I estimate a difference-in-

differences model of the delivery outcome for patient i:

Yi “ β0 ` β1PAY ERi ˚ POSTi ˚DECi ` β2PAY ERi ˚ POSTi ˚ INCi

` β3PAY ERi ` β4POSTi ` γe ` αj ` εi (3.1)

where Yi “ 1 if patient i had a C-section delivery and 0 otherwise; DECi and INCi

are binary indicators that are 1 if the relative price change, ∆RPjkt, was ď ´$200 or

ě $200, respectively; PAY ERi and POSTi are binary indicators that are 1 for the

payer whose relative price changed and for claims incurred after the contract change

date, respectively; γe is an event fixed effect; and αj is a physician fixed effect. The

coefficients of interest are β1 and β2, which give the difference-in-differences estimate

of the effect of a payer’s relative price decrease or increase on the probability of a

C-section for a patient insured by that payer.

There are two key sources of identifying variation that allow me to estimate equa-

tion 3.1. First, there is variation in reimbursement across patients within physicians,

which arises because physicians see patients with different insurers, and they each

independently negotiate or offer take-it-or-leave-it contracts with the physician (or

physician group) over allowed amounts, as discussed in Section 3.1. Second, there is

variation in the timing of contract changes across payers. This variation arises be-

cause payers tend to renegotiate their contracts on different schedules, as illustrated

in Figure 3.2.
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In order to estimate equation 3.1, I modify the sample described in Section 3.3 in

a few additional ways. First, I duplicate the sample for each of the five events, so the

total number of observations becomes 883,330. Second, for each event, I delete all

observations that lie outside of a three-month period on either side of the contract

change date. I selected this bandwidth because it is the maximum time between any

two events for the five events (the closest two occur on January 1 and April 1 in

2011). This reduces the sample size to 110,990, and removes most of the duplication

of observations. Third, for each event, I remove all observations for physicians who

experienced another contract change with any payer within the 6-month sample

window. This reduces the sample size to 99,859, but only reduces the number of

physicians from 610 to 606, which likely means that those four excluded physician

NPIs, which were responsible for nearly 10% of the claims, were not good identifiers

of individual physicians.

3.4.3 Heterogeneous effects

There are a number of variables that could affect the strength of the physician’s

response to a price change. In addition to the relative margins and the market shares

discussed in Section 3.2, the elasticities that McGuire and Pauly (1991) derive also

depend, naturally, on the disutility of inducing demand. One dimension across which

this could vary is patient risk.

There are at least two reasons that the disutility of inducing demand (for either

C-sections or vaginal deliveries) may be higher for patients who are especially high

or low risk. First, if a patients’ risk factors clearly indicate that one treatment path

is best, then the moral cost of deviating from that is likely higher than if there is

some clinical ambiguity that allows the physician to easily justify either treatment.

Second, obstetricians face a high risk of medical malpractice lawsuits (e.g., Studdert

et al., 2016). If the obstetrician deviates from the standard treatment path and the
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Table 3.4: Risk regression

Mean Coefficient Std. error Marg. effect Odds ratio

Prior C-section 0.14 6.49˚˚˚ p0.084q 0.85 656.30
Over Age 35 0.04 0.09˚˚˚ p0.035q 0.01 1.10
Malposition 0.06 3.26˚˚˚ p0.032q 0.43 26.14
Disproportion 0.02 5.30˚˚˚ p0.122q 0.69 200.20
Multiples 0.02 1.66˚˚˚ p0.045q 0.22 5.24
Diabetes 0.00 1.29˚˚˚ p0.159q 0.17 3.62
Obesity 0.00 0.92˚˚˚ p0.172q 0.12 2.50
Constant — ´1.37˚˚˚ p0.008q — 0.25

Observations 176,666

patient has an adverse outcome, a lawsuit would likely be successful. Thus, there

is both a moral cost and a financial cost of inducing demand, which is likely higher

among patients for whom there is clear treatment path. Currie and MacLeod (2008)

make a similar argument, and they find that C-sections are less responsive to medical

malpractice laws when treating high-risk patients.

I assign patients to three risk categories—low, medium, and high—using the pre-

dicted probability of a C-section based on observed diagnosis codes. I first estimate

the following model using a logistic regression:

P pYi “ 1q “ Λpβ0 ` β1Xiq (3.2)

where Xi is a vector of risk factors of the mother—prior C-section, over age 35, di-

abetes, and obsese—and risk factors of the fetus—malposition, disproportion, and

multiples. I then use the estimated coefficients to predict the probability of a C-

section based on these risk factors. Finally, I split patients into low, medium, and

high risk categories based on observed breaks in the distribution of predicted prob-

abilities.

All of the risk factors included in equation 3.2 are associated with an increase

in the probability of a C-section (Table 3.4). Having a prior C-section is by far
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the most likely factor to lead to a C-section delivery, followed by disproportion and

malposition of the fetus. The predicted probabilities range from 16 to 99 percent,

with clear breaks in the distribution around 24 and 90 percent, which I use as the

cutoff values for the three bins. About 78 percent of patients are low-risk, 6 percent

are medium-risk, and 16 percent are high-risk.

I test for heterogeneous effects across risk level by including interactions between

the difference-in-difference terms in equation 3.1 and the three risk categories. Given

the discussion above, we expect physicians to be less responsive to price changes when

treating low- and high-risk patients than medium-risk patients.

One potential problem with this approach is that diagnosis codes could be en-

dogenous. Physicians may manipulate diagnosis codes in order to justify providing

a certain type of treatment, and so the codes included in equation 3.2 might be

correlated with omitted prices. To overcome this, I choose risk factors that are less

ambiguous, are generally known before delivery (ICD-9 code families 650-659), and

are therefore less likely to be used solely to justify treatment in response to price.

In particular, I do not include diagnosis codes associated with long labor and other

codes in the category of “complications occurring mainly in the course of delivery”

(ICD-9 code families 660-669), which may be more subjective. One test of these

assumptions is to perform the difference-in-differences analysis with each of the dif-

ferent coding families as the dependent variable. The results are generally consistent

with my assumptions: long labor and abnormal forces are coded less frequently when

prices go down, while the variables included in equation 3.2 do not respond in the

same direction. I discuss these results in more detail in Section 3.5.

Another potential concern is that I use predicted probability of a C-section in a

subsequent regression where C-section is the dependent variable. If there is no endo-

geneity problem in the risk regression, then the predicted value from that regression

is an unbiased estimate of the probability of a C-section based only on the included
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Table 3.5: C-section by price change and patient risk

C-section

Relative price decrease
Renewing payer ˆ post-renewal ´0.011
Renewing payer ˆ post-renewal ˆ med-risk ´0.094˚˚˚

Renewing payer ˆ post-renewal ˆ high-risk 0.010

Relative price increase
Renewing payer ˆ post-renewal ´0.037
Renewing payer ˆ post-renewal ˆ med-risk 0.029
Renewing payer ˆ post-renewal ˆ high-risk ´0.024

Controls
Renewing payer ´0.005˚

Post-renewal ´0.005˚˚

Med-risk patient 0.496˚˚˚

High-risk patient 0.801˚˚˚

Event controls Yes

risk factors. Including this predicted value directly in the subsequent regression may

affect the standard errors, but should not lead to any bias in the estimated coef-

ficients. In reality, I include a transformation of the predicted probability in the

form of three large bins (low, medium, and high risk). To the extent that there is

an endogeneity problem in equation 3.2, using these large bins should significantly

reduce any correlation between prices and risk, assuming there is sufficient variation

in predicted probabilities within each bin. I also perform a robustness check where I

estimate the parameters of equation 3.2 on a sample of patients who are not included

in the main analysis, and who deliver in months where no contract changed.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Treatment choice

Physicians are less likely to perform a C-section on patients for whom the relative

price of a C-section decreased, and this effect is concentrated among medium-risk
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Table 3.6: Frequency of diagnoses following price change

DD coefficients

Dependent variable Mean Price decrease Price increase

Count of diagnosis codes 1.935 ´0.039˚˚˚ 0.151˚˚

Long labor 0.007 ´0.005˚˚˚ ´0.001
Malposition 0.073 0.013˚˚ ´0.018
Disproportion 0.029 0.008˚˚˚ ´0.017˚˚

Any delivery complications 0.255 ´0.033˚ ´0.001
Any pregnancy complications 0.172 0.003 0.020

patients (Table 3.5). The magnitude of the decrease in C-section utilization among

medium-risk patients is 9.4 percentage points, or about 15%. The mean relative price

decrease driving this result is -$587, which is over twice the mean price difference

across all physicians.

There is a slightly positive but not statistically significant increase in the C-

section rate among medium-risk patients when the relative price increases. There

are a few possible explanations for the asymmetry of the result. First, the mean

price increase observed in the sample is 30% smaller in magnitude than the mean

price decrease—$416 versus $587—which is a smaller incentive. Second, there are

nearly fifty percent more occurrences of relative price decreases than increases in the

estimation sample, providing more power to estimate the former coefficient. Third,

there may not be much more potential to increase the C-section rate, given the

already high rate. Finally, there could be other features of the contracts between

physicians and insurers, such as utilization review, that we haven’t accounted for but

that are correlated with the price change and affect C-section rates. I explore this

possibility in the next subsection.
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3.5.2 Coding intensity

Using the difference-in-differences framework to test for changes in coding intensity

across different diagnosis codes provides insight into a number of issues. First, as

discussed in Section 3.4, it is a test for the endogeneity of coding. Second, it yields

insight into exactly how providers respond to prices, particularly the certain types

of deliveries that are on the margin. Third, it may give some clues about whether a

simultaneous change in other contract dimensions could be driving the main results.

I estimate equation 3.1 for different diagnosis code families, where the dependent

variable is whether or not any diagnosis code within that family was reported on the

delivery claim line. The coefficients on PAY ERi ˚ POSTi ˚ DECi and PAY ERi ˚

POSTi ˚ INCi represent the effect of a change in a payer’s relative price decrease or

increase on the probability that the relevant diagnosis is reported.

The probability of a diagnosis code could change for at least three reasons. First,

there could be a true underlying change in patient risk. The difference-in-differences

approach is intended to control for this. Second, if a certain diagnosis code is only

reported when a C-section is performed—i.e., as justification for it—then when the

probability of a C-section decreases, the probability of that code being reported will

also decrease. Third, there could be some other change at the same time as the

price change—such as increased scrutiny of C-sections through utilization review—

that causes physicians to code more aggressively. This could also lower C-section

utilization and affect coding through the second channel as well.

The key findings, reported in Table 3.6, are the following: the number of diagnosis

codes reported on a delivery claim decreases in response to a relative price decrease

and increases in response to a price increase; physicians are less likely to report any

delivery complication following a price decrease, particularly long labor; malposition

and disproportion are more likely to be coded following a price decrease and less
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likely following a price increase; and the coding of pregnancy complications is not

responsive to delivery prices.

The first finding—that the number of codes responds to price changes—reflects

that diagnosis codes are needed as justification for billing a C-section. The magnitude

of the response is larger for a price increase than decrease, in contrast with the

coefficients in Table 3.5. This provides additional support for the main finding that

treatment choice responds to price, both increases and decreases, in the expected

way. Furthermore, if other contract changes were driving these results, such changes

would have to occur for physician-payer pairs with price increases and for those with

price decreases. In other words, these types of non-price changes, such as value-

based agreements and utilization review, would have to be highly correlated with

price changes and widespread, which seems quite unlikely.

The probability of long labor being reported decreases by 70 percent on average

when the relative price of a C-section decreases by $587 (Table 3.6, row 2). Given the

potentially subjective measurement of long labor (Thielking, 2015), it makes sense

that these are the marginal types of C-sections that are responsive to price. Similarly,

the probability that any delivery complications are reported decreases when the price

decreases. This aligns with the assumption in Section 3.4 that this family of diagnosis

codes is endogenous to price. In addition, there is no statistical effect on the coding

of pregnancy complications, which further supports the use of risk factors known

prior to delivery for estimating equation 3.2, and serves as a useful falsification test.

Malposition and disproportion respond to price changes in the opposite direction

from long labor (Table 3.6, rows 3-4). When the relative price decreases, both are

more likely to be coded; whereas when the relative price increases, they are less likely

to be coded. The magnitudes of these effects relative to the mean and their statistical

significance are smaller than for long labor; nevertheless, the results are a bit puzzling.

We would expect malposition and disproportion not to respond to prices—or in this
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case, go down with the C-section rate—if they are reported objectively. It is hard

to think of any reason why coding intensity of these complications would go up

in response to lower prices, and vice versa. I turn again, then, to considering the

possibility of other changes concurrent with the price change.

These coding patterns could reflect a response to increased utilization review

by the payer—i.e., monitoring of claims and charts to identify over-utilization or

mis-treatment. Assuming malposition and disproportion are more acceptable justifi-

cations for a C-section than long labor, the decrease in long labor and increase in the

other two could be explained as physicians shifting their coding techniques. If this

is true, then econometrically, we cannot disentangle the effect of utilization review

from the effect of prices in the difference-in-differences estimates of the C-section

probability.

However, there are arguments against the hypothesis that increased utilization

review is driving the main results on treatment choice. First, the difference-in-

differences estimates for malposition and disproportion are symmetric, at least in

sign, for price increases and decreases. Yet, it is highly unlikely that price increases

are associated with less intensive utilization review, which would have to be true for

this hypothesis to hold. Second, the feedback mechanisms for physicians may not be

as clear for utilization review as they are for prices, particularly if medical coders are

the people who interact with utilization managers. A hospital in California reportedly

took three years to lower its average C-section rate by 13 percent following “intense

scrutiny” by a large insurer.6 Third, utilization review is unlikely to be written

directly into contracts and perfectly aligned with the contract change date.

Overall, these results show that physicians do respond to payer-specific prices

when choosing whether or not to perform a C-section. The effect is concentrated

6 https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2015/05/how-one-hospital-reduced-unnecessary-
c-sections/392924/
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among patients who do not have a clear indication for treatment, likely those who

are experiencing long labor.

3.6 Conclusion

This paper shows that treatment prices affect the allocation of healthcare services

across patients in the multi-payer, U.S. healthcare system, at least in the case of

obstetrics. In particular, a physician’s choice of whether to perform a Cesarean

section delivery depends on the prices paid by the patient’s insurer, especially for

medium-risk patients. This finding adds to the growing body of literature showing

that physicians respond to financial incentives (e.g., Gruber, Kim and Mayzlin, 1999;

Clemens and Gottlieb, 2014; Iizuka, 2012), and provides novel evidence that prices

affect behavior toward privately insured patients and on the intensive (treatment)

margin.

A central question still remains as to whether the variation in prices that we ob-

serve across payers leads to allocative efficiency. The argument for having multiple

prices is that it allows for better matching of consumers to goods and services based

on their preferences. In a normal market, people who have a high willingness-to-pay

are more likely to get the good or service. In this market, however, the relative

prices that drive physician behavior are set independently of patient preferences.

The patient chooses an insurer, if she has a choice, taking into account high-level

characteristics of the plan such as premium and breadth of the provider network.

While these plan characteristics may be correlated with absolute prices, they are not

necessarily correlated with the single price among thousands for a specific service,

such as C-section, nor are they correlated with relative prices. In addition, these

prices are generally hidden from consumers until after treatment, making it impos-

sible for patients to directly respond to them. One way in which prices could steer

a patient toward her preferred treatment is if she chooses a physician based on his
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history of providing more or less aggressive treatment and that history was driven

by prices. However, the physician still faces different prices from different payers, is

ultimately responsible for making the treatment decision, and—as the difference-in-

differences results show—responds directly and immediately to price changes. For

these reasons, negotiated prices are highly unlikely to reflect consumer preferences.

Despite not directly measuring welfare, this work still has important implications

for policy. On the one hand, the results are encouraging for insurers and policymakers

who aim to use prices as a policy instrument. If payers can negotiate lower physician

prices for C-sections, the C-section rate will decrease, which is clearly an objective of

some healthcare policy and medical organizations due to the increased cost and risk

of complications from C-section delivery (e.g., Caughey et al., 2014; U.S. Department

of Health and Human Services, 2010). On the other hand, this also implies that we

cannot simply lower prices in order to lower healthcare costs without affecting the

quantity of treatment.

Economists and policymakers have long recognized that changing prices will im-

pact quantities, but new empirical evidence is still crucial to inform policy because

the implications are very different depending on whether income or substitution ef-

fects dominate. CMS assumes that a reduction in physician fees will be offset with

an increase in volume, and other work argues that fee reductions will be offset with

more intense coding (Brunt, 2015). Both of these assumptions imply that income

effects dominate. This paper shows that in the case of obstetrics, the substitution ef-

fect dominates—when the C-section price decreases, physicians substitute C-sections

for vaginal delivery. Clemens and Gottlieb (2014) also find that the supply curve

for physician and outpatient services is positively-sloped. The implications of these

findings for policy will vary depending on the type of procedure. In the case of

C-sections, lowering prices lowers treatment cost because vaginal delivery prices are

lower, and arguably improves patient health, at least at the current margin.
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These results are thus important for any policies that are likely to affect prices

either directly or indirectly, including government pricing decisions, insurance rate

regulation, and merger regulation, which can affect bargaining power and therefore

prices. The latter is particularly salient as the trend toward provider consolidation

and the push for increased insurer competition on the Health Insurance Exchanges

continue (Dafny, 2014; Dafny, Gruber and Ody, 2015). The industrial organization

literature has paid a lot of attention to the effects of insurer and provider consol-

idation on negotiated prices and premiums (e.g., Gowrisankaran, Nevo and Town,

2015; Dafny, Duggan and Ramanarayanan, 2012). However, that literature has said

remarkably little about the effects of these negotiated prices on utilization. This

work shows that privately negotiated prices can have a substantial impact on how

patients are treated, which in turn will determine healthcare costs and outcomes.
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Appendix A

Tables for the Moral Hazard Calculation

The mean subjective probability of speeding 15+ mph over the speed limit in the

next year is 0.45 at Wave 1 and 0.40 at Wave 2 (Table A.1). The mean subjective

probability of drinking and driving in the next year is 0.17 in both waves. The mean

expected premium increase due to a speeding conviction is 28 percent at Wave 1 and

33 percent at Wave 2. The corresponding premium increases for a DWI conviction

are 77 and 86 percent, respectively.

In Table A.2, the coefficients of interest are -0.332 (col. 2) and -0.089 (col. 5).

These coefficients are reproduced in Table 1.6. Formulas for the expected premium

increases if one speeds at least once during the year or if one drinks and drives at

least once are shown in the footnote to Table A.2.

Table A.3 presents results of effects of changes in subjective probabilities on

changes in actual driving behaviors and on the changes in actual accidents incurred

during the year following Wave 1 resulting from changes in driving behavior.
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Table A.1: Subjective probabilities and expected premium increases due to reckless driving

Mean Std. dev.

Speeding
Subjective prob. of speeding 15mph+ 0.45 0.40
Subjective prob. of speeding 15mph+ (2) 0.40 0.39
Subjective prob. of being pulled over | Speeding 15mph+ 0.24 0.25
Subjective prob. of being pulled over | Speeding 15mph+ (2) 0.24 0.23
Subjective prob. of speeding conviction | Speeding 15mph+ 0.51 0.37
Subjective prob. of speeding conviction | Speeding 15mph+ (2) 0.50 0.36
Expected premium increase | Speeding 15mph+ conviction 0.28 0.28
Expected premium increase | Speeding 15mph+ conviction (2) 0.33 0.34

Drinking and driving
Subjective prob. of drinking and driving 0.17 0.30
Subjective prob. of drinking and driving (2) 0.17 0.30
Subjective prob. of being pulled over | Drinking and driving* 0.10 0.13
Subjective prob. of being pulled over | Drinking and driving* (2) 0.11 0.14
Subjective prob. of DWI conviction | Pulled over for drinking and driving* 0.60 0.33
Subjective prob. of DWI conviction | Pulled over for drinking and driving* (2) 0.61 0.32
Expected premium increase | DWI conviction 0.77 1.17
Expected premium increase | DWI conviction (2) 0.85 0.93

N 1136

Notes: Excludes individuals without liability insurance.
(2) indicates a question elicited in Wave 2; otherwise, Wave 1.
* indicates a question related specifically to weekend drinking and driving.
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Table A.2: Relationship between subjective probability of reckless driving and premium increase

Subj. prob. of speeding 15mph+ Subj. prob. of drinking and driving

Mean
(std. dev.)

Random
pair

Random pair
(bootstrap)

All
responses

Random
pair

Random pair
(bootstrap)

All
responses

Panel A. Speeding (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Subj. prob. of Speeding 15mph+ 0.394
(0.395)

Subj. prob. of Drinking and driving 0.119
(0.263)

E[Premium increase | Speeding 15mph+] 0.053 ´0.332˚˚˚ ´0.279˚˚˚ ´0.236˚˚˚

(0.132) p0.110q p0.108q p0.071q
E[Premium increase | Drinking and driving] 0.077 ´0.089˚˚˚ ´0.104˚˚˚ ´0.101˚˚˚

(0.197) p0.024q p0.028q p0.021q
N 4,331 6,444 2,252 2,161 2,031 2,134 2,148
R2 0.007 0.002 0.004 0.008 0.010

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. Excludes individuals without liability insurance. E[Premium increase | Speeding 15mph+] =
E[Premium increase | Speeding Conviction]*P(Speeding Conviction | Pulled Over)*Prob(Pulled Over | Speeding 15mph+). E[Premium
increase | Drinking and Driving] = E[Premium increase | DWI Conviction]*P(DWI Conviction | Pulled Over)*P(Pulled Over | Weekend
Drinking and Driving). Regressions include individual and wave fixed effects.
* p ă 0.10; ** p ă 0.05; *** p ă 0.01.
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Table A.3: Moral hazard steps 2 and 3

Drove after
drinking in
past year
(wave 2)

Any accident
in past year

(wave 2)

Any accident
(pooled)

(1) (2) (3)

Subj. prob. of drinking and driving 0.693˚˚˚

p0.036q
Subj. prob. of speeding 0.046˚˚

p0.021q
Drove after drinking in past year (wave 2) 0.048˚˚˚

p0.015q
Wave 1 0.121˚˚˚

p0.014q
N 1,164 1,169 2,351

Notes: Regression in col. 3 includes individual fixed effects.
* p ă 0.10; ** p ă 0.05; *** p ă 0.01
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Appendix B

Survey of Alcohol and Driving

The model is estimated using individual-level survey data from the SAD, a panel

survey conducted by Battelle Memorial Institute during 2010-12. The design of the

SAD was guided by questions included in national surveys, such as the Behavioral

Risk Factor Surveillance System.1 Eligibility for the SAD required participants to

have driven and consumed alcohol during the last month, to be 18 or older, and

to reside within one of eight cities: Raleigh, NC; Hickory, NC; Philadelphia, PA;

Wilkes-Barre, PA; Seattle, WA; Yakima, WA; Milwaukee, WI; or La Crosse, WI.

These cities represent a broad geographic spread of large and small cities, and the

four states in which they are located vary in alcohol consumption, DWI arrest rates,

criminal laws pertaining to DWI, demographic composition, and insurance law and

regulation. The sample was restricted to drinkers in order to get enough volume to

study low-probability events, such as DWI arrests.

The SAD was administered in three surveys, depicted in Figure B.1. For the base-

line variables, the SAD used a telephone screening followed by a computer-assisted

1 Survey instruments for the SAD are at http://dialog.econ.duke.edu/dapstudy.
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Figure B.1: Timing of administration of the Survey of Alcohol and Driving

survey approximately one month later to elicit respondents’ three-year driving his-

tory, including accidents, speeding violations, and DWI arrests; household demo-

graphics, including wealth, number of adults and children, and number and types of

cars; and the following automobile insurance policy characteristics: bodily injury lia-

bility limits, collision coverage (yes/no), collision insurance deductible (if applicable),

premium, name of insurer, and number of insured drivers by age group (ă 25 and

ě 25).2 In addition, the SAD elicited whether the respondent had health insurance

and the source (Medicare, Medicaid, military, private).

The SAD also elicited individual characteristics not available in administrative

data. These include: risk preference based on hypothetical gambles over lifetime

income (Barsky et al., 1997); risk preference based on hypothetical gambles over

health3; a measure of impulsivity based on questions developed by Loewenstein et al.

2 Respondents were paid a nominal amount for looking up their insurance policy in order to answer
the insurance-related questions. In addition, the respondent is not necessarily the policyholder. For
example, some respondents reported joint policies with a spouse, parents’ policies that cover them,
or, rarely, employer-provided auto insurance.

3 The SAD asked: “We want you to keep imagining that you have gotten into an auto accident
that leaves you paralyzed. Suppose that doctors could cure you of the paralysis by performing an
operation. Without the operation, you would be paralyzed for the rest of your life. But if the
operation went well, you would be completely cured of your paralysis. If the operation did not go
well, you would die immediately without any pain. Would you choose to have the operation if the
chance of dying was (X)?” The initial probability that would make the person indifferent between
having and not having the operation was randomized. The computer program elicited responses
until the change in subjective probabilities fell below a threshold.
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(2001)4; non-pecuniary loss, measured as willingness to pay to avoid paralysis from

an automobile accident (Sloan et al., 1998); and smoking and illicit drug use. The

SAD elicited individual beliefs about: the importance of alcohol in one’s social life,

the increase in odds of an accident when driving after having four drinks versus no

alcohol, and how much arrest for DWI would affect one’s life. The SAD elicited

subjective probabilities of: being involved in an accident, drinking and driving, and

being arrested for DWI in the next year. Finally, the SAD elicited respondents’

expectations about premium increases conditional on an accident or DWI conviction.

Twelve months after the baseline survey, the SAD used another computer-assisted

survey to elicit whether the respondent ever drove after having 4-5 drinks, was in-

volved in any accidents, or was arrested for DWI in the past 12 months. The total

number of respondents in the baseline was 1,634. After accounting for attrition and

missing values on key variables such as insurance coverage characteristics, I obtain

a final sample size of 966.

4 In psychology, impulsivity is an aspect of personality that describes the tendency to act on a
whim, perhaps not considering future consequences of present actions.
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Table B.1: Comparison of sample means

SAD Nationala

Variable Full Sample Full Sample Drinkers

Alcohol consumption
Had any alcoholic beverage in past 30 days 1.00 0.55˚˚˚ 1.00
Any binge drinking (30 days) | drinking 0.41 — 0.33˚˚˚

Avg alcoholic drinks per day | drinking 3.18 — 2.60˚˚˚

Driving behavior
Driven within the last 30 days 1.00 0.97˚˚˚ 0.99˚˚˚

Drove after drinking too much (30 days) | drinking 0.03b — 0.03c

Arrested for DUI (1 year) 0.007d 0.005e —

Demographic characteristics
Age 45.13 46.51˚˚ 44.61
Female 0.55 0.51˚˚ 0.46˚˚˚

Married 0.49 0.50 0.51
Employed 0.77 0.55˚˚˚ 0.63˚˚˚

Has health insurance 0.90 0.81˚˚˚ 0.82˚˚˚

Adults in household 2.03 2.28˚˚˚ 2.29˚˚˚

Children ă 18 in household 0.67 0.75˚˚ 0.74˚˚

Education
Less than high school graduate 0.01 0.15 0.12
High school graduate or GED 0.10 0.29 0.27
Some college, technical school, or 2-year college 0.22 0.30 0.31
College graduate or graduate education 0.68 0.25 0.31
Chi-square critical value p975.19q˚˚˚ p676.63q˚˚˚

Race
White 0.87 0.66 0.69
Black 0.09 0.11 0.11
Other 0.04 0.23 0.21
Chi-square critical value p212.00q˚˚˚ p174.00q˚˚˚

Income
Less than $15k 0.07 0.14 0.11
$15-$35k 0.14 0.30 0.26
$35-$75k 0.34 0.29 0.30
ą$75k 0.44 0.27 0.34
Chi-square critical value p218.08q˚˚˚ p99.47q˚˚˚

State
North Carolina 0.44 0.27 0.24
Pennsylvania 0.15 0.37 0.38
Washington 0.21 0.19 0.19
Wisconsin 0.19 0.16 0.19
Chi-square critical value p174.90q˚˚˚ p303.81q˚˚˚

Notes: (a) Data from the 2011 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) except as
noted; (b) estimate based on dividing the value from the past twelve months by twelve (0.40{12 “
0.03); (c) data from the 2012 BRFSS; (d) estimate based on dividing the value from the past three
years by three (0.0217{3 “ 0.007); (e) data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics Arrest Data
Analysis Tool, 2011. Asterisks indicate statistical significance at the * 0.1 ** 0.05 and *** 0.01
levels from two-sided t-tests (binary and continuous variables) and Pearson’s chi-squared tests
(categorical variables) that the mean or distribution of the National data is equal to the SAD.
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Table B.2: Distribution of insurance choices

Collision insurance

Liability limit No Yes Total

uninsured 0.04 b 0.04
state min. 0.03 0.12 0.15
100,000 0.02 0.13 0.15
300,000 0.01 0.40 0.41
500,000 0.01 0.19 0.20
1,000,000 a 0.04 0.04

Obs. “ 966 0.11 0.89 1.00

Notes: The table shows the distribution of ob-
served insurance choices. “Liability limit” refers
to the upper bodily injury liability limit. Re-
sponses are grouped to the nearest limit listed in
the table, with upper cutoffs at 200k, 400k, and
750k, inclusive—e.g., a respondent who reports a
200k limit would be included in the 100k category
in the table. Wisconsin residents who report a
100k limit are included in the “state min.” cat-
egory because this is the minimum in that state.
Liability-collision combinations excluded from the
choice set are: (a) A $1M liability limit without
collision because it was only reported by two peo-
ple in the sample, so they are attributed to the
$500k liability limit, no collision policy; and (b)
Collision insurance without liability insurance, be-
cause it cannot be purchased alone in any state.
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Appendix C

Accident cost tables

Table C.1 reports the mean accident costs by severity level and cost category. Panels

A and B are from Blincoe et al. (2014). Panel C is derived from Panels A and B

to obtain a discrete distribution of per-accident costs in the four categories relevant

for automobile insurance: injury to others, injury to self, property damage to others,

and own property damage. Table C.2 reports mean expected accident costs by each

combination of insurance plan and drinking and driving behavior. These expected

costs are calculated using the accident cost distributions in Table C.1, Panel C, and

the formulas in Table 2.2.
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Table C.1: Distribution of accident costs by severity level, 2010

Severity

PDO MAIS 0 MAIS 1 MAIS 2 MAIS 3 MAIS 4 MAIS 5 Fatal

Panel A: Total accident costs (millions)

Property damage 45,235 8,378 18,694 1,957 1,096 279 87 370
Medical 0 0 13,148 8,292 7,143 3,364 2,539 373
EMS 518 96 308 66 42 14 5 30
Market productivity 0 0 9,886 13,426 11,090 2,985 2,025 30,797
Household productivity 1,111 206 3,255 4,038 3,375 762 616 9,567
Workplace cost 1,148 211 1,180 896 582 109 64 389
Legal cost 0 0 4,877 2,283 1,979 603 524 3,514
QALYs 0 0 80,395 115,464 81,166 34,812 26,322 255,646

Panel B: Total vehicles/people in accidents

Vehicles 18,508,632 — — — — — — —
People — 4,583,265 3,459,200 338,730 100,740 17,086 5,749 32,999

Panel C: Cost per accident ($)

Injury to others 113 207 60,318 787,163 1,930,633 4,607,064 10,303,881 16,797,068
Injury to self 150 112 32,681 426,490 1,046,029 2,496,137 5,582,710 9,100,761
Property damage to others 1,837 3,374 9,974 10,663 20,080 30,138 27,931 20,695
Own property damage 2,444 1,828 5,404 5,777 10,879 16,329 15,133 11,212

Notes: The table reports total accident costs, number of vehicles or people involved, and mean costs per accident at each
of seven severity levels in the U.S. in 2010 based on Blincoe et al. (2014), Table 1-8. PDO stands for “property damage
only” and MAIS stands for “Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale”, which is a measure of the severity of injuries, where zero
is least severe and five is most severe. EMS refers to medical, police, and fire emergency service costs. QALYs refers to
quality-adjusted life years and is an estimate of the value of life lost due to injuries and deaths. The values derived in Panel
C are based on the average number of vehicles and people involved in a crash of 1.75 and 2.85 from Blincoe et al. (2014),
Table 1-3. Injury to others and self includes all accident costs in Panel A except property damage.
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Table C.2: Expected pecuniary cost of driving conditional on insurance policy and drinking behavior

Policy-behavior combination Mean expected cost

Liability Collision Ded. Drink Bodily injury Property damage Premium increase Fine Total

Others Self Others Own Accident DWI DWI

uninsured — — no 1,111 35 261 169 0 — — 1,576
state min. no — no 497 35 10 169 53 — — 764

100,000 no — no 435 35 0 169 54 — — 694
300,000 no — no 401 35 0 169 58 — — 664
500,000 no — no 355 35 0 169 64 — — 623

state min. yes 500 no 497 35 10 29 86 — — 657
100,000 yes 500 no 435 35 0 29 87 — — 587
300,000 yes 500 no 401 35 0 29 92 — — 558
500,000 yes 500 no 355 35 0 29 97 — — 516

1,000,000 yes 500 no 151 35 0 29 109 — — 325

uninsured — — yes 1,797 52 419 271 0 0 99 2,638
state min. no — yes 811 52 17 271 86 111 99 1,447

100,000 no — yes 704 52 1 271 88 113 99 1,328
300,000 no — yes 650 52 0 271 96 123 99 1,290
500,000 no — yes 574 52 0 271 103 133 99 1,233

state min. yes 500 yes 811 52 17 47 140 181 99 1,347
100,000 yes 500 yes 704 52 1 47 142 183 99 1,228
300,000 yes 500 yes 650 52 0 47 149 194 99 1,190
500,000 yes 500 yes 574 52 0 47 157 203 99 1,132

1,000,000 yes 500 yes 245 52 0 47 176 229 99 848

Notes: The table reports the means of expected driving costs conditional on each combination of insurance
policy and drinking and driving behavior. The first four columns of the table describe the insurance
policy-drinking behavior combination. Liability is the upper limit (per accident) on bodily injury liability
to others; Collision is an indicator for whether the plan covers damage to the policyholder’s property; Ded.
is the collision insurance deductible, assumed to be $500; and Drink is an indicator for whether or not the
individual hypothetically chooses to drink and drive in the second period. The expected cost of the seven
pecuniary consequences are calculated according to Table 2.2. All consequences are reported in dollars.
The Total column is the sum of the individual consequences and corresponds to the mean of equation (2.3)
over all individuals for policy j and drinking behavior d.
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Appendix D

Optimists and pessimists

One of the key assumptions that Chiappori et al. (2006) and Fang and Wu (2016)

make is that individuals have “realistic expectations”—i.e., their subjective assess-

ment of risk is equal to the objective risk. Under this assumption, both papers show

that there cannot be a negative correlation between insurance choice and accident

risk in a competitive insurance market unless insurance loading factors are quite

high—which is not likely in a perfectly competitive market, as Fang and Wu (2016)

point out. However, Spinnewijn (2013) shows that violations of the realistic expecta-

tions assumption can break the positive correlation between insurance coverage and

accident risk. In particular, a negative correlation can arise when a group of indi-

viduals are both overly optimistic about their true risk (“baseline optimistic”) and

pessimistic about how much their behaviors affect that risk (“control pessimistic”).

Here I use subjective beliefs observed in the SAD together with other features of

the survey to show that risk tolerant individuals are baseline optimistic and control

pessimistic.
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D.1 Baseline Optimism

I test for baseline optimism in the SAD in two ways. First, I take advantage of the

fact that the SAD contains subjective probabilities about future events in the next

year and realizations of the same events collected in the follow-up survey a year later.

To test whether there is heterogeneity in the accuracy of individuals’ risk perceptions

by risk preference, I run the following regression for three outcomes pyq—accidents,

drinking and driving, and speeding:

yit`1 “ β0 ` β1SubjProbitpyq ` β2RiskPrefFactori ` εi

The coefficient of interest is β2. If β2 ą 0, risk tolerant individuals underestimate

their objective risk relative to risk averse individuals because the deviation of their

actual risk from their subjective probability is higher. If β2 ă 0, risk tolerant indi-

viduals overestimate their objective risk relative to risk averse individuals.

For all three outcomes, risk tolerant individuals have higher accident risk condi-

tional on their subjective beliefs, and are therefore baseline optimistic (Table D.1),

although the coefficient on risk preference is not statistically significant for speeding.

In fact, because the risk preference factor is mean-zero and therefore takes negative

values for risk averse individuals, we can conclude that risk tolerant individuals are

baseline optimistic and risk averse individuals are baseline pessimistic.

I perform a second, simple test of baseline optimism in the SAD sample by finding

the correlation between risk preference and the “optimism index” developed by Sloan

et al. (2013). The optimism index counts the number of times each SAD respondent

underestimate the probability of an adverse event for ten events. The correlation

between this index, which is increasing in optimism, and the risk preference factor

is 0.22 (p-value=0.000). In other words, risk tolerant individuals are much more

optimistic in general.
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Table D.1: Accuracy of subjective beliefs by risk preference

Wave 2 Realization

Any Drunk Speeding
Accident Driving ą 15 mph

Subjective probability (Wave 1) 0.069 0.478˚˚˚ 0.064˚˚˚

p0.065q p0.036q p0.023q
Risk preference factor 0.023˚˚ 0.075˚˚˚ 0.007

p0.009q p0.011q p0.009q
Constant 0.080 0.087 0.057

p0.012q p0.013q p0.013q
Observations 965 966 964

Notes:

Finally, there is theoretical motivation for these results from the idea in prospect

theory that people overweight small probabilities Kahneman and Tversky (1979).

The “s-curve” implies that people tend to overweight small probabilities. Even

though accident probabilities are relatively small on average, we can expect low-

risk drivers to be relatively pessimistic compared to high-risk drivers as long at the

low-risk drivers’ accident probability is not too close to zero. Because the risk averse

individuals are low risk, we should expect them to be relatively pessimistic and the

risk tolerant drivers—who are higher risk—to be relatively optimistic.

D.2 Control Pessimism

In order to break the positive correlation, baseline optimistic drivers must also be

control pessimistic—in other words, they must believe their their actions do not have

a significant effect on their accident risk. The SAD makes it is straightforward to

test this with respect to drinking and driving behavior. One of the questions asked

is “If you drank 4 drinks and then drove home, what would be the odds (compared

with not having had any alcohol at all) of getting into accident?” There is a set of

five discrete response options ranging from “No increase in odds” to “Odds increased
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more than 100%”. The correlation between the increase in accident odds and the

risk preference factor is -0.093 (p-value=0.004), implying that risk tolerant drivers

believe drinking and driving is less likely to affect the odds of an accident than risk

averse drivers do, and are therefore relatively control-pessimistic.

It is possible that risk tolerant drivers are also more frequent drinkers and there-

fore have (or believe they have) a higher tolerance for alcohol so don’t think four

drinks is enough to substantially affect their driving. I run a regression to control for

the self-reported number of drinks that it would take for an individual to exceed the

BAC limit, and still find a negative and statistically significant coefficient on the risk

preference factor. In a similar regression controlling for how well a person believes

they can handle alcohol compared to others, the coefficient on risk preference is still

negative, though not statistically significant (p-value=0.213).
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Appendix E

Counterfactual premiums under risk-rating

I first recover the residual variation in the expected accident probabilities for drinker-

drivers and non-drinker-drivers from the perspective of the insurer using a logit

model:

P paccidentit`1q “ Λ pβ1 observed riskit ` β2 drink driveitq (E.1)

where accidentit`1 is an indicator for whether the individual was involved in any

accident during the follow-up year; observed riskit is the vector of individual risk

factors in the hedonic regression, which are observed and used by the insurer under

the status quo; drink driveit is an indicator for whether the individual reports ever

having driven after having too much to drink in the past twelve months; and Λpxq “

exppxq
1`exppxq

is the logistic function. I also include a full set of insurer dummy variables

to account for variation in the risk of the insured population at the insurer level.

The measure of interest from equation E.1 is the relative risk of an accident for a

drinker-driver compared to a non-drinker-driver. Relative risk is approximated by

exppβ2q, the odds ratio corresponding to the coefficient on drink driveit.
1

1 This approximation is reasonable for low-probability events, such as accidents (Deeks, 1998).
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Having recovered an estimate of the relative risk of an accident for drinker-drivers

compared to non-drinker-drivers conditional on other observed characteristics, I cal-

culate the change in premium for a drinker-driver:

∆PDD
“ Ercost|DDs ´ Ercosts

“ P paccident|DDq ˆ pcost|DDq ´ P paccidentq ˆ cost

“

”

P paccident|DDq ´ P paccidentq
ı

ˆ cost

“

”

RRDD
ˆ P paccident|NDDq ´ P paccidentq

ı

ˆ cost

“

„

RRDD
ˆ

P paccidentq

P pNDDq `RRDD ˆ P pDDq
´ P paccidentq



ˆ cost

“

„

RRDD

P pNDDq `RRDD ˆ P pDDq
´ 1



ˆ Ercosts

where cost is the cost of an accident, DD is a drinker-driver, NDD is a non-

drinker-driver, and RRDD is the relative risk of a drinker-driver compared to a non-

drinker-driver. The third line follows by assuming that accident cost does not vary

with drinking and driving behavior; the fourth line follows from the definition of

relative risk; and the fifth line follows from the law of total probability.2 Because

P pNDDq`P pDDq “ 1 and assuming RRDD is strictly greater than one, P pNDDq`

RRDD ˆ P pDDq ă RRDD, so the premium change for a drinker-driver is positive.

The premium change for a non-drinker-driver is:

∆PNDD
“

„

1

P pNDDq `RRDD ˆ P pDDq
´ 1



ˆ Ercosts

2 By the law of total probability (line 1) and the definition of relative risk (line 2):

P paccidentq “ P paccident|NDDq ˆ P pNDDq ` P paccident|DDq ˆ P pDDq

P paccidentq “ P paccident|NDDq ˆ P pNDDq `RRDD ˆ P paccident|NDDq ˆ P pDDq

P paccident|NDDq “
P paccidentq

P pNDDq `RRDD ˆ P pDDq
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which is negative because P pNDDq `RRDD ˆ P pDDq ą 1.

I use the SAD to estimate the probabilities of having an accident, being a drinker-

driver, and being a non-drinker driver. I use information from Table C.1 to estimate

accident costs. Finally, I use these estimates, along with the estimated relative risk

from the logit model, to calculate average premium adjustments for drinker-drivers

and non-drinker-drivers.
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Appendix F

Identifying individual physicians based on NPI

I use the Provider files from the MA APCD (Release 2.0) to identify individual

physicians and their National Provider Identifiers (NPIs). My objective is to obtain

the unique NPI of the physician who was responsible for each claim line in the

Medical Claims file. The problem is that the Medical Claims file does not contain

NPIs for the physician who performed each claim line. The Medical Claims file does

contain a Linking Provider ID that is intended to link the Medical Claims file to

the Provider file, which contains rich demographic and practice information about

providers, including NPI. Unfortunately, the Linking Provider ID is not a unique

field in the Provider file, making a simple left join infeasible. In fact, I was unable

to identify any set of variables in the Provider file and also in the Medical Claims

file that would yield a unique key. I take the following steps to overcome this, which

are also illustrated in Figure F.1:

• Stack Commercial and Medicaid provider files.

• Collapse the combined file by removing duplicates based only on Release ID,

provider affiliations (linkage IDs and dates), and begin and end dates, yielding
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a 57% reduction in observations, from 42 to 18 million.

• Count number of unique Provider ID Codes for each Linking Provider ID.

Provider ID Code indicates the type of entity (person, facility, group, etc.).

• Separate Linking Provider IDs into the following groups:

– Persons — Provider ID Code = 1 (Person) for all observations with a

single Linking Provider ID

– Non-Persons — Provider ID Code ‰ 1 for all observations with a single

Linking Provider ID

– Unknown/Multiple — Multiple Provider ID Codes for a single Linking

Provider ID

• Among Linking Provider IDs associated as Person, collapse on only needed

variables, then separate into the following groups:

– One Line — exactly one observation per Linking Provider ID

– Two Lines — exactly two observations per Linking Provider ID

– Multiple Lines — more than two observations per Linking Provider ID

• Create final Physician Map from Linking Provider ID to NPI using One Line

Persons as is; collapsing Two Line Persons down based on logic, where possible;

and discarding Multiple Line Persons and Non-Persons.
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provider

provider_no_affiliations

provider_no_dates

provider_no_dates_w_provcodecnt

PERSONS
provider_no_dates_provcodecnt_1

UNKNOWN/MULTIPLE
provider_no_dates_provcodecnt_3

Provider File
107 (COMM)

Provider File
121 (MDCD)

provider_persons

One Line
provider_persons_1

Two Lines
provider_persons_2

Multiple Lines
provider_persons_3

provider_persons_1_full provider_persons_2_full

provider_persons_full

Gender

GROUPS
provider_no_dates_provcodecnt_23

FACILITIES
provider_no_dates_provcodecnt_22

OTHER
provider_no_dates_provcodecnt_24

No unneeded variables

Direct link

Skips steps

No ReleaseID

Commercial
provider_comm

Medicaid
provider_mdcd

Stack

No affiliations (linkage id and dates)

No begin/end dates

42,225,416

29,461,026

20,457,547

18,275,679

7,664,893

7,266,899

3,343,887

Add count of distinct ProviderIDCodes

Parse by ProviderIDCode

5,005,591

NON-PERSONS
provider_no_dates_provcodecnt_2

1,991,348

1,066,681

1,947,562

DOB

PHYSICIAN MAP
provider_persons_full

provider_facilities

Figure F.1: Schematic of code for identifying individual physician NPIs in MA APCD
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Appendix G

Identifying contract and price changes

To identify contract and price changes, I first extract the payer ID, provider ID

(NPI), incurred date, procedure, and allowed amount for a subset of the sample of

birth claims. I restrict the sample in two dimensions.

First, I only include deliveries involving routine obstetric care, including antepar-

tum and postpartum care. These are the most frequently observed codes, and re-

stricting the sample to these codes allows me to focus on only two prices per provider-

patient pair: one for vaginal delivery and one for C-section delivery. This restriction

reduces the sample by 17 percent, with 2 percent associated with vaginal births af-

ter a previous C-section (VBAC), 7 percent associated with delivery-only lines, and

the remaining 8 percent associated with deliveries that include postpartum but not

antepartum care. Attempting VBAC is relatively rare and involves additional com-

plications, while claim lines that indicate delivery-only may mean that the patient

switched physicians, or that the pregnancy was terminated (by miscarriage or abor-

tion). Claims without antepartum care may indicate that the physician changed or

that the provider bills for antepartum care separately.
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Second, I restrict the sample based on volume of deliveries over time. To do this,

I count the number of consecutive months that each physician (NPI) delivers and

the average number of deliveries in those months. I sort and visually inspect volume

per month at the physician level to determine a threshold level. There is a tradeoff

between including more data and losing the density of deliveries over time that is

necessary to identify exactly when a contract likely changed. I restrict the sample

to include only NPIs with at least twelve consecutive months with a delivery and at

least three deliveries per month.

Before describing the algorithm to identify the contract periods for this subset of

physicians, I illustrate the concept with example.

G.1 Example

The logic of the pricing algorithm is best understood by visualizing an example,

such as the one shown in Figure G.1. The figure shows the count of deliveries for a

given physician-payer pair by price and incurred date, with all the vaginal deliveries

given in the top panel (CPT code 59400) and the C-sections in the bottom panel

(CPT code 59510). The yellow and orange lines indicate likely contract change dates,

which are based on when an entirely new “menu” of prices shows up. For example,

before 9/1/2010, there are four prices observed, two for each procedure: $2,894.29,

$4,035.96, $3277.40, and $4570.18. Beginning on 9/1/2010, none of these prices are

ever observed again, and there are four new consistently observed prices ($3,168.51,

$4,168.41, $3,588.05, and $4720.34) plus one rogue price ($4077.83). This set of prices

is active until 9/5/2011, when yet another completely new menu of prices appears.

This aligns with what we would expect from physician contract changes: the same

prices are in place for an entire contract period, and in general, the contract changes

annually. The goal of the algorithm, then, is to identify dates at which the entire

menu of prices changes.
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Figure G.1: Example identification of contract change dates for a payer-provider pair
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G.2 Algorithm

• Create a table of minimum and maximum incurred dates for each physician-

payer-allowed amount triplet.

• Sort the table by physician, payer, minimum date, then maximum date.

• For each physician-payer pair:

– For the first observation (earliest observed allowed amount):

∗ Set the contract start date equal to the minimum date.

∗ Set the contract end date equal to the maximum date.

– For all subsequent observations:

∗ Retain the previous contract start date unless the minimum date is

greater than the previous contract end date.

∗ Retain the previous contract end date unless the maximum date is

greater than the previous contract end date.

• Collapse this table by taking the maximum contract end date for each physician-

payer-contract start date triplet.

• Convert contract dates (year-month-day) to year-months.

• Merge in mean prices during each contract period.

• Drop contract periods ă60 days and with zero vaginal deliveries or C-sections.

After applying this algorithm, I summarize the results by payer and find, con-

sistent with what we would expect, that for any given payer, most contracts change

in the same month within a 12-month period and in the same month each year. In

addition, different payers change their contracts in different months, providing the

identifying variation needed for the difference-in-differences.
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